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Abstract

Increasingly, software projects are becoming geographically distributed, with limited face-to-
face interaction between participants. These projects face particular challenges that need 
careful managerial attention. This PhD study reports on how we can understand and support 
the management of distributed software projects, based on a literature study and a case study. 
The main emphasis of the literature study was on how to support the management of 
distributed software projects, but also contributed to an understanding of these projects. The 
main emphasis of the case study was on how to understand the management of distributed 
software projects, but also contributed to supporting the management of these projects. 

The literature study integrates what we know about risks and risk-resolution techniques, into a 
framework for managing risks in distributed contexts. This framework was developed 
iteratively, using evaluations by practitioners. Subsequently, the framework served as the 
foundation for the design of a risk management process, compliant with Capability Maturity 
Model Integration’s (CMMI) generic approach to risk management (2006). 

The case study investigates the managerial challenges of control and coordination in a 
successful, distributed software project between a Russian and a Danish company. The case 
study’s control aspects were investigated, drawing on Kirsch’s (2004) elements of control 
framework, to analyze how control is enacted in the project. This analysis showed that 
informal measurement and evaluation controls were used even though the team was short-
lived and rarely met face-to-face; in addition, informal roles and relationships, such as clan-
like control, were also used. The investigation suggests that management in successful 
distributed software projects can be highly reliant on both formal and informal controls and in 
both a project context and mediated communications. The case study’s coordination aspects 
were investigated, drawing on the collective mind concept, developed by Weick and Roberts 
(1993), to analyze the patterns of mediated interactions in multimodal communication. This 
analysis showed that multimodal communication can facilitate collective minding in 
distributed software projects and can positively impact performance. In providing an approach 
for investigating the impact of multimodal communication practices on virtual team 
performance, we can further understand and support coordination in distributed software 
projects.

Keywords: Distributed Software Projects, Project Management, Risk Management, Control, 
Coordination
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Resume

Softwareprojekter bliver oftere geografisk distribueret med begrænset ansigt til ansigt 
interaktion mellem deltagerne. Disse projekter står overfor specielle udfordringer, der kræver 
særlig ledelsesopmærksomhed. Dette PhD-studie rapporterer om, hvordan vi kan forstå og 
understøtte ledelsen af distribuerede softwareprojekter. Studiet er baseret på et litteraturstudie 
og et casestudie. Litteraturstudiets primære fokus var hvordan ledelse af distribuerede 
software projekter kan understøttes. Yderligere har studiet også bidraget til en forståelse af 
disse projekter. Casestudiets primære fokus var på hvordan ledelse af distribuerede 
softwareprojekter kan forstås, men har også bidraget til understøttelse af disse projekters 
ledelse.

Litteraturstudiet integrerer hvad vi ved om risici og risikoløsningsteknikker i et framework for 
risikoledelse i distribuerede kontekster. Dette framwork var udviklet iterativt med hjælp af 
praktiker evalueringer. Efterfølgende udgjorde frameworket fundamentet for designet af en 
risikoledelsesproces tilpasset Capability Maturity Model Integration’s (CMMI) generiske 
risikoledelses tilgang (2006). 

Casestudiet undersøger ledelsesudfordringerne forbundet med kontrol og koordinering i et 
succesfuldt distribueret softwareprojekt mellem en russisk og en dansk virksomhed. 
Casestudiets kontrolaspekter var undersøgt med Kirschs (2004) framework for 
kontrolelementer til at analysere, hvordan kontrol udøves i projektet. Denne analyse viste, at 
uformel målings- og evalueringskontrol blev anvendt, på trods af at teamet havde en kort 
levetid og sjældent mødtes ansigt til ansigt. Derudover blev der også anvendt uformelle roller 
og relationer såsom klanlignende kontrol. Undersøgelsen indikerer, at ledelse i succesfulde 
distribuerede softwareprojekter kan være dybt afhængig af både formel og uformel kontrol i 
både projektkonteksten og den medierede kommunikation. Casestudiets 
koordineringsaspekter var undersøgt med collective mind konceptet, udviklet af Weick og 
Roberts (1993), til at analysere medieret interaktions mønstre i multimodal kommunikation. 
Denne analyse viste, at multimodal kommunikation kan understøtte collective minding og
have en præstationsfremmende effekt i distribuerede softwareprojekter. Med den foreslåede 
metode til at undersøge effekten af multimodal kommunikationspraksis på præstation i 
virtuelle teams kan vi yderligere forstå og støtte koordinering i distribuerede 
softwareprojekter.

Nøgleord: Distribuerede softwareprojekter, projektledelse, risikoledelse, kontrol, 
koordinering
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1 Introduction 
This chapter describes the motivation for the PhD study’s topic and research questions and it 
summarizes the thesis structure. The motivation for the study is grounded in the globalization 
of software businesses, resulting in an increased need for collaboration across geographical 
distance. This type of collaboration in software projects encompasses significant and 
persistent challenges. This PhD study therefore, examines how to understand and support the 
management of distributed software projects. 

1.1 Motivation 
We are confronted with globalization in both our professional and private lives. Globalization 
is a term describing the process of transforming local phenomena into global phenomena. The 
term is sometimes used to describe threats, or prosperity. An example of a threat could be that 
a person in a developing country will take your job. Prosperity could be seen as globalization,
increasing accessibility of consumer goods previously only reserved for the privileged few. 
Globalization also raises moral issues about how we act as a global society. For example, 
concern has been raised that globalization causes exploitation of underdeveloped countries. 
Alternatively it can be argued that this engagement in underdeveloped countries will stimulate 
prosperity in these countries. Whether the optimistic or pessimistic view is adopted it is what 
we do in response to globalization that is important, particularly within the software industry. 

Software professionals have played a significant role in relation to globalization. While 
globalization, in the past, was facilitated by developments in transportation, advances in 
software are now also key facilitators. Software has facilitated globalization by making the 
exchange of a wide range of services easy and fast across geographical distances. In fact, 
software has been so successful in facilitating such exchanges, that the service of developing 
software itself can be exchanged between distant places. 

In general, the software industry appears to have adopted a positive view of globalization. 
This embracement has made relocation of white-collar software development jobs 
increasingly common. In the past, job relocation due to globalization primarily affected blue-
collar jobs. However, in contrast to the blue-collar job relocations in the past, today, many of 
the white-collar jobs are only partly relocated. Partial job relocation leaves a new need for 
collaboration across geographical distance. Collaboration, facilitated by information and 
communication technology (ICT) between software professionals across geographical 
distance, is therefore, increasingly important. However it is unclear, how the many software 
professionals currently involved in this practice are, and possibly could be, responding to this 
change.

1.2 Background 
The internet and associated technologies have made it possible to exchange data in real-time 
across the globe. This possibility has opened several new communication channels, such as 
instant messaging, net-meetings, and video conferences. These technologies have allowed 
team operations to move beyond co-located situations to teleconferences and on to virtual 
conferences (Bergiel et al. 2008). Such communication capabilities have made it increasingly 
feasible to have software projects with participants collaborating closely across geographical 
distance (Rutkowski et al. 2002; Sarker et al. 2005). This geographical distribution becomes 
increasingly frequent, with a massive transfer of development activities from the United 
States (US) and Europe to developing countries (Meyer 2006). In fact, information 
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technology and product development are the functions, of which the highest cumulative 
percentage of US companies are initiating off-shoring (Manning et al. 2008).

The reason for distributing software development can be to improve time-to-market by round-
the-clock development or to increase flexibility in capitalizing on merger and acquisition 
opportunities (Herbsleb & Moitra 2001). Other reasons include access to cheaper labor 
(Nicholson & Sahay 2004), increasing knowledge of customers and local conditions by 
market proximity, or capitalizing on the global talent pool (Conchúir et al. 2009; Damian & 
Moitra 2006; Herbsleb & Moitra 2001). In fact, shortage of high skilled science and 
engineering talent and, more generally, needs for access to qualified personnel are important 
explanatory factors for off-shoring innovation decisions (Lewin et al. 2008; Manning et al. 
2008). In line with these trends, distributed software development is now no longer only an 
option for most enterprises; rather, it is a business necessity (Damian et al. 2008). 

The developments in ICT provide new business and collaboration opportunities for software 
projects, but they come at a cost. ICT-enabled environments “magnify the differences between 
good and bad projects, organizations, teams, and leaders. The nature of such projects is that 
there is little tolerance for ineffective leadership” (Cascio & Shurygailo 2003). The task of 
developing software is a very coordination- and communication-intensive activity (Kraut & 
Streeter 1995). With coordination and communication proving difficult in distributed settings 
(Powell et al. 2004), project management becomes even more challenging. Indeed, distributed 
software development has unique nuances, complexities, and challenges. These characteristics 
range from technical, economic, organizational, and cultural issues, to those arising from 
different time zones, languages, and geographical locations (Damian & Moitra 2006). Making 
distributed project teams work effectively, and delivering quality systems on time and within 
budget, is thus a significant industry-wide challenge (Espinosa et al. 2006). In response to 
these challenges, researchers and practitioners are continuously developing vast amounts of 
guidelines, tools, and methodologies. While some resulting efforts can provide great benefits, 
these efforts often induce or redirect attention to new difficulties. In line with the software 
engineering silver bullet conundrum, new solutions induce new challenges (Berry 2008). 
Consequently, now more than ever, there is a need for knowledge on the increasingly 
widespread yet immensely complex endeavor of managing distributed software projects. 

1.3 Research Questions 
The growth in globally-distributed software development has increased the need for 
understanding appropriate engineering and management approaches (Damian & Moitra 
2006). Consequently, this PhD study investigates how we can understand and support the 
management of distributed software projects. 

The pursuit of knowledge in this study is guided by the research knowledge and activity 
framework proposed for collaborative practice research (Mathiassen 2002). This framework 
states that understanding should be based on interpretations of practice. This includes 
collecting data about practice and interpreting these using different concepts and frameworks. 
The outcome is an insight into practice, including concepts and frameworks that can be used 
to reflect upon practice (Mathiassen 2002). These activities are guided by the first research 
question (RQ): 

RQ1: How can we understand management of distributed software projects? 
The framework also states that knowledge of how to support practice should be based on 
making normative propositions or designing artifacts. The concern here is to create 
knowledge that can be used to plan, guide, or improve practice. The outcome can be in the 
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form of some artifact1. The artifact should be developed and tested in relation to particular 
systems development disciplines (Mathiassen 2002). These activities are guided by the second 
research question: 

RQ2: How can we support management of distributed software projects?
The two research questions are mutually dependent in the sense that the answer to either 
research question can influence the other. For instance, the support of advanced ICT made 
distributed teamwork significantly more feasible (Xue et al. 2004). However, this support also 
necessitated a new understanding of the phenomenon. This PhD study therefore, includes two 
different research efforts addressing the two research questions, however, with particular 
emphasis on either RQ1 or RQ2. The first research effort had an initial emphasis on RQ2, 
while also contributing to RQ1. The second research effort had an initial emphasis on RQ1 
while also contributing to RQ2. Furthermore, the two research questions include the pronoun 
“we”, which not only refers to researchers interpreting management practices in distributed 
software projects, but also practitioners engaged in it. Practitioner understanding and support 
needs to be taken into account in order to provide comprehensive answers for the two 
research questions (Mathiassen 2002). This PhD study therefore offers both a practice-based 
and a research-based investigation of the two research questions. 

1.4 Structure of the Thesis 
The thesis consists of four individually published papers and this summary. An elaborate 
research presentation should account for the 1) area of concern, 2) research questions, 3) 
frameworks, 4) methodology, and 5) contribution (Checkland & Holwell 1998). This PhD 
study’s area of concern is the management of distributed software projects, presented in 
Chapter 2. The frameworks for investigating management of distributed software projects are 
risk management, control, and coordination, and are presented in Chapter 3. The methodology
used for the investigation used a pluralistic research approach including a literature study and 
a case study, presented in Chapter 4. This PhD study’s contribution contains four research 
papers, each addressing the two research questions, which is presented in Chapter 5. Finally, 
contributions, implications, limitations, and future research are discussed in Chapter 6. 

1 In this PhD study, the term artifact is also used to cover information systems. 
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2 Distributed Software Projects 
This chapter presents existing research on the management of distributed software projects. In 
developing a common frame of reference concerning management of distributed software 
projects, the conceptual foundations in previous research is analyzed. Additionally, practice-
and research-related challenges for managing distributed software projects are presented. 
Addressing these challenges is the primary area of concern for this PhD study. 

2.1 Conceptual Foundations 
The practice of geographically distributed collaborators in projects or organizations has been 
described by many different conceptualizations. While each conceptualization suggests 
different focus areas, the underlying observations of distributed collaborators are often 
similar. Four common conceptualizations are: 

Virtual teams (Gibson & Gibbs 2006; Orsak & Etter 1996; Powell et al. 2004) 

Offshore outsourcing (Kaiser & Hawk 2004; Pfannenstein & Tsai 2004; Smith et al. 
1996)

Virtual organizations (Bleecker 1994; Markus et al. 2000; Mowshowitz 1997)

Global software development (Damian & Moitra 2006; Gao et al. 1999; Herbsleb & 
Moitra 2001) 

Indicated by several literature studies in different research fields, virtual teams is a 
widespread and frequently used conceptualization (Curseu et al. 2008; Gillam & Oppenheim 
2006; Hertel et al. 2005; Kirkman & Mathieu 2005; Martins et al. 2004; Powell et al. 2004; 
Schiller & Mandviwalla 2007). However, as the literature on virtual teams has grown, many 
different definitions have appeared. The foundation for the majority of definitions is the 
notion that virtual teams are functioning teams that rely on technology-mediated 
communication while crossing several different boundaries (Martins et al. 2004). Commonly-
noted boundaries are geographic, time, and organizational dispersion, while additional 
characteristics are electronic dependence, structural dynamism, and national diversity (Gibson 
& Gibbs 2006; Martins et al. 2004; Powell et al. 2004). Furthermore, the term “team” 
suggests that such collaborating individuals are groups that display high levels of 
interdependency and integration (Powell et al. 2004). Virtual teams are often assembled from 
different organizations via outsourcing, or through joint ventures crossing organizational 
boundaries (Martins et al. 2004; Townsend et al. 1998; Zigurs 2003). When virtual teams are 
assembled from different organizations, it is also often conceptualized as offshore 
outsourcing.

The offshore outsourcing conceptualization suggests a particular emphasis on cross-
organizational transactions, by the term “outsourcing”. The term “outsourcing” reflects the 
use of external agents to perform one or more organizational activities (e.g., purchasing of a 
good or service) (Dibbern et al. 2004). This can apply to everything from the use of contract 
programmers to third-party facilities management. Additionally, the term “offshore” 
emphasizes a crossing of national borders. The term “offshore” furthermore reflects 
outsourcing to countries other than those that have traditionally dominated the software 
development industry (Smith et al. 1996). Offshore outsourcing arrangements can include a 
virtual team setting, but it is only one of many approaches (Dibbern et al. 2004). Some 
offshore outsourcing cases pursue high levels of interdependency and integration, which is 
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compliant with virtual teams, while others go in opposite directions (Dibbern et al. 2004; 
Kaiser & Hawk 2004). 

Cross-company organizations and the emergence of organizations with extensive reliance on 
ICT have also been conceptualized as virtual organizations. Virtual organizations are defined 
as flexible networks of independent, globally-distributed entities (individuals or institutions) 
that share knowledge and resources and work toward a common goal (Ripeanu et al. 2008). 
Virtual organizations are thus, conceptually different from offshore outsourcing, which is 
limited to cross-company transactions. Virtual organizations are also different from virtual 
teams, which are limited to groups with distributed members that display high levels of 
interdependency and integration. The open-source software movement has, in particular, 
provided inspiration for the development of the virtual organization conceptualization 
(Markus et al. 2000).

Software development by distributed collaborators has also been conceptualized as “global 
software development”. This conceptualization is based on the observation that software 
development is increasingly a multisite, multicultural, globally-distributed undertaking 
(Herbsleb & Moitra 2001). Conceptually, global software development can therefore, be 
compliant with all of the three concepts mentioned above. For instance, the emphasis of 
extensive technology-supported teamwork and communication in global software 
development research (Ebert & De Neve 2001; Wolf et al. 2008) is similar to much of the 
virtual team research. Other global software development research focuses on going beyond 
communication technologies by reducing intensive collaboration (Carmel & Agarwal 2001). 
This approach is also suggested in the offshore outsourcing and virtual organization research. 
However, in general, “global software development” does not appear as established or clearly 
defined a concept as “virtual teams”, “offshore outsourcing”, and “virtual organizations”. 

The conceptualization used in this PhD study is the “distributed software project”. A 
distributed software project can be understood as a virtual team, an offshore outsourcing 
arrangement, a virtual organization, and a global software development effort. Each of the 
four concepts therefore, encompasses relevant research when investigating the management of 
distributed software projects. Consequently, all four lines of research are included in the body 
of knowledge for this thesis. However, the research topic emphasizes “software projects”, 
which often rely on the use of teams when developing software. The PhD study therefore, has 
a particular focus on virtual teams and global software development research. 

2.2 Practical Challenges 
Virtual teamwork characteristics, such as geographic dispersion, electronic dependence, 
structural dynamism, and national diversity often hinder innovation (Gibson & Gibbs 2006). 
This observation applies specifically to virtual teams developing software and implies 
numerous management challenges (Iacovou & Nakatsu 2008; Sakthivel 2007). 

The challenges of managing distributed software projects arise because the project task is 
divided and distributed across several sites. The task division and distribution can make it 
difficult for project participants to understand the task, its purpose (Kirkman et al. 2004; 
Sakthivel 2005), and their own contribution to the overall task (Ebert & De Neve 2001; 
Farshchian 2001; Herbsleb & Mockus 2003). Consideration of interfaces, subsystem 
influence, and workload is therefore, critical when segmenting the task in distributed software 
projects. An increased coupling between task segments can increase the need for inter-site 
communication, coordination, and integration and may thereby lead to an increased number of 
failures (Carmel & Agarwal 2001; Herbsleb & Grinter 1999; Sarker & Sahay 2004). Also, 
when software developers from different parts of the world collaborate, tool compatibility is a 
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common challenge. The reason is that each site is likely to prefer different programming 
languages, support tools, operating systems, and development tools (Dubé & Paré 2001; 
Kayworth & Leidner 2000; Sarker & Sahay 2004). Selection of appropriate ICT is therefore, 
significant for project success (Kayworth & Leidner 2000; Majchrzak et al. 2005). 

Communication is a critical challenge in software project management (Gopal et al. 2002). In 
a distributed project, communication is even more difficult when participants are distributed 
across time and space. Social interaction is often impeded by low information exchange (Alge 
et al. 2003), absence of informal communication (Herbsleb & Grinter 1999; Herbsleb & 
Moitra 2001), and lack of face-to-face interaction (Dubé & Paré 2001; Pauleen 2003). This 
can negatively impact trust (Kayworth & Leidner 2001; Sarker & Sahay 2004), decision 
quality (Herbsleb & Moitra 2001; Kayworth & Leidner 2001), creativity (Kayworth & 
Leidner 2001; Sarker & Sahay 2004), and management (DeRosa et al. 2004). Furthermore, 
communication limitations can reduce participants’ project overview and lead to errors and 
misunderstandings (Herbsleb & Moitra 2001). When the interaction media limits verbal and 
nonverbal cues, it is not possible to apply traditional conference management to virtual 
meetings (Sarker & Sahay 2004; Warkentin et al. 1997). Communication technology 
properties or use may therefore, cause problems. This can include problems, such as jumbled 
sequences of messages; mix-ups between past, present, and future messages (Massey et al. 
2003; Sarker & Sahay 2004); and loss of contextual information sharing (Kayworth & 
Leidner 2001; Warkentin & Beranek 1999). 

Distributed project participants may not share language, traditions, or organizational culture. 
Language barriers are typically present in cross national projects when sites and participants 
do not share a common native language (Krishna et al. 2004; Pauleen & Yoong 2001) or 
norms of communication (Kayworth & Leidner 2001; Townsend et al. 1998). These barriers 
can result in misinterpretations and un-conveyed information (Dubé & Paré 2001; Pauleen & 
Yoong 2001; Sarker & Sahay 2004). Differences in work culture may also lead to difficulties 
in a distributed software project. These difficulties can appear when sites are different in 
terms of team behavior or organizational culture (Carmel & Agarwal 2001; Chudoba et al. 
2005; Dubé & Paré 2001). The difficulties can be based on differences between sites, in 
balancing collectivism and individualism, perception of authority and hierarchy (Herbsleb & 
Moitra 2001; Krishna et al. 2004), and planning and punctuality (Herbsleb & Moitra 2001). 
This may lead to decreased conflict-handling capabilities, lower efficiency, or even paralyze a 
distributed software project (Dubé & Paré 2001; Mortensen & Hinds 2001; Paul et al. 2004).

In general, when projects are distributed across time, space, and culture, it is difficult to 
obtain the same level of group cohesion expected in collocated teams (Sakthivel 2005). 
Project participants are less likely to commit to the project organization and its task, when 
cultural differences and lack of face-to-face interaction makes it difficult to establish a clear 
project identity (Bell & Kozlowski 2002; Furst et al. 1999; Mortensen & Hinds 2001). This 
weakens group synergy (Bell & Kozlowski 2002; Furst et al. 1999), increases the risk of 
conflicts (Mortensen & Hinds 2001), and may lower efficiency in the initial project phase 
(Tan et al. 2000). Distributed software projects are often characterized by horizontal 
organizational structures (Breu & Hemingway 2004). Flexibility concerning roles and 
assignments is therefore an important quality (Townsend et al. 1998). Processes, in terms of 
traditions, development methods, and emphasis on user involvement will often differentiate 
between sites, possibly resulting in incompatibility and goal conflicts (Battin et al. 2001; 
Evaristo et al. 2004; Sakthivel 2005). 

The many challenges inherent in distributed software projects, which have already been 
mentioned, have motivated a large amount of research. Yet, many of the challenges are very 
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persistent, and many research challenges in relation to distributed software projects still need 
to be addressed. This PhD study will investigate the mentioned practical challenges in 
distributed software projects using two research efforts. The first research effort is a 
categorization of known challenges and resolutions related to distributed software projects, 
along with guidelines for how to apply these categorizations in practice. The second research 
effort is an in-depth investigation into practice in a distributed software project with particular 
emphasis on a subset of the mentioned practical challenges. The research challenges 
addressed by these two research efforts are specified in the following. 

2.3 Research Challenges 
Much of the early work done in the area of project management does not address the 
problems existing when developers are located in geographically distributed places (Evaristo 
et al. 2004). However, recently, a wide range of alleviating initiatives has been suggested in 
response to the many challenges in managing distributed software projects. Obtaining an 
overview of the many challenges and their possible resolutions is, however, difficult. 
Furthermore, while many valuable contributions are available, no comprehensive approach to 
effectively manage the challenges in distributed software projects has been developed (Powell 
et al. 2004). Consequently, there is a need to understand and support the integration of 
existing knowledge to develop comprehensive approaches to manage effectively the 
challenges in distributed software projects. This research challenge is addressed in this PhD 
study’s first research effort focusing on risk management documented in research papers 1 
and 2. 

The agile development methodology is a comprehensive approach, recently adopted to 
address distribution challenges in software projects (Holmström et al. 2006; Pries-Heje et al. 
2005). The agile methodology is appropriate despite the underlying principle to convey 
information to, and within, a development team through face-to-face conversations. The 
introduction of agile development methodology in distributed software projects also implies 
attention to several concerns. Agile distributed software projects require particular attention to 
controlling the process and quality across sites (Ramesh et al. 2006). The agile characteristics 
of lightweight processes, ongoing negotiation, and reliance on skilled people therefore, induce 
new challenges related to balancing people- versus process-oriented control (Ramesh et al. 
2006). In light of this observation, there is a need for increased research attention to 
understand and support control in the context of agile distributed software projects. This 
research challenge is addressed in the PhD study’s second research effort focusing on control 
enactment through mediated communication and project context, documented in research 
paper 3.

With the rise of agile methodology in distributed software projects (Agerfalk & Fitzgerald 
2006; Pries-Heje et al. 2005) comes increased attention to teamwork. Teamwork is 
characterized by high levels of interdependency and integration (Powell et al. 2004), which 
suggests a pronounced requirement for efficient support from ICT to coordinate activities. 
Furthermore, it is well documented that distributed projects face significant coordination 
challenges (Espinosa et al. 2007; Kanawattanachai & Yoo 2007; Kommeren & Parviainen 
2007). While we have some knowledge of coordination with ICT, there is a need to know 
more on how ICT can successfully mediate coordination and help address these challenges. 
This is especially the case for agile methodology as it emphasizes high interdependency and 
integration, which has proved very difficult to maintain in distributed settings, where there is 
much reliance on ICT (Gibson & Gibbs 2006). On the basis of this difficulty, there is a need 
for increased research attention to understand and support successful coordination with ICT in 
distributed software projects. These research challenges are addressed in the PhD study’s 
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second research effort focusing on coordination through collective minding with multimodal 
communication, documented in research paper 4. 

In summary, this PhD study investigates how we can understand (RQ1) and support (RQ2) 
the management of distributed software projects. The research questions are pursued by two 
studies. Each study emphasizes one of the research questions while also contributing to the 
other. The first study particularly focuses on RQ2 in the development of a comprehensive 
approach for managing the challenges inherent to distributed software projects. The aim of 
this comprehensive approach is to integrate systematically what we know of the challenges in 
managing distributed software projects and the resolutions to these challenges. This 
integration of challenges and resolutions also contributes to our understanding of managing 
distributed software projects (RQ1). The second study particularly focuses on RQ1 in the 
investigation of agile principles’ contribution to the fundamental project management 
challenges in control and coordination with ICT in distributed settings. Understanding how 
control and coordination can be done with success in distributed software projects, underlie 
propositions for how this can be supported (RQ2). 
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3 Theoretical Framing 
This chapter presents the PhD study’s theoretical frameworks: risk management, control, and 
coordination. Each of the three frameworks features a fundamental project management 
challenge. This chapter explains what the three theoretical frameworks are and how previous 
research has investigated the related topics. Furthermore, it explains how the frameworks, 
used in this PhD study, build on previous research. 

3.1 Risk Management 
The need to understand and support the management of distributed software projects by 
integrating existing knowledge and developing comprehensive approaches, spurred on the use 
of risk management. The use of risk management as theoretical framing is reasoned by its 
successful application in collocated software development (Iversen et al. 2004; Lyytinen et al. 
1998). Yet, the traditional risk management approaches fail to address the unique challenges 
that distinguish distributed from collocated software projects. The need for increased attention 
to risk management in distributed settings is furthermore reflected in a significant amount of 
recent research (Ebert et al. 2008; Erickson & Evaristo 2006; Iacovou & Nakatsu 2008; 
Nakatsu & Iacovou 2009; Prikladnicki et al. 2006; Sakthivel 2007).

Risk management can help practitioners assess problematic aspects of a project by 
emphasizing potential causes of failure, linking potential threats to possible actions, and 
facilitating a shared project perception among participants (Lyytinen et al. 1996; Lyytinen et 
al. 1998). These characteristics of risk management can help in developing an overview of the 
many challenges in managing distributed software projects and their possible resolutions in 
the literature. A comprehensive risk management approach, providing an overview of existing 
knowledge can thus be developed by identifying the causes of failures, suggested actions, and 
their mutual link documented in the relevant literature.  

A software risk is a cause of failure in software projects, which denotes an aspect of a 
development task, process, or environment (Lyytinen et al. 1998). Ignoring a software risk 
increases the likelihood of project failure. The degree of risk can be assessed either 
quantitatively or qualitatively (Barki et al. 1993; Boehm 1991). A quantitative risk assessment 
is the probability of unsatisfactory events multiplied by the loss associated with their 
outcome. A qualitative risk assessment is done by referring to the uncertainty surrounding the 
project and the magnitude of potential loss associated with project failure. 

The actions for addressing risks and the link between risk and action is known as heuristics. 
Heuristics in risk management have different appreciations, depending on the approach. 
Iversen et al. (2004) identify four different ways in which approaches to software risk 
management address risk items, resolution actions, and heuristics. These approaches are the: 

1. Risk list, which is a list of prioritized risk items (Barki et al. 1993; Moynihan 1996; 
Ropponen & Lyytinen 2000). 

2. Risk-action list, which is a list of prioritized risk items with related resolution actions 
(Alter & Ginzberg 1978; Boehm 1991; Jones 1994; Ould 1999). 

3. Risk-strategy model, which is a contingency model that relates aggregate risk items to 
aggregate resolution actions (Donaldson & Siegel 2001; Keil et al. 1998; McFarlan 
1981).

4. Risk-strategy analysis, which is a stepwise process that links a detailed understanding 
of risks to an overall risk management strategy (Davis 1982; Mathiassen et al. 2000). 
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Each of the four approaches has several advantages and some disadvantages (Iversen et al. 
2004). The disadvantages of the four are: 1) the risk list lacks risk resolution and strategic 
oversight; 2) the risk action-list lacks strategic oversight; 3) the risk-strategy model is difficult 
to build and modify; and 4) the risk-strategy analysis is difficult to use and build. 

The disadvantages of each approach were considered and then a decision was made regarding 
which of the four approaches would be chosen to integrate existing knowledge on managing 
distributed software projects. The risk list approach’s lack of risk resolution excludes 
important knowledge on managing distributed software projects. The risk-strategy model’s 
modification difficulty does not take enough consideration of the high-paced developments in 
distributed software project practice and research. The risk-strategy analysis’s limited 
usability is problematic as the use of the approach is likely to be even more difficult in 
distributed and cross-cultural settings. The risk-action list tradeoff in lack of strategic 
oversight is less important compared to the other qualities because its adoption focuses on 
risks related to distribution rather than on risks in general. Based on these considerations, the 
risk-action list was chosen as the most appropriate way of integrating existing knowledge on 
managing distributed software projects into a comprehensive approach. The development of a 
risk-action list in this PhD study was more specifically based on Boehm’s (1991) software
risk framework, which is a classical risk management implementation(Lyytinen et al. 1998). 
Another risk management implementation, popular among software practitioners, is found in 
the process standard CMMI for development (CMMI-Product-Team 2006). In light of 
CMMI’s popularity, it was also taken into consideration in the development of a 
comprehensive approach for managing risks inherent to distributed software projects. 

CMMI (2006) is a maturity model that organizations can use to assess and improve their 
processes. The model offers a comprehensive set of generic processes to support development 
of products and services. One of the generic processes focuses on risk management and helps 
identify and analyze potential problems before they occur so that risk-handling activities can 
be planned and invoked across a project’s lifecycle. The aim of this process is to effectively 
anticipate and mitigate the risks that may have a critical impact on the project. CMMI and its 
risk management process have successfully penetrated the software industry, in particular, 
large global organizations and companies in the popular offshore outsourcing destination, 
India. CMMI (2006) compliance considerations are therefore important when developing a 
comprehensive approach for such distributed settings. 

3.2 Control 
Understanding and supporting the management of distributed software projects was also 
addressed by investigating the increasingly popular agile approaches (Agerfalk & Fitzgerald 
2006; Holmström et al. 2006; Pries-Heje et al. 2005). The investigation was motivated by 
agile methodologies’ increasing popularity combined with the apparent incompatibility 
between their characteristics and a distributed work environment. Particular attention was 
given to the incompatibility regarding the fundamental management issue of control (Ramesh 
et al. 2006). 

Broadly speaking, control means any attempt to motivate individuals to behave in a manner 
consistent with organizational objectives (Kirsch 2004; Ouchi 1979). The control perspective 
has been advocated by Kirsch (1996; 1997; 2000; 2004) in software development 
management research, and is based on the work by Ouchi (1978; 1979; 1980) and Eisenhardt 
(1985). Control is either formal or informal. Formal control is viewed by organizational 
researchers as a performance evaluation strategy, where behaviors or outcomes are measured, 
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evaluated, and rewarded (Eisenhardt 1985; Kirsch 1996). Informal control differs from formal 
control in that it is based on social and people strategies (Eisenhardt 1985; Kirsch 1996).

Formal and informal control is related to four elements of control (Kirsch 2004). These four 
elements are measurement, evaluation, rewards and sanctions (Eisenhardt 1985), and roles
and relationships (Kirsch 2004), which can be formal or informal. Formal measurement 
implies that behaviors or outcomes are explicitly specified and measurable, while informal 
measurement is when norms, values, or behaviors are implicitly specified and measured. 
Formal evaluation is based on specific information regarding behavior and outcome, and 
assesses if the existing status leads to progress. Informal evaluation refers to norms and values 
achieved by socialization through dialog or discussions, which are assumed to lead to 
performance. Formal rewards and sanctions are based on achieving specific goals or adhering 
to pre-specified behavior, by rewards such as bonuses or sanctions, such as demotions. 
Informal rewards and sanctions enforce behavior consistent with group norms and values by 
rewarding with, for example peer-recognition or sanctioning with social exclusion. Formal 
roles and relationships imply particular roles and usually a focus on dyadic relationships. 
Informal roles and relationships appear in groups of individuals dependent on each other and 
committed to group goals (Kirsch 2004). 

Different elements or mechanisms of control are not applied separately (Ouchi 1979), but in 
portfolios to support management practice in specific contexts (Kirsch 1997). The creation, 
composition, and change of control mechanisms in software development are dependent on 
several influential factors. The process of constructing a portfolio of control mechanisms 
depends on task characteristics, role expectations and project-related knowledge, and skills 
(Kirsch 1997). Further influential factors may also be behavior observability, outcome 
measurability (Kirsch et al. 2002), cultural dimensions (Narayanaswamy & Henry 2005), the 
specific phase in the software project (Kirsch 2004), and even previously adopted control 
mechanisms (Cardinal et al. 2004). 

While studies of control in distributed contexts have been conducted in relation to issues, such 
as trust (Piccoli & Ives 2003), culture (Narayanaswamy & Henry 2005), and effectiveness 
(Piccoli & Ives 2003), Kirsch (2004) calls for research to more closely examine the role of the 
global context on control choices and impacts. Further calls for research on control in 
distributed contexts more specifically question whether informal control mechanisms, in 
general can be used when teams are short-lived and rarely meet face-to-face (Powell et al. 
2004). This concern is particular relevant when agile methodologies are adopted, as they 
mainly rely on face-to-face communication. In addition, Harris et al. (2006) argue that 
informal roles and relationships, such as clan-like control inherent in agile development, are 
likely to be more difficult to practice in a distributed setting. It is further argued that clan 
control can be increasingly difficult when interaction is not face-to-face but mediated by 
technology and when participants come from different organizations (Harris et al. 2006). 
Ramesh et al. (2006) supports the idea that agile characteristics, combined with distributed 
settings, induce new control challenges. These challenges are related to balancing people 
versus process-oriented control and fixed, versus evolving, quality requirements. Despite all 
these apparent challenges, agile development has been carried out with success in distributed 
settings (Armour 2007; Farmer 2004; Paasivaara et al. 2008; Sutherland et al. 2007). 
However, from a control perspective, there is a need to understand how this is feasible. 

3.3 Coordination 
The increasing popularity of agile methodology in distributed software projects (Agerfalk & 
Fitzgerald 2006; Pries-Heje et al. 2005), requires increased attention to teamwork. Teamwork 
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is characterized by high levels of interdependency and integration, which imply an extensive 
need for coordination. Coordination is defined as managing dependencies between activities 
(Malone & Crowston 1994). Successful coordination is characterized by integration and 
harmonious adjustment of individual activities towards the accomplishment of a larger goal 
(Singh 1992) or simply by working together effectively (Malone & Crowston 1991). 

Distributed software projects do however, even without the introduction of agile 
methodologies, face significant coordination challenges related to the characteristics often 
associated with distribution (Gibson & Gibbs 2006; Powell et al. 2004); these characteristics, 
include:  

1) Geographic dispersion, which may cause coordination difficulties related to time zone 
differences (Massey et al. 2003; Montoya-Weiss et al. 2001), locally-situated 
knowledge (Sole & Edmondson 2002), and lack of presence awareness (Espinosa et 
al. 2007).

2) National diversity, which can cause coordination difficulties related to different 
communication routines (Maznevski & Chudoba 2000; Robey et al. 2000), linguistic 
differences (Kayworth & Leidner 2000), and weak interpersonal relationships (Kraut 
et al. 1998).

3) Structural dynamism, which may cause coordination difficulties related to problematic 
task coupling (Carmel & Agarwal 2001; Ramesh & Dennis 2002; Sakthivel 2005), 
low task awareness (Espinosa et al. 2007), and problematic inter-functional conflict 
resolution (Robey et al. 2000). 

4) Electronic dependence, which can cause coordination difficulties related to limitations 
of informal ad hoc communications (Herbsleb & Grinter 1999) and organizational 
identification (Wiesenfeld et al. 1998). 

Electronic dependence, in the form of ICT, is often the only coordination space available for 
distributed software projects and is therefore crucial to their success. ICT is both a challenge 
and a frequently-proposed solution to coordination difficulties in distributed settings. 
Researchers and practitioners have provided many ICT solutions to help coordination 
challenges in distributed software projects. However, in-depth knowledge of how ICT help 
address coordination challenges in real distributed software projects is still needed.

The need for efficient coordination is a particularly important challenge in software projects. 
Software projects may include systems and tasks so complex, that it would be impossible for 
any single team member to hold all the knowledge required to succeed. In such cases, 
professional knowledge is specialized and distributed requiring coordination based on the 
knowledge of several team members (Cannon-Bowers & Salas 2001). The ability to 
effectively coordinate and collaborate in complex organizations has been conceptualized as a 
socio-cognitive phenomenon through the notion of collective mind (Weick & Roberts 1993). 
The major claim of collective mind theory is that individuals facilitate group performance by 
developing shared understandings of a team’s tasks and of one another (Crowston & 
Kammerer 1998). In a collective mind, each act is heedfully interrelated with acts of other 
actors. Actors behave heedfully when they are careful, critical, consistent, purposeful, 
attentive, studious, vigilant, conscientious, and pertinacious. In a collective mind, each actor 
heedfully interrelates by subordinating, representing, and contributing to the social system, as 
they continuously coordinate activities (Weick & Roberts 1993).  

The collective mind theory was developed by Weick and Roberts (1993) based on an 
investigation of the complex coordination of military aircraft carriers. The obvious difference 
between an aircraft carrier and an agile distributed software project may raise questions 
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regarding the appropriateness of the collective mind framework. However, according to 
Weick and Roberts (1993), organic systems typically have more fully-developed minds than 
mechanistic systems because of their capacity to reconfigure themselves into dynamically-
shifting structures. Agile software projects can, in the light of their dynamic characteristics be 
defined as organic systems.  

There are also examples of underdeveloped collective minds, which include groupthink 
(Galanter 1989), the Challenger disaster (Starbuck & Milliken 1988), and ethnocentric 
research groups (Weick 1983). These examples share subordination with a social system that 
is envisaged carelessly (Weick & Roberts 1993). The examples furthermore underline the 
critical importance of ICT in distributed teams, since ICT often exclusively provides the basis 
for the envisioning of a social system. 

The collective mind perspective has provided valuable insights into coordination in software 
requirements development (Crowston & Kammerer 1998), board meetings (Cooren 2004), 
and virtual team performance (Yoo & Kanawattanachai 2001). However, Yoo and 
Kanawattanachai (2001) call for field studies of the collective mind in distributed teams that 
focus on micro-level content analysis of mediated communication. Such analyses have proven 
valuable in Cooren’s (2004) conversation analyses of board meetings. He proposes to focus 
on the process of collective minding, emphasizing that the collective mind can be found at 
multiple stages of development in an organization. Cooren’s (2004) study provides valuable 
insights into how to investigate collective minding in organizational communication. Most 
importantly, he suggests that evidence of collective minding has to be found in interactional 
patterns and not only in the perception of individual actors. 
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4 Research Approach 
This chapter presents the methodology used for this PhD study, which is a pluralistic research 
approach including a literature study and a case study. With the research questions, area of 
concern, and theoretical frameworks clarified, the choice of research approach can be 
elaborated. There is a need to understand and support distributed software projects by 
developing comprehensive approaches to effectively manage their inherent challenges 
(Evaristo et al. 2004; Powell et al. 2004). A comprehensive approach can be developed by 
integrating knowledge from relevant literature with a risk management framework. This 
chapter will present how such a literature study was carried out. Previous research also 
suggests increased attention to understanding and supporting control and coordination in 
distributed software projects (Fiore et al. 2003; Kirsch 2004; Powell et al. 2004; Yoo & 
Kanawattanachai 2001). These challenges can be understood and supported by investigating 
practices in successful distributed software projects. Therefore, this chapter will also present 
how such investigation of practice was carried out as part of this study. 

4.1 Research Design 
This PhD study investigates how we can understand (RQ1) and how we can support (RQ2) 
the management of distributed software projects. In accordance with the research questions, 
the overall goal of this PhD study is therefore to gain knowledge related to understanding and 
support. The concepts understand and support are adopted from the research knowledge and 
activity framework proposed for collaborative practice research (Mathiassen 2002).

RQ1 pursues understanding, which is developed by engaging in interpretations of practice 
(Mathiassen 2002). This can be done by collecting data about practice and interpreting it 
using different concepts and frameworks. According to the related research method 
framework by Braa and Vidgen (1999), a case study is the most suitable approach for 
acquiring this type of knowledge. Alternatively, understanding practice can be achieved by 
synthesizing existing empirical studies. The resulting understanding can then take the form of 
insights into practice, concepts, and frameworks that can be used to reflect upon practice 
(Mathiassen 2002).

RQ2 pursues support, which is developed by the creation of normative propositions or 
designing artifacts, that can be used to plan, guide or improve practice (Mathiassen 2002). 
According to Braa and Vidgen (1999), a field experiment is the most suitable approach for 
acquiring this type of knowledge. Alternatively, support for practice can be developed by 
synthesizing existing or new empirical studies. The resulting support can take the form of an 
artifact or propositions that has been developed and tested in relation to particular systems 
development disciplines (Mathiassen 2002). 

The alternative approaches available for each of the two types of knowledge, points in the 
direction of a plural methodology approach as advocated by Mingers (2001). Mingers argues 
that research results will be richer and more reliable if several research methods are used. 
Different research approaches have strengths and weakness depending on both the studied 
phenomenon and its surrounding conditions. A pluralistic approach is therefore needed to deal 
with complexity and richness when studying practice. There are however, different types of 
multimethod research designs (Mingers 2001): 

Sequential, where methods are employed in sequence with results from one feeding into 
the later one.  

Parallel, where methods are carried out in parallel with results feeding into each other.
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Dominant (imperialist), where one method or methodology is the main approach with 
contribution(s) from the other(s). 

Multi-methodology, which is a combination of methods, embodying different paradigms, 
developed specifically for the task. 

Multilevel, which is research conducted simultaneously at different levels of an 
organization and using different methods. 

This PhD study adopted a parallel multimethod research design with two research approaches. 
Each of the two research approaches has a particular emphasis on RQ1 and RQ2.  

The first research approach was a literature study, which had particular emphasis on RQ2, but 
also contributed to RQ1. A literature study was chosen because of its capacity to help create 
artifacts that can support practice. Furthermore, the literature study was followed by several 
field evaluations of the concepts and framework encompassed in the created artifact. This was 
done because Braa and Vidgen (1999) emphasize field experiments when investigating how 
to support practice. The choice of a literature study approach was also reasoned by its 
compliance with risk management as theoretical framing. A literature study can provide an 
overview of the many documented challenges and their possible resolutions in the literature 
relevant to risk management in distributed software projects. The failure causes, suggested 
actions, and their mutual link documented in the literature, can come together in a much-
needed approach for managing risks related to the distribution of software projects. The 
literature study can thus address the lack of comprehensive approaches to effectively manage 
the challenges in distributed software projects (Powell et al. 2004). Conceptualization of 
failure causes suggested actions and their mutual link, finally contributing to understanding
the management of distributed software projects (RQ1). 

The second research approach was a case study, which focused on RQ1, but also contributed 
to RQ2. A case study was chosen because of its capacity to help develop an understanding of 
practice in distributed software projects. This help is in the guidelines for collecting data 
about practice and interpreting these using different concepts and frameworks. In fact, the 
case study approach is explicitly suggested by Braa and Vidgen (1999) for developing 
understanding of practice. The choice of a case study was also reasoned by its compliance 
with both control and coordination as theoretical framings for achieving understanding of 
practice. In relation to control, a case study can provide rich insights into control enactment in 
the context of an agile distributed software project. A case study’s capacity for providing in-
depth descriptions of a phenomenon in its context is thereby exploited. These descriptions can 
address the calls for research on control in distributed settings (Kirsch 2004) and empirical 
studies of agile software development (Dybå & Dingsøyr 2008). In addition, the descriptions 
can provide insights on the apparent incompatibility between the characteristics of agile 
methodologies and distributed software projects regarding control (Ramesh et al. 2006). In 
relation to coordination, a case study can similarly provide in-depth descriptions of this 
phenomenon in its context, especially concerning how ICT can successfully support 
coordination in teams characterized by high interdependency and integration. This research 
effort can thereby address the calls for field studies about collective mind in distributed teams 
focusing on micro-level content analysis of mediated communication (Yoo & 
Kanawattanachai 2001). The case study can furthermore help to understand and support the 
known difficulties in coordinating distributed software projects (Espinosa et al. 2007; 
Herbsleb & Grinter 1999; Sakthivel 2005). Propositions for control and coordination in 
distributed settings contribute to supporting management of distributed software projects 
(RQ2).
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The reason for using a multimethod research design was motivated by the opportunity for 
richer and more reliable results through data triangulation and method pluralism (Mingers 
2001). Furthermore, the research design explicitly addresses the pronoun “we” in the research 
questions, by investigating both research- and practice-based data sources. This is done by 
combining a practice-based investigation in the form of a case study, with a research-based 
investigation in the form of a literature study. In summary, this research design provide 
distinct emphasis on the two forms of the respectively resulting understanding (RQ1) and 
support (RQ2) knowledge, suggested by Mathiassen  (2002), see Table 1. The resulting 
knowledge concerning understanding can take the form of insights into practice, based on the 
case study. The understanding can also take the form of concepts that can be used to reflect 
upon practice, based on the literature study. The resulting knowledge concerning support can 
take the form of normative propositions, based on the case study. The support knowledge can 
also take the form of artifacts, which can be used to plan, guide, or improve practice, based 
on the literature study, see Table 1. 

Research approach

Literature study Case study 

Understand 
(RQ1)

Concepts 

A research-based risk and process 
focus on managing distributed 
software projects. 

Insights 

A practice-based control and 
coordination focus on managing 
distributed software projects 

R
es

ea
rc

h 
go

al

Support
(RQ2)

Artifacts 

A research-based framework and 
process contributing to the 
management of risks in distributed 
software projects 

Propositions 

A practice-based control and 
collective minding conceptualization, 
contributing to the management of 
distributed software projects 

Table 1 Two-by-two matrix for research approaches and goals 

Finally, pluralism was also considered in the two individual research approaches to further 
provide richer and more reliable results (Mingers 2001). The literature study adopted a 
sequential multimethod research design by feeding the results of a literature study into field 
evaluations. The case study adopted a parallel multimethod research design concerning the 
collection of data by, as in Mingers (2001) illustration, observation and recording of computer 
usage together with interviewing. Yet, the thorough adherence to the guidelines for a case 
study proposed by Yin (2003), suggest that a dominant multimethod research design is a more 
appropriate labeling. Finally, the two pluralistic research designs followed Braa and Vidgen’s 
(1999) directions for developing the types of knowledge sought by the two research questions. 

4.2 Literature Study 
The literature study had a primary focus on addressing RQ2 by developing an artifact for 
supporting management of distributed software projects. However, RQ1 was also addressed 
by the development of concepts, which can help understand management of distributed 
software projects. According to Webster and Watson (2002) the primary goal of a literature 
study is to achieve a complete result focused on concepts. Thus, the two most important tasks 
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are to decide how to identify the relevant literature and how to conceptually structure the 
analysis (Mathiassen et al. 2007; Weill & Olson 1989). Therefore, the analysis should finally 
result in a strong synthesis and evaluation (Webster & Watson 2002). 

4.2.1 Identification 
The Web of Science article database was searched for relevant articles published in 1995 or 
later. Distributed software project research, prior to 1995, was considered to be of less 
interest, since it was only with the development of communication and collaboration 
technology during the 1990s that distributed development was made feasible for entire 
projects (Xue et al. 2004). The resulting set of articles was limited to include the 500 most 
relevant according to the Web of Science analysis tool (Thomson.Scientific 2005). Following 
Webster and Watson (2002), this set of articles was further restricted to include only those 
published in rated Management Information Systems and Management research journals. This 
was based on the assumption that many challenges in distributed software projects are similar 
to the ones encountered within other industries involved in distributed projects. The list of 
rated journals was a result of a thorough examination of studies of journals in the two areas of 
research: Management Information Systems (Katerattanakul et al. 2003; Lowry et al. 2004; 
Rainer & Miller 2005; Whitman et al. 1999) and Management (Franke et al. 1990; 
Gomezmejia & Balkin 1992; Johnson & Podsakoff 1994). The resulting articles were 
evaluated, based on a detailed examination of abstracts and those of little or peripheral 
interest, were excluded from the set. To ensure that key articles in this area of research were 
included in the final set, the cited references of all articles appearing more than once were 
evaluated, following the procedure described above. This approach was combined with 
structured critique to further steer the selection of  (the 72) articles that were reviewed (Weill 
& Olson 1989). 

4.2.2 Review Structure 
The first part of the review was to identify the risks that pose the most threat to distributed 
projects. According to Boehm (1991), risk areas consist of a number of related risk factors, 
which together, possess a threat to the project’s success. Risk areas thus represent categories 
of risk factors, where the joint assessment of risk factors indicates whether the risk area might 
become a problem for a project. Risk areas were systematically synthesized inspired by the 
categories of risk areas used in key articles, with an overall perspective on distributed 
software projects (Bell & Kozlowski 2002; Herbsleb & Moitra 2001; Powell et al. 2004; 
Sakthivel 2005; Townsend et al. 1998). Leavitt’s (1964) model was used, as suggested by 
Lyytinen et al. (1998), to provide clear foci for a distinct set of risk areas. A complete list of 
risk factors identified in the literature was aggregated and categorized according to the 
proposed risk areas. Finally, questions and criteria were developed to provide precise 
definitions of each risk factor. 

The second part of the review focused on identifying and categorizing resolution techniques 
that address risks through managerial intervention (Section IV). As no independent 
categorization of resolution techniques was identified in the reviewed distributed software 
project literature, inspiration was found in the software risk management literature. McFarlan 
(1981) presents a generic software risk management framework that has proven its worth time 
and again over the past 25 years. McFarlan uses four categories of resolution techniques 
centered on basic project management disciplines and with a particular focus on integration. 
As integration is a major challenge in managing distributed software projects, McFarlan’s 
framework was adapted to help structure available resolution techniques. 
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McFarlan’s (1981) categories are: internal integration, consisting of techniques to support 
coordination and communication, internally in the project group; external integration,
consisting of techniques to support coordination and communication with external 
stakeholders; formal planning, consisting of techniques to support planning; and finally, 
formal control, consisting of techniques to ensure that formal planning stays on track and is 
continuously updated in relation to project practices. The literature on distributed software 
projects is less concerned with the challenges of internal and external integration. Instead, 
there is considerable focus on how communication and collaboration efforts can be supported 
by various forms of ICT. Also, social integration is generally considered a key challenge, 
because the presence of several cultures in distributed software projects creates an 
environment significantly different from collocated projects. Furthermore, recent research has 
pointed out that control is not only formal but also informal in distributed software projects 
(Choudhury & Sabherwal 2003; Kirsch 2004). In light of this context, McFarlan’s (1981) 
concepts were adapted to the following resolution technique categories: planning, control, 
social integration, and technical integration. These categories helped distinguish all the risk 
resolution techniques identified in the literature.  

4.2.3 Synthesis and Evaluation 
The identified risks and resolution techniques were integrated into a framework with an outset 
in Boehm’s (1991) risk-action approach. The risk management framework, based on the 
literature study, was developed iteratively. The practical usefulness of each version was 
evaluated and the findings fed into the next iteration. In total, four evaluations were 
conducted, with increasing focus on practical usage: Evaluation I focused on the initial 
conceptualization of risks and risk resolutions through a focus group; Evaluation II focused 
on paper-based risk assessment and risk management through a focus group and a workshop; 
Evaluation III focused on tool-based risk management through a workshop; and, Evaluation
IV focused on full-scale application of the tool with multiple participants in a real-world 
setting. All four evaluations were documented through field notes, audio recordings, and work 
documents. The iterative development-evaluation process was terminated at this point, as 
Evaluation IV only led to minor changes and all participants found the artifact useful and easy 
to use. Furthermore, evaluation IV did provide an illustrative foundation for a risk 
management process based on the risk management framework. However, the development of 
this risk management process was predominantly guided by CMMI (CMMI-Product-Team 
2006; Kulpa & Johnson 2003). The artifact, developed in this literature study, thereby 
encompasses 1) a risk management framework developed from state-of-the-art literature on 
distributed software projects and empirical evaluations, 2) a web-based tool instantiation of 
the framework, which facilitated further empirical evaluations of practical usefulness, and 3) a 
CMMI (2006) compliant process for using the risk management framework and web-based 
tool. The use of the “artifact” concept is inspired from collaborative practice research 
(Mathiassen 2002) and the design science research approach (Hevner et al. 2004; Winter 
2008).

4.3 Case Study 
The practice study had a primary focus on addressing RQ1 by developing insights into 
understanding management of distributed software projects. However, RQ2 was also 
addressed by the development of propositions, which can help support the management of 
distributed software projects. This investigation of practice was done as an explanatory 
single-case study for several reasons.
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Management of distributed software projects is a contemporary phenomenon that needs 
further investigation in real-life contexts (Smite et al. 2008). A case study is well suited 
for such an investigation, especially since the boundaries between the phenomenon and 
context are not clearly evident (Benbasat et al. 1987; Yin 2003). 

This PhD study pursues explanatory knowledge, which is reflected in the use of how-
questions. In its capacity of investigating operational links, an explanatory case study is 
well suited for developing such knowledge (Yin 2003).

This PhD study had access to a unique and interesting case, which included a rare 
combination of project distribution and management based on agile principles across two 
companies. A single case study is appropriate when the case is rare (Yin 2003).

The classical management issues of control and coordination are challenged by new 
significant problems in distributed settings (Fiore et al. 2003; Powell et al. 2004). A single 
case study is suitable for testing the boundaries of well-formed theory (Benbasat et al. 
1987).

The investigated case was a distributed software project relying on agile principles. The 
project combined teleconferencing with real-time collaborative modeling in their control and 
coordination efforts. The team’s task was to finalize the development of the mindmapping 
tool they used to support collaborative modeling. It was thereby possible to investigate how 
an agile distributed software project, highly dedicated to multimodal communication, would 
control and coordinate activities. The theoretical frameworks for control and coordination 
were iteratively compared with empirical evidence to understand how a distributed software 
project managed to successfully control and coordinate its efforts. Access to multiple data 
sources, including audio and video recordings of mediated activities, provided rich 
opportunities for rigorous analyses, based on both quantitative and qualitative analyses 
(Mingers 2001; Sherif et al. 2006). 

4.3.1 The Case 
The investigated distributed software project was a joint venture between a small Danish 
software company, Area9, and a Russian research and development (R&D) outsourcing 
provider, Lanit-Tercom. The project was conceived by the Danish company Area9 and 
established in 2006 by two medical doctors and two computer scientists, all of whom 
previously had management positions in another software company also relying heavily on 
offshore developers. The two companies had equal ownership, but made different 
contributions to the Comapping project. Lanit-Tercom initially assigned two developers to the 
project while Area9 provided management, architectural, and design expertise by providing 
two full-time members of staff. 

Area9 based their development practices on agile principles, and claimed that distributed 
projects should be managed as if the developers were located in Denmark. This management 
practice required that the developers were able to work in an agile environment and have 
excellent communication and collaboration skills. Their agile practices included continuous 
integration, parallel development and testing, incremental design, code reviews, and sparse 
documentation. In the coordination between sites the team relied mainly on e-conferences 
held with teleconferencing via Skype (www.skype.com) combined with real-time 
collaborative modeling via the shared mindmapping tool (www.comapping.com). The 
Comapping project thereby used the mindmapping tool to manage the development of the 
same mindmapping tool. E-conferences were held between the Area9 board member 
(representing management), the joint venture Chief Executive Officer (CEO) (representing 
marketing), and the Russian systems development manager (representing product 
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development). The conference language was English and all e-conferences took place within 
normal working hours as the time-zone difference between the Danish and Russian sites was 
only two hours. 

Contact was initiated with the Comapping project in early 2007 and e-conferences between 
the Danish and Russian sites were thereafter systematically observed. The project reached a 
major milestone when a Fortune 500-company invested in the system. As a result, 
customization to the new partner’s requirements became the primary objective and the 
Comapping project staff was increased to eight full-time developers. Our case study ended in 
August 2007 when this milestone was reached and the project was reorganized. 

4.3.2 Data Collection 
Data about the Comapping project were collected from January 2007 to the end of August 
2007. The data collected consisted of video and audio recordings of the e-conferences and 
interviews with the project participants. During the e-conferences, the author was present, 
offsite, as a passive observer, while audio recording conversations and video recording the 
real-time collaborative modeling that took place during the e-conferences. In all, 10 
observations on the e-conferences were made from February 2007 to July 2007. Even though 
the mindmapping tool had not been officially released when data collection started, all its 
basic functionality was, in general, working seamlessly. The observations ended when the 
project reached the major milestone, which was when the Fortune 500-company invested in 
the system.  

During the period when e-conference observations were made, a number of semi-structured 
interviews were conducted with the project participants. The interviews were conducted 
because it is widely recognized that studies of collaborative technology in distributed software 
projects must be well embedded within organizational and work group contexts (Majchrzak et 
al. 2000). The people interviewed were the manager (Denmark), who was a board member of 
the Comapping project and director of Technology & Innovation at Area9; the developer 
(Russia), who was director of R&D for the Comapping project; the second developer 
(Russia), who was a software developer in the Comapping project; the marketer (Denmark), 
who was CEO for the Comapping joint-venture; and the chairman (Denmark) of the joint-
venture and CEO of Area9. The interviews were initiated with a face-to-face meeting with the 
manager. After this first interview, the other full-time project members were interviewed via 
Skype. Towards the end of the e-conference observations, a new series of interviews were 
conducted with the project participants and the chairman. In total, the e-conference 
observations were supplemented with 11 interviews. 

4.3.3 Analyses 
Data analyses were conducted with Atlas.ti V5.5 (Hwang 2008; Muhr 2008) allowing coding 
to be placed directly on the e-conference recordings. The direct coding was chosen because a 
traditional transcription of recordings would not form a feasible approach due to the 
multimodal nature of the data. 

In the control analysis, all 14 hours of interview and observation recordings were loaded into 
the software and carefully listened through. Exchanges and statements pertaining to control 
were identified and coded as one of the three original elements of control (measurement, 
evaluation, rewards and sanctions); they were also coded with one of the identified roles or 
relationship types (Kirsch 2004). Furthermore, one or more descriptive codes, related to the 
specifics of the element of control, were added to each exchange or statement. Finally, 
specific control statements and exchange transcriptions were brought forth for additional 
qualitative analysis. 
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In the coordination analysis, a particular focus was on the activities in the e-conferences. This 
focus was carried out because coordination is defined as managing dependencies between 
activities (Malone & Crowston 1994). Two types of activities were coded in the e-conference 
recordings. The first type of coded activity was manipulation acts based on the actors’ use of 
the mindmapping tool for real-time collaborative modeling. The second type of coded activity 
was articulation acts based on how the participants acted through spoken language in the e-
conferences. This language-action perspective was based on Searle’s (1969; 1979) typology 
of speech acts in cooperative work (Winograd 1987). The dependencies between these 
activities were investigated using the coding of communication breakdowns. A 
communication breakdown causes a disruption in work practices, shifting the actors’ attention 
towards an appropriate recovery strategy, which compromises or challenges coordination 
between actors (Bjørn & Ngwenyama 2009; Ngwenyama 1998). Coordination is most clearly 
noticeable when it is lacking (Malone & Crowston 1994), therefore, communication
breakdown coding was used to investigate the management of dependencies between the 
activities. In the coordination analysis, each of the three coding schemes also served as 
indicators on Weick and Roberts’ (1993) collective mind conceptualization: 1) Manipulation 
acts were primary indicators of the actors’ representations of the social system, 2) articulation 
acts were primary indicators of the actors’ contributions to the social system, and 3) 
communication breakdowns were primary indicators of actors’ subordination to the social 
system. 

The coordination analysis of audio and video recordings of seven e-conferences was 
triangulated with the interview data. The interview recordings were revisited multiple times 
throughout the research process. This was done in order to triangulate insights developed 
from the e-conference analysis with the actors’ own perceptions. Thus the analysis was 
related to the organizational and work group contexts, as emphasized by Majchrzak et al. 
(2000) when investigating technology adoption in distributed settings. 
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5 Research Summary 
This chapter presents the PhD study’s contribution, consisting of four research papers, each 
addressing the two research questions. The chapter summarizes how the four research papers 
contribute to the two research questions and how their results complement each other. 
Furthermore, it elaborates how the research papers support each other by their differences in 
theory, empirical data, and foci. 

Table 2 provides the publication details for each paper, which are included in the appendix. 
The Approach column shows what research approach was used in each paper. The RQ1 Focus 
column shows the focus on understanding management of distributed software projects in the 
papers. The RQ2 Contribution column shows the papers’ contribution to support management 
of distributed software projects. 

# Title Authors Publication Approach RQ1
Focus 

RQ2
Contribution 

1

Managing Risks in 
Distributed Software 
Projects: An Integrative 
Framework 

Persson JS, 
Mathiassen L, 
Boeg J, Madsen 
TS, and Steinson F 

IEEE Transactions on 
Engineering
Management, Vol. 56, 
No. 3, 2009. 

Literature
study Risks

Risk
management
framework 

2 A Process for Managing 
Risks in Virtual Teams 

Persson JS and 
Mathiassen L 

Accepted to IEEE 
Software

Literature
study Process

Risk
management
process

3

Enacting Control 
through Media and 
Context in Agile 
Distributed Software 
Development

Persson JS, 
Mathiassen L, and 
Aaen I 

First version presented 
at 14th Americas 
Conference on 
Information Systems 
2008, Toronto, Canada. 

Revised version 
submitted to Information 
Systems Journal. 

Case
study Control Control

practices

4

Collective Minding in 
Virtual Teams: 
Investigating Heedful 
Interrelating with 
Multimodal
Communication

Persson JS and 
Mathiassen L 

Submitted to 
Information Systems 
Research

Case
study Coordination

Collective
minding
framework 

Table 2 Research papers 

Research paper one and two had an initial main emphasis on RQ2 by investigating how we 
can support the management of distributed software projects. This was done by developing a 
framework of what we know about risks and risk resolution techniques through a systematic 
review of the literature on distributed software projects. Subsequent implementation of a web-
based tool helped refine the framework based on empirical evaluation of its practical 
usefulness. Based on the resulting framework in paper one, a risk management process 
compliant with CMMI (2006) was developed and illustrated in paper two. These papers 
therefore provide a risk management artifact for supporting management of distributed 
software projects. However, the first two papers not only address RQ2, they also provide new 
understandings that respond to RQ1. The first paper provides an understanding of distributed 
software projects as a new organization of work, causing a large amount of new risks 
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compared to collocated software projects. In addition, paper two provides an understanding of 
distributed software projects as a phenomenon that can be managed using generic processes. 

Paper three and four had an initial main emphasis on RQ1 by investigating how we can 
understand the management of distributed software projects. The papers present an 
investigation of the fundamental software project challenges of control and coordination 
through a case study. In response to RQ1, the third paper suggests an understanding of 
management in agile distributed software projects based on the control theory. The 
investigation suggests that management in distributed software project can be heavily reliant 
on both formal and informal controls and in both context and practice. In response to RQ2, 
these findings suggest that the successful management of distributed software projects can be 
supported by agile principles characterized by informal control. In response to RQ1, paper 
four suggests an understanding of management practice in agile distributed software projects 
based on the coordination theory. The investigation suggests that coordination practices with 
multimodal communication technologies in agile distributed software projects, can exhibit 
collective minding. In response to RQ2, the management of distributed software projects can 
be supported by using collective minding as a lens for evaluating coordination performance. 
In particular, it can shed light on how the use of multimodal communication media can 
influence performance in a distributed software project. 

5.1 Managing Risks in Distributed Software Projects: An Integrative 
Framework

This paper primarily addresses RQ2 by providing the framework to a risk management 
artifact for supporting the management of distributed software projects. The paper reports on 
a systematic review of the literature on geographically distributed software projects. Based 
on this review, an integrative framework for managing risks in distributed contexts was 
developed. The integrative framework was subsequently implemented as a web-based tool and 
refined through empirical evaluation of its practical usefulness. 
The paper’s research objective was to “integrate the existing knowledge into a practically 
useful framework for managing risks inherent in geographically distributed software 
projects”. The research objective was pursued through two activities. 

First, current knowledge was synthesized into conceptualizations of risks and resolution 
techniques and integrated into a risk-action list framework (Boehm 1991; Iversen et al. 2004) 
for geographically distributed software projects. This framework consisted of three primary 
elements: risk assessment, risk resolution, and risk management planning, and it provided 
heuristics for applying resolution techniques to risk areas. The study developed clear and 
distinct conceptualizations of both risks and resolution techniques based on existing literature. 
This was done by:

1) Using available surveys of challenges in distributed software projects to identify 
relevant risk areas consistent with the state-of-the-art knowledge;

2) Using Leavitt’s (1964) systems model, as proposed by Lyytinen et al. (1998), to 
clarify the primary focus of the identified risk areas;  

3) Aggregating a complete list of risk factors identified in the literature and categorizing 
them according to the proposed risk areas;  

4) Characterizing each risk area through detailed definitions of the involved risk factors;  

5) Using available surveys of best practices in distributed software projects to identify 
relevant risk resolution techniques,
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6) Categorizing the risk resolution techniques by adopting McFarlan’s (1981) well-
established categories of project management techniques to distributed contexts, and 
finally by;

7) Identifying heuristics for applying resolution techniques to risk areas based on the 
state-of-the-art research on distributed software projects. 

Second, the framework was revised iteratively, based on its practical usefulness as evaluated 
by experienced practitioners. To that end, a variety of empirical evaluation methods were 
adopted in five evaluations. Initially, software practitioners assessed the relevance and 
understandability of both risk and risk resolution concepts through two focus groups. Three 
subsequent evaluations aimed at assessing the practical uses of the framework through 
workshops with experienced practitioners. The last two workshops were supported by 
implementing a Web-based tool, making the framework readily available for practical use. In 
conclusion, the framework was found to be easy to use and to provide relevant support for 
managing the projects under consideration.  

5.2 A Process for Managing Risks in Distributed Teams 
This paper primarily addresses RQ2 by providing the process description to a risk 
management artifact for supporting the management of distributed software projects. The 
paper reports on a process for managing risks in distributed teams based on the integrative 
framework presented in paper one. Following CMMI’s (2006) generic approach to risk 
management, the process offers a series of rigorous steps that are readily understood and 
easy to follow. The process is illustrated with a large-scale, strategic software project with 
multiple subprojects that crosses organizational and national boundaries. Furthermore, the 
process is supplemented by suggestions for tailoring the process to a particular project or 
organization.
In accordance with the CMMI (2006) risk management practice goals the process was 
structured into three steps: 1) identify and analyze risks, 2) develop risk mitigation plans, and 
3) implement risk mitigation plans. The first step was supported by providing identified and 
categorized distributed team risks, based on paper one. In this step, team members evaluated 
risk probabilities and impacts and prioritized how to address them. The second step was the 
development of a risk mitigation plan. This step was supported by the list of resolution 
techniques and guidelines on how to apply these to address specific risk areas. In the final 
step, participants related to project objectives and decided on practical approaches. To do so, 
they considered responsibilities, resources, deliverables, and milestones as key elements in 
implementing risk mitigation plans. In the paper, each process step was further explained with 
an illustration, based on data from a distributed software project. 

In conclusion, the paper provided suggestions for tailoring the risk management process. This 
tailoring can be done by considering how to:

1) Keep it simple, to avoid participants seeing the process as an unrewarding 
administrative burden;  

2) Balance participation, by involving the appropriate amount of participants in 
accordance with the specific project setting and time;  

3) Adapt taxonomies, by including only the content fitting the specific project or 
organization;

4) Integrate plans, by ensuring that the risk management process adheres to project 
management practices at large;   
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5) Attract capabilities, in order to reduce proactively the probability and impact of 
distributed team risks.  

5.3 Enacting Control through Media and Context in Agile 
Distributed Software Development 

This paper primarily addresses RQ1 in understanding the management of distributed 
software projects by providing insights into control practices. The paper reports from an in-
depth case study of an agile distributed software project. The study offers an analysis of how 
control was enacted through the project context and in the mediated communication between 
project participants. The analysis reveals two important insights contrary to insights from 
previous research. First, informal control mechanisms are used even though the team is 
short-lived and rarely meets face-to-face. Second, informal roles and relationships such as 
clan-like control inherent in agile development are pervasively observed in this distributed 
setting.
The paper’s research question was: how do successful agile distributed software projects 
enact different elements of control through mediated communication and project context? 
This research question was pursued with a case study of the Comapping project - an agile 
distributed software project involving participants in Russia and Denmark. Based on 
interviews and e-conference observations, Kirsch’s (2004) elements of control were 
investigated in the project. This investigation revealed evidence of all of Kirsch’s (2004) 
elements of control in the participant statements about the project context and in the project’s 
e-conferences. Moreover, considerable elements of both informal and formal control were 
enacted in the e-conference. 

Previous research generally questions whether informal control mechanisms can be used 
when teams are short-lived and rarely meet face-to-face (Powell et al. 2004). In contrast, this 
paper presented a team, distributed across geography, culture, and companies, developing a 
successful product while being highly reliant on informal controls. Previous research also 
suggests that informal roles and relationships, such as clan-like control inherent in agile 
development, will likely be more difficult to practice in a distributed setting (Harris et al. 
2006). In contrast, the results presented in this paper show that agile practices and clan-like 
controls were pervasively observable in real-time mediated exchanges between project 
participants and in their accounts of the project context. 

5.4 Collective Minding in Virtual Teams: Investigating Heedful 
Interrelating with Multimodal Communication 

This paper primarily addresses RQ1 in order to understand the management of distributed 
software projects by providing insights into coordination practices. The paper reports on a 
detailed study of coordination with multimodal communication technology in a virtual team. 
For this purpose, the paper presents a framework for investigating how multimodal 
communication technology can support virtual team performance. The framework was used to 
analyze the patterns of mediated multimodal interactions that allow the team to do collective 
minding and successfully coordinate their efforts. 
The paper’s research question was: how does multimodal communication, based on 
teleconferencing and real-time collaborative modeling, affect collective minding and 
coordination in virtual teams? This research question was pursued through a quantitative and 
qualitative analysis of the e-conferences in the Comapping project. This analysis identified 
two types of activities. These were manipulation acts by real-time collaborative modeling and 
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articulation acts by teleconferencing, based on Searle’s (1969; 1979) typology of speech acts 
in cooperative work (Winograd 1987). The actors’ capability to interrelate these activities was 
analyzed by identifying communication breakdowns (Bjørn & Ngwenyama 2009; 
Ngwenyama 1998). These three analysis constructs were used in relation to the collective 
mind conceptualization (Weick and Roberts 1993). 

The paper provides two key contributions. First, that multimodal communication can facilitate 
collective minding in virtual teams and positively impact coordination performance. 
Secondly, that the impact of multimodal communication on virtual team performance can be 
investigated through an analysis of articulation acts, manipulation acts, and communication 
breakdowns. The paper presents five propositions based on the study:

1) Multimodal communication, based on teleconferencing and real-time collaborative 
modeling, can facilitate collective minding in virtual teams and positively impact on 
coordination performance;  

2) The combination of teleconferencing and real-time collaborative modeling can help 
actors heedfully sense and respond to work-process breakdowns in virtual team 
coordination;

3) Specification, prioritization, and time boxing of tasks through multimodal 
communication can facilitate collective minding in virtual teams;  

4) Collective minding helps virtual team members overcome differences in cultural and 
professional knowledge across sites without explicitly sharing that knowledge;

5) Collective minding in virtual teams, based on multimodal communication, can be 
investigated through a combination of quantitative and qualitative analyses of 
articulation acts, manipulation acts, and communication breakdowns. 
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6 Discussion 
This chapter presents a discussion of this PhD study’s contributions, implications, limitations, 
and future research. The PhD study’s contributions are summarized by answering the research 
questions. These answers are then related to previous research and management practice in 
distributed software projects. The limitations of the answers and how they were developed, is 
also summarized along with suggestions for future research. 

6.1 Contributions  
This PhD study raises two research questions. How can we understand (RQ1) and how can we 
support (RQ2) the management of distributed software projects? These two research 
questions were pursued by two research efforts: A literature study and a case study. The 
literature study addressed the two research questions grounded in a traditional model-driven 
perspective and was based on classical systems development research. The case study 
addressed the two research questions grounded in the emergent agile perspective and was 
based on an investigation of practices in a distributed software project. These two research 
efforts were presented in four research papers. The first two papers were based on the 
literature study and primarily addressed RQ1, with conceptualizations and RQ2, with an 
artifact (Papers 1 and 2). The second two papers were based on the case study and primarily 
addressed RQ1, with insights and RQ2, with propositions (Papers 3 and 4), see Table 1. 

We can understand distributed software projects as examples of an organization type, which 
exacerbates existing, and provides new, management challenges (RQ1: Papers 1 and 2). 
These challenges can be conceptually summarized in eight risk areas: 1) task distribution; 2) 
knowledge management; 3) geographical distribution; 4) collaboration structure; 5) cultural 
distribution; 6) stakeholder relations; 7) communication infrastructure; and 8) technology 
setup (Paper 1). These risk areas encompass existing categorizations of challenges in state-of-
the-art literature on distributed projects (Bell & Kozlowski 2002; Herbsleb & Moitra 2001; 
Powell et al. 2004; Sakthivel 2005; Townsend et al. 1998) and balanced attention to the major 
dimensions of organizational change (Leavitt 1964; Lyytinen et al. 1998). The identified risk 
areas are manageable through various forms of planning, control, social integration, and 
technical integration (McFarlan 1981). The approach for managing these risk areas can 
therefore, be defined by unifying principles, which operate in many different systemic 
contexts (Paper 1). The recognition of such unifying principles is what underlies a process 
understanding. Management of distributed software projects can therefore be understood and 
defined as a process challenge (Paper 2). In general, this understanding also complies with the 
traditional model-driven understanding of software project management also underlying 
CMMI (CMMI-Product-Team 2006). 

We can alternatively understand the distribution of software projects as a key facilitator of 
new business opportunities (RQ1: Papers 3 and 4). In contrast to the risk and process 
description, where focus is on threats in different organizational settings, distributed software 
projects can be understood as opportunities facilitated by new practices. This understanding 
suggests fewer and more socially oriented unifying principles, which should operate in the 
many different systemic contexts. In other words, management of distributed software 
projects can be understood as less explicitly definable compared to the previous model-driven 
understanding. This understanding is compliant with the agile development methodologies 
that are increasingly popular in distributed software projects (Agerfalk & Fitzgerald 2006; 
Pries-Heje et al. 2005). Two insights underlying this understanding have been developed from 
the case study. First, we know that agile characteristics of lightweight processes, ongoing 
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negotiation, and reliance on skilled people introduce challenges related to balancing people- 
versus process-oriented control in distributed software projects (Ramesh et al. 2006). 
Furthermore, previous research questions the possibility of successfully adopting informal 
controls in distributed settings (Harris et al. 2006; Powell et al. 2004). The case study 
however, showed that successful distributed software projects can rely extensively on 
informal controls (Paper 3). This insight suggests that the classical management issue, 
organizational control, can successfully and extensively rely on social and people strategies; 
this particularly occurred with informal roles and relationships, where participants in the case 
project acted as both controller and controllee. This is clearly in contrast to the formal 
evaluation and measurement of behaviors and outcomes suggested in the traditional model-
driven understanding underlying CMMI (CMMI-Product-Team 2006). Second, we know that 
agile methodology emphasizes high interdependency and integration, which has proved very 
difficult in distributed settings with high reliance on ICT (Gibson & Gibbs 2006). The case 
study however, showed that collective minding can be observed in successful distributed 
software projects’ multimodal communication (Paper 4). This insight suggests that 
management of distributed software projects can be understood as a socio-cognitive 
phenomenon (Fiore et al. 2003; Yoo & Kanawattanachai 2001). This is an understanding that 
emphasizes collective capabilities in managing distributed software projects. These collective 
capabilities are developed through heedful interrelating (Weick & Roberts 1993) among 
participants in the distributed software project’s social system. This emphasis on management 
through social system characteristics is contrasted by the formal organizational control 
perspective. The organizational control perspective encompasses more emphasis on individual 
contributions as either controller or controlee (Kirsch & Cummings 1996; Kirsch et al. 2002), 
compared to the collective minding perspective. The collective minding perspective is 
therefore, even more than the informal control perspective, significantly different from the 
traditional model-driven understanding underlying CMMI. 

In response to RQ2, the challenge of managing distributed software projects can be supported 
with a risk management artifact (Papers 1 and 2). The artifact, developed in this PhD study, is 
an information system which encompass 1) a risk management framework developed from 
state-of-the-art literature on distributed software projects and empirical evaluations, 2) a web-
based tool instantiation of the framework, which facilitated further empirical evaluations of 
practical usefulness (Paper 1), and 3) a CMMI-compliant (2006) process for using the risk 
management framework and web-based tool (Paper 2). According to the evaluations by 
experienced practitioners, the artifact can provide significant support in managing distributed 
software projects. However, the subparts of the artifact can alternatively be viewed as 
individual propositions for supporting the management of distributed software projects. These 
subparts are the risk conceptualizations, the heuristics between risks and resolutions, or the 
process guidelines. Furthermore, the artifact provides participants in distributed software 
projects with a vocabulary they can use to identify, reflect on, and share management 
problems and solutions (Boland 2002; Schön 1983). Hence, the artifact is addressing the need 
for comprehensive approaches to effectively manage the challenges in distributed projects 
(Evaristo et al. 2004; Powell et al. 2004) 

In an alternative response to RQ2, focus is on propositions for supporting management of 
distributed software projects (Papers 3 and 4). The propositions are developed through a study 
of a successful distributed software project. In this particular project, there was a high reliance 
on agile principles and informal control, inherent in agile methodology. In light of this 
observation, it can be proposed that agile principles can provide the foundation for the 
successful management of distributed software projects. This is a proposition supported by 
previous research on agile distributed software projects (Armour 2007; Holmström et al. 
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2006; Paasivaara et al. 2008; Ramesh et al. 2006; Sutherland et al. 2007). In contrast to 
previous propositions on control and distributed projects (Harris et al. 2006; Powell et al. 
2004), project success can be achieved more specifically by developing an effective portfolio 
of controls with high attention to the enactment of informal controls (Paper 3). The second 
proposition was based on an analysis of the project’s ability to coordinate effectively with 
ICT, which is identified as a key challenge in distributed software projects (Espinosa et al. 
2007; Herbsleb & Mockus 2003; Kommeren & Parviainen 2007). This analysis showed that 
multimodal communication can facilitate collective minding in distributed software projects 
and positively impact coordination performance (Paper 4). The study also showed that the 
impact of multimodal communication on distributed software projects’ performance can be 
investigated through a combination of quantitative and qualitative analyses of manipulation 
acts, articulation acts (Winograd 1987), and communication breakdowns (Bjørn & 
Ngwenyama 2009). On the basis of this study, collective minding is proposed as a lens to 
support reflective management practice in distributed software projects. In particular, this 
proposed reflection is related to the use of multimodal communication media and 
coordination performance. Distributed projects are highly reliant on ICT (Gibson & Gibbs 
2006) and recognizing how the use of available technologies influences performance is 
critical. 

6.2 Implications  
This PhD study has several implications for both research and practice. First, the PhD study 
provided a risk management artifact, encompassing a comprehensive framework for 
understanding and supporting the management of distributed software projects. This risk 
management artifact addresses the need for a comprehensive approach to effectively manage 
the challenges in distributed software projects (Evaristo et al. 2004; Powell et al. 2004). In 
addition, the process, inherent in the artifact, is compliant with the widespread CMMI model 
for development v.1.2 (CMMI-Product-Team 2006). While understanding software project 
management as a generic process issue is widespread among many researchers and 
practitioners, there exists an increasingly popular opposing understanding. This alternative is 
the agile understanding of software project management, which is now appearing in 
distributed software projects (Agerfalk & Fitzgerald 2006; Armour 2007; Holmström et al. 
2006; Ramesh et al. 2006). In that context, this PhD’s case study addressed the calls for 
empirical investigation of agile practices (Agerfalk & Fitzgerald 2006; Dybå & Dingsøyr 
2008; Lee et al. 2006). In addition, the case study also addressed the calls for research about 
control (Kirsch 2004; Powell et al. 2004; Yadav et al. 2009) and socio-cognitive reliant 
coordination in a distributed environment (Fiore et al. 2003; Yoo & Kanawattanachai 2001).

The case study results contradict previous research, questioning whether informal control 
mechanisms, in general, can be used when teams are short-lived and rarely meet face-to-face 
(Powell et al. 2004). Furthermore, the case study shows that agile practices and clan-like 
controls can be pervasively present in a successful distributed software project. This finding 
underpins the idea that agile methodologies can be adopted successfully in distributed 
software projects. This contradicts research, which argues that clan control can be 
increasingly difficult when interaction is mediated using technology and when participants 
come from different organizations (Harris et al. 2006). The case study results also suggest that 
the impact of multimodal communication on virtual team performance can be investigated by 
analyzing articulation acts, manipulation acts, and communication breakdowns. Furthermore, 
this investigation supports Cooren’s (2004) claim that successful collective minding can be 
explored in interactional patterns between people. 
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This PhD study has finally provided several contributions relevant to management practice in 
distributed software projects:

A risk management framework illustrated with a web-based tool ready for practical use.  

A CMMI-compliant process to help using the risk management framework in practice. 

An illustration of how agile principles and informal controls can be adopted in successful 
distributed software development.  

An approach for investigating the use of multimodal communication technology in 
distributed software projects to understand and support coordination performance. 

6.3 Limitations  
The ways of understanding the management of distributed software projects presented in this 
PhD study, have limitations. One limitation is that these understandings are not exhaustive in 
terms of either detail or amount of available understandings of the investigated phenomenon. 
The understanding from the literature study is limited as it draws on research from specific 
outlets published over a limited period. Significant developments in understanding the 
management of distributed software projects may be present in outlets other than the ranked 
management and management information systems journals. The case-study-based 
understanding is grounded in a specific social setting. Transferring this understanding to other 
distributed software projects requires careful consideration of any differences in the social 
systems. The social system, from which the understanding was developed, can be 
significantly different to other distributed software projects’ social systems. Additionally, the 
understandings are grounded in, and likely biased towards, North American and European 
research and practice discourses. This is an important limitation, because distributed software 
projects are often geographically distributed across sites that are outside these regions. 

Also, the understandings along with the proposed support for managing distributed software 
projects have undergone limited evaluation. While both the proposed understanding and 
support has been grounded in practice, their generalizability can be questioned. The pluralistic 
approach, adopted in this PhD study, emphasizes extensive scrutiny through different research 
approaches in order to achieve high reliability. The two individual research efforts carried out 
in parallel provided different understandings and support for managing distributed software 
projects. While the two different understandings supplement each other, by contrast, a further 
understanding is still needed to identify to what extent the two can be combined. The adopted 
research approaches may also have influenced the resulting understandings. This concern is 
motivated by the two research efforts’ differing outcomes in understanding and support. With 
this backdrop, there is a need to scrutinize available understandings and support for managing 
distributed software projects using different research approaches. While such extensive 
scrutiny was not feasible in this PhD study, it is an important direction for future research. 

Finally, the researcher’s role includes decisions, which can be influenced by personal views 
and attitudes. These influencing elements may have affected the researcher’s choice of 
inquiry, interpretation of data, and selection of reference points in the body of knowledge. In 
general, the researcher’s mere presence and engagement with informants, as either observer or 
interviewer, has a significant influence that needs to be taken into consideration. This PhD 
study is an interpretive research effort and should be appreciated as such. 
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6.4 Future Research 
This PhD study has provided insights into how we can understand and support the 
management of distributed software projects. These insights have limitations and further 
scrutiny is needed, with the help of different research approaches, theoretical lenses, and data-
documenting practice. In particular, more observations and future research are needed to 
appreciate how different distributed software projects understand and support management in 
practice.

The artifact and propositions developed in this PhD study are not sufficient to address the 
complex challenges in managing distributed software projects. Research and practitioner 
attention on how we can support this type of project has been voluminous in the past several 
years. These endeavors appear to be even more important in the future. However, in this 
pursuit to examine how to support these projects, in-depth investigations of adoptions in real 
distributed settings are very important. These in-depth investigations of support initiatives in 
real distributed software projects are needed to create new developments in ICT support. In 
addition, investigations on the impact of new processes or principles for management in 
practice, are also equally important avenues for future research. 

There is a particular need for future research to emphasize collective capability in the 
understanding of distributed software projects. This is motivated by the rising popularity of 
agile methodologies in both collocated and distributed projects, as they often emphasize 
collective capabilities. This understanding is significantly understudied compared with 
research into the model-driven understanding of software project management, which 
underlies CMMI (CMMI-Product-Team 2006). Model-driven understanding has been widely 
recognized and researched for several decades. Therefore, future research needs to prioritize 
further investigations of emergent understandings. In addition, investigations are needed to 
examine how emergent understandings can be combined with more established 
understandings. Also, the argument for pluralism in research (Mingers 2001; 2003) can 
definitely be valid for understanding practice in distributed software projects, as shown in this 
PhD study. Future investigations of collective capabilities in distributed software projects can 
be pursued with the help of conceptualizations, such as collective mind (Crowston & 
Kammerer 1998; Weick & Roberts 1993; Yoo & Kanawattanachai 2001), shared cognition
(Cannon-Bowers & Salas 2001; Cannon-Bowers et al. 1993; Ensley & Pearce 2001), 
distributed cognition (Boland et al. 1994; Rogers & Ellis 1994; Wright et al. 2000), or 
transactive memory systems (Akgün et al. 2005; Brandon & Hollingshead 2004; Oshri et al. 
2008).

This PhD study has, through interpretation and design activities, pursued knowledge about 
how we can understand and support the management of distributed software projects. These 
activities and types of knowledge are only two out three activities in collaborative practice 
research (Mathiassen 2002). The third activity is intervention for developing knowledge of 
what it actually takes to improve practice. To some extent, this PhD study has intervened in 
practice, but it has not been the primary focus of either of the two overall research efforts. 
Action research efforts, extending this PhD study, will therefore, form an important direction 
for future research. In fact, this PhD study’s investigation of the literature on distributed 
software projects indicates that very little action research has been carried out in this area. 
This lack of action research also indicates that we know very little of what it actually takes to 
improve practice in distributed software projects. Therefore, it is suggested that action 
research investigations are the most important direction for future research. 
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Managing Risks in Distributed Software Projects:
An Integrative Framework

John Stouby Persson, Lars Mathiassen, Member, IEEE, Jesper Boeg,
Thomas Stenskrog Madsen, and Flemming Steinson

Abstract—Software projects are increasingly geographically dis-
tributed with limited face-to-face interaction between participants.
These projects face particular challenges that need careful manage-
rial attention. While risk management has been adopted with suc-
cess to address other challenges within software development, there
are currently no frameworks available for managing risks related
to geographical distribution. On this background, we systemati-
cally review the literature on geographically distributed software
projects. Based on the review, we synthesize what we know about
risks and risk resolution techniques into an integrative framework
for managing risks in distributed contexts. Subsequent implemen-
tation of a Web-based tool helped us refine the framework based
on empirical evaluation of its practical usefulness. We conclude by
discussing implications for both research and practice.

Index Terms—Communication and collaboration, distributed
software projects, risk management.

I. INTRODUCTION

G LOBAL competition, increased need for flexibility, ac-
cess to global resources, and substantial financial gains

drive companies to engage in geographically distributed soft-
ware projects (GDSPs) [37], [91]. Moreover, as electronic com-
munication infrastructures are now readily available, geograph-
ically distributed projects have become increasingly feasible
to organize and manage [97], [101]. However, these projects
face numerous management challenges that are inherent to their
distributed nature, e.g., limited social interaction [22], [35],
[37], [87], language barriers [22], [88], [100], and time zone
differences [12], [16], [25], [47], [100]. While the growth in
GDSPs has attracted increasing attention in the literature, there
is still considerable variation in the terms used, including virtual
teams [88], global virtual teams [41], virtual work groups [99],
virtual organizations [59], distributed projects [25], and geo-
graphically distributed development teams [28]. In this paper,
we focus on GDSPs that “consist of geographically dispersed
people working interdependently with shared purpose across
space, time, and organizational boundaries and using technol-
ogy to communicate and collaborate” [99].
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A portfolio of approaches to alleviate specific challenges
in GDSPs has been proposed, e.g., dialogue technique [105],
list of best practices [5], [24], and a person–environment fit
model [103]. These contributions are valuable, but they do not
constitute a comprehensive approach to effectively manage the
challenges in GDSPs [25], [91]. Moreover, while risk manage-
ment has been applied successfully in collocated software de-
velopment [39], [67] the resulting approaches fail to address the
unique communicative and collaborative challenges that dis-
tinguish GDSPs from traditional software projects [37]. This
research was therefore guided by the overall objective to inte-
grate existing knowledge into a practically useful framework for
managing risks inherent in GDSPs. In order to do this, we first
reviewed the literature to identify and conceptualize the spe-
cific risks inherent in GDSPs and to identify and conceptualize
the available resolution techniques [67]. Second, we integrated
these insights into a framework for applying risk resolution
techniques to risks, implemented a tool for practical use of the
framework, and refined the framework based on empirical eval-
uation of its practical usefulness.

The basic principles of risk management seek to general-
ize patterns of relations between organizational contexts (in the
form of risk areas and underlying risk factors) and use of tech-
nologies (in the form of resolution techniques) in ways that
support human action [67]. A software risk denotes an aspect of
a development task, process, or environment, which, if ignored,
increases the likelihood of project failure [67]. Practitioners can
assess the degree of risk either quantitatively as the probability of
unsatisfactory events multiplied by the loss associated with their
outcome, or qualitatively by referring to the uncertainty sur-
rounding the project and the magnitude of potential loss associ-
ated with project failure [4]. Risk management helps practition-
ers assess problematic aspects of a project, emphasizes potential
causes of failure, helps link potential threats to possible actions,
and facilitates a shared perception of a project among its par-
ticipants [66], [67]. Risk frameworks and associated tools have
previously been successfully developed to identify, analyze, and
tackle project portfolio risks [23], [75], software development
risks [4], [7], [14], [21], [27], [50], [79], [83], [95], software re-
quirements risks [11], [18], [72], software process improvement
risks [39], and implementation risks [3], [48], [57], [63], [65].

Our research draws upon a systematic review of the litera-
ture on GDSPs (Section II); synthesizes conceptualizations of
risks (Section III) and resolution techniques (Section IV) and
integrates these into a framework and related tool for managing
risks in distributed contexts (Section V); and finally, documents
how the framework and tool were refined based on evalua-
tions of their practical usefulness (Section VI). We conclude by

0018-9391/$25.00 © 2009 IEEE
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Fig. 1. Literature identification.

discussing the contribution of this research and its implications
for theory and practice (Section VII).

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

The primary goal of a literature review is to achieve a com-
plete result focused on concepts [113]. Thus, the two most im-
portant tasks are to decide how to identify the relevant literature
and how to conceptually structure the analysis [114].

A. Identifying the Literature

As our field of interest was managerial challenges in GDSPs,
we chose a wide range of management information systems
and management research journals as the primary sources of
information. This was based on the assumption that many of
the challenges faced by managers of GDSPs are similar to the
ones encountered within other industries involved in distributed
projects.

Inspired by Webster and Watson [113], we adopted a rigorous
approach to identify relevant articles in leading journals. From
the identified set of articles, we searched backward by follow-
ing the used references. This approach was combined with Weill
and Olson’s [114] suggestion to use structured critique to fur-
ther steer the selection of articles. Our combined approach is
summarized in Fig. 1.

In the first step, we searched for relevant articles in the Web
of Science article database. The search was limited to articles
published in 1995 or later. Even though GDSPs is not a new phe-
nomenon, it was only with the development of communication
and collaboration technology during the 1990s that distributed
development was made feasible for entire projects [116]. Based
on this, we initially considered GDSP research prior to 1995 to
be of lesser interest. In the second step, the resulting set of arti-

cles was limited to include the 500 most relevant according to the
Web of Science analysis tool [107]. This set of articles was fur-
ther restricted to include only those published in rated journals
(see Appendix A). The list of rated journals was a result of a thor-
ough examination of studies of journals in our two areas of re-
search: management information systems [45], [62], [92], [115]
and management [29], [33], [43]. The resulting articles of these
first two steps were evaluated in the third step based on a de-
tailed examination of abstracts. Articles of little or peripheral
interest were excluded from the set. To ensure that key articles
in our area of research were included in the final set, the fourth
step went backward through the cited references of all articles
included by the third step. Articles referenced more than once
were evaluated using the third step, exempting the rated journal
list, since we considered referencing an acceptable quality indi-
cator in itself. The final set of articles for the review is listed in
Appendix B.

B. Structuring the Review

The first part of the review was identification of risks most
threatening to distributed projects (Section III). According to
Boehm [7], risk areas consist of a number of related risk fac-
tors, which together possess a threat to the project’s success.
Thus, risk areas represent categories of risk factors, where the
joint assessment of risk factors indicates whether the risk area
might become a problem for a project. We adopted a system-
atic method to synthesize risk areas: we found inspiration in
the categories of risk areas used in key articles with an overall
perspective on GDSPs; used Leavitt’s [60] model as suggested
by Lyytinen et al. [67] to provide clear foci for a distinct set of
risk areas; aggregated a complete list of risk factors identified
in the literature and categorized them according to the proposed
risk areas; and finally, provided questions and criteria to offer
precise definitions of each risk factor.

The second part of the review focused on identifying and cat-
egorizing resolution techniques that address risks through man-
agerial intervention (Section IV). As we found no independent
categorization of resolution techniques in the reviewed GDSP
literature, we looked for inspiration in the software risk man-
agement literature. McFarlan [75] presents a generic software
risk management framework that has proven its worth time and
again over the past 25 years. McFarlan [75] uses four categories
of resolution techniques centered on basic project management
disciplines and with a particular focus on integration. As inte-
gration is a major challenge in managing GDSPs, we adapted
McFarlan’s framework to help structure the available resolution
techniques.

McFarlan’s [75] categories are internal integration, consist-
ing of techniques to support coordination and communication
internally in the project group; external integration, consisting of
techniques to support coordination and communication with ex-
ternal stakeholders; formal planning, consisting of techniques to
support planning; and finally, formal control, consisting of tech-
niques to ensure that the formal planning stays on track and is
continuously updated in relation to project practices. The litera-
ture on GDSPs is less concerned with the challenges of internal
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TABLE I
CATEGORIES OF RESOLUTION TECHNIQUES IN GDSP ADAPTED FROM MCFARLAN [75]

and external integration. Instead, there is considerable focus on
how communication and collaboration efforts can be supported
by various forms of information and communication technol-
ogy. Also, social integration is generally considered a key chal-
lenge because the presence of several cultures in GDSPs creates
an environment significantly different from that of collocated
projects. Furthermore, resent research has pointed out control
as not only being formal but also informal in GDSPs [15], [54].
On that background, we chose to adapt McFarlan’s [75] con-
cepts to the following resolution technique categories: planning,
control, social integration, and technical integration. Table I pro-
vides definitions of these categories.

III. CONCEPTUALIZING RISKS

In the following, we synthesize risk areas across key GDSP
articles supported by Leavitt’s organizational model [60], [67].
Subsequently, we characterize each risk area and the risk factors
it consists of with references to the reviewed articles.

A. Synthesizing Risks

Leavitt’s [60] organization model was developed to synthe-
size the primary dimensions and dynamics of organizations. Ac-
cording to Lyytinen et al. [67], it applies well to define risk in
software development into distinct areas: task covers the results,
products, approaches, and goals of the software project; struc-
ture represents the project organization and institutional setting;
actors consist of users, managers, developers, and other key
stakeholders; and finally, technology consists of development
methods and tools and of the hardware and software platforms
for the resulting software.

Based on its merits in defining the foci of different risk areas
in software development, we used Leavitt’s model to propose
distinct risk areas based on key GDSP articles. In addition, we
aggregated a complete list of risk factors from the reviewed
literature and categorized them according to the proposed risk
areas. Table II presents the resulting synthesis of risk areas
and related risk factors. The first five columns describe the
risk categories found in other key articles. These are related
to the proposed risk areas in the second last column. A gray
cell denotes that the article does not cover that proposed area.
The last column defines the focus of each proposed risk area in
relation to Leavitt’s four dimensions.

Table II documents in this way: (1) how the proposed con-
ceptualization of risk areas synthesizes key articles in the GDSP

literature; (2) how the proposed risk areas represent a balanced
view and have distinct foci following Leavitt [60]; and (3) how
the complete list of risk factors aggregated from the literature
further define each risk area. Elaborate definitions of the ques-
tions and criteria needed to assess each risk factor are pro-
vided in Table III. These definitions and the foci of risk areas in
Table II summarize how the literature has been synthesized into
distinct risk areas and related risk factors. The following subsec-
tions characterize each risk area and the risk factors it consists
of, with references to the reviewed articles.

B. Task Distribution

As in traditional software development, the task represents a
possible risk in GDSPs, but for slightly different reasons. When
the overall project task is divided and distributed across sev-
eral sites, task uncertainty emerges, because participants may
lack information about the task, its purpose [52], [99], and their
own contribution to the overall task [24], [28], [36]. Task un-
certainty represents lack of information needed to develop the
software [31], [71], [76], and it can result in slow change co-
ordination [36] and process and relational conflicts [99]. Task
equivocality, in contrast, represents how well participants un-
derstand the specification of the task. For GDSPs, in partic-
ular, it is important whether the task is routine or nonrou-
tine and how it relates to the experiences of the project team.
High equivocality increases coordination and communication
needs [6], [116] and demands on interaction media [99]. Fi-
nally, as the task is always distributed in GDSPs, high task
coupling between task segments increases the need for intersite
communication, coordination, and integration, and it can lead
to lower level of performance as well as increase the number of
failures [12], [24], [35], [37], [99], [100].

C. Knowledge Management

Knowledge management refers to how projects create, cap-
ture, and integrate knowledge about the project task, includ-
ing goals, problems, possible solutions, and approaches. When
GDSP participants lack face-to-face interaction [5], [68], knowl-
edge creation is limited within the organization [68]. This may
lead to problems in creating collaboration know-how [17], [68]
and domain knowledge [5]. Also, knowledge capture may be
limited in GDSPs due to factors such as changing relations and
roles across the organization [10], properties of electronic com-
munication media [101], and lacking knowledge of different
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TABLE II
SYNTHESIS OF RISK AREAS

sites [40]. This results in reduced capability to discover defects
in the developed software [40] or loss of knowledge about op-
tions or specific problem solutions [10]. Knowledge capture is
especially important when dissolving the project since it may
be difficult to subsequently locate a person who possesses the
needed knowledge. Moreover, in GDSPs, changing or unclear
organizational structures may lead to limited knowledge inte-
gration and sharing [1], [10], [37]. Knowledge sharing may be
limited across sites due to noncoherent political agendas, and
it may complicate prioritizing assignments appropriately or re-
duce reuse in software development [37].

D. Geographical Distribution

Distribution of activities in a GDSP occurs along three di-
mensions: space, time, and goals. Spatial distribution compli-
cates the project manager’s ability to monitor participants and
progress, increases travel budgets, limits face-to-face interac-
tion, and weakens social relations [5], [6], [20], [25], [100].
Temporal distribution increases the complexity of planning and
coordination activities, makes multisite virtual meetings hard
to plan [12], [16], [25], [47], causes unproductive waits, delays
feedback, and complicates simple things like time referenc-
ing and time settings [100]. Besides differences in space and
time, goal distribution can potentially lead to conflicts related
to task interpretation, process principles, and problem resolu-
tion approaches [38] and result in site wars and low perfor-

mance [38], [77], [86]. Goal distribution is more likely in GDSPs
because of faulty transfer of information [38] and focus on own
site performance.

E. Collaboration Structure

Collaboration is a relatively broad area that covers risks aris-
ing when collaboration structures do not fit the distributed con-
text. Collaboration capability describes the project participants’
understanding and appreciation of differences in competen-
cies [10], [30] and their ability to effectively use technology
to gather and share information across geographical and func-
tional distances [20], [91]. This is often problematic in GDSPs
as participants have limited understanding of other project par-
ticipants’ competencies [91], [97], [100]. GDSPs are often char-
acterized by more horizontal organizational structures [10], and
flexibility concerning roles and assignments is, therefore, an
important quality [108]. Poor fit between project participants
and project organization can lead to conflicts, communication
problems, and unused potential [103], [104]. Additionally, it
may be difficult to establish effective coordination mechanisms
in GDSPs, overcoming challenges such as lacking face-to-face
interaction [100], problematic task coupling [12], [94], [99],
different time zones, local holidays [100], weak social net-
works [36], and unclear lines of communication [35], [74].
Problems can be exacerbated by weak alignment of coordina-
tion mechanisms between sites or by uncritically transferring
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TABLE III
CONTINUED

nonapplicable coordination mechanisms from collocated
projects to GDSPs [91]. Process alignment in terms of tradi-
tions, development methods, and emphasis on user involvement
will often differentiate between sites, possibly resulting in in-
compatibility and conflicts [5], [24], [25], [56], [99], [100].

F. Cultural Distribution

When projects are geographically distributed, a number of
cultural problems may arise since participants do not necessar-
ily share the same language, traditions, or organizational cul-
ture [80], [93], [106]. Language barriers arise in cross national
projects when sites and participants do not share a common lan-
guage [12], [16], [22], [24], [37], [56], [88], [91], [93], [100]
or norms of communication [22], [24], [37], [47], [91], [100],
[108] resulting in misinterpretations and unconveyed informa-
tion [22], [88], [100]. Differences in work culture may render
difficulties in a GDSP [22] when sites are different in terms
of team behavior [22], balancing of collectivism and individ-
ualism, perception of authority and hierarchy [37], [56], [88],
planning, punctuality [37], and organizational culture [12], [16].
This may lead to decreased conflict handling capabilities and

lower efficiency [78], [85], or even paralyze the GDSP [22].
Cultural bias occurs when project participants consider their
norms and values as universal and neglect to reflect on to what
extent values, norms, and biases are founded in their own cul-
tural background [22], [104]. Cultural bias may lead to erro-
neous decisions [22] and insecurity about other participants’
qualifications [5], and it can have a devastating impact on com-
munication and collaboration efforts [47], [88].

G. Stakeholder Relations

When projects are distributed, it naturally becomes difficult
to obtain the same level of stakeholder integration as you would
expect in a collocated organization [99]. Lack of frequent face-
to-face interaction may impair relationship building [22], [87],
[91], [99] since relations are build through communication be-
tween project stakeholders [87]. The problem also extends to in-
tegration of new project participants [6] and other stakeholders
in the organization [84]. Closely related to stakeholder relations
is the question of trust. Mutual trust is important but hard to ob-
tain in GDSPs [58], [61], [98], [106]. This can be due to lack of
face-to-face interaction [20], [74], [109], cultural differences,
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and weak social relations [87]. Trust among stakeholders is
necessary to achieve innovation, flexibility, cooperation, and ef-
ficiency in a distributed environment [2], [13], [20], [30], [42],
[44], [59]. Furthermore, since GDSPs often have a short life
span, it is important to achieve mutual trust rapidly [41], [91],
but if trust is misplaced, the entire organization may suffer [59].
Ultimately, relationship building and mutual trust problems ex-
tend to lack of stakeholder commitment [61]. Stakeholders are
less likely to commit to the project organization and its task when
cultural differences and lack of face-to-face interaction makes
it difficult to establish a clear project identity [6], [30], [78].
This weakens group synergy [6], [30], increases the risk of
conflicts [78], and may lower efficiency in the initial project
phase [105].

H. Communication Infrastructure

Almost every problem arising in GDSPs is related to the
fact that communication is no longer a simple task when par-
ticipants are distributed and appropriate supporting infrastruc-
tures are therefore needed. Personal communication is often
impeded by absence of informal communication [35], [37] and
lack of face-to-face interaction [22], [87]. This can negatively
impact trust [47], [100], decision quality [37], [47], creativ-
ity [47], [100], and general management [20]. Furthermore it
may reduce participants’ project overview, which can lead to
errors and misunderstandings [37]. Being separated, interaction
media becomes the primary communication link between sites,
but their properties or use may cause problems such as jum-
bled sequences of messages; mix-ups between past, present,
and future messages [47], [70], [100], [112]; and loss of con-
textual information sharing [47], [111]. Such problems, aris-
ing with either synchronous or asynchronous interaction me-
dia, may lead to confusion [100] and misunderstandings [111]
among participants and lower the moral [47]. GDSPs are highly
dependent on proper teleconference management in order to
coordinate efforts between sites. When interaction medium lim-
its verbal and nonverbal cues, it is not possible to apply tra-
ditional management of meetings [100], [112]. Additionally,
different time zones may make it difficult to organize confer-
ences [5], [12], [88]. These factors make it challenging to benefit
from conferences [13], [112].

I. Technology Setup

Networks that connect globally distributed sites are often slow
and unstable [22], [37], and even minor delays can ruin the flow
of communication [17], [46], [47], [70], [88], [100], [112]. Net-
work capability is therefore an important challenge in GDSPs,
and selection of appropriate information and communication
technology is crucial for project success [46], [68], [110]. Unre-
liable networks may lead to frustration and low efficiency [22],
limit exchange of sensitive information [10], [88], or even cause
production stop [22]. When developers from different parts of
the world collaborate, tool compatibility may prove a problem.
The reason is that sites are likely to prefer different program-
ming languages, support tools, operating systems, and devel-
opment tools [22], [46], [100]. Also, the sites may experience

differences in support and tool versions. This can lead to frus-
trations, conflicts, and delays [100]. Configuration management
is specifically a challenging technology in distributed projects
due to possible problems concerning tool differences [5], slow
and unreliable sites, lacking awareness of product changes, and
bug fixes between sites [24], [37], [40].

IV. CONCEPTUALIZING RISK RESOLUTION TECHNIQUES

Thirty-five risk resolution techniques were identified in the re-
viewed literature. In the following, we present these techniques
using the four categories: planning, control, social integration,
and technical integration (cf. Table I). The categories were, as
mentioned earlier, adapted from McFarlan’s [75] generic soft-
ware risk management framework. We have categorized each
resolution technique based on its primary emphasis as each
technique very well can apply to more than one domain. Due
to the amount of resolution techniques, we opted not to elabo-
rate each in detail; instead, we present one exemplary resolution
technique for each category of resolution techniques: a com-
plete list of the identified resolution techniques is presented in
Appendix C.

A. Planning

The planning category includes resolution techniques that
help plan projects to be effectively executed in distributed con-
texts. An important planning technique in GDSPs is “create
shared collaboration platform,” offering a shared vocabulary to
describe both everyday activities on each site and central ac-
tivities in the development process, e.g., by using UML. This
promotes unity and sense of belonging and reduces misinterpre-
tations [5], [16], [100]. Also, it is advised to establish a shared
project culture without discriminating in favor of any particu-
lar national or professional culture. More specific suggestions
are the use of a dialogue technique to establish shared men-
tal models of the project and task [105] and the production of
concept lists explaining slang across the involved cultures and
professions [69].

B. Control

The control category includes resolution techniques that fa-
cilitate tracking progress and help manage discrepancies in re-
lation to plans in distributed contexts. An example of a tech-
nique that supports control in GDSPs is “establish temporal
coordination mechanisms,” providing structured approaches to
temporal coordination across sites including handling of dead-
lines, synchronization, and distribution of resources [70], [77].
Shared deadlines or milestones should be introduced when coor-
dinating successive integration of individual software modules
as well as handling diversities concerning local festivals and
holidays [5], [100]. If reduction of temporal distance is im-
possible, the project manager should manage time translations
and time adjustments, relocate time using asynchronous media,
and institute time-based norms for communication and virtual
presence [100]. There should also be a focus on synchroniza-
tion, plans, and procedures in the development process, enabling
transferring of tasks from one site to another [99].
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C. Social Integration

The social integration category covers resolution techniques
that integrate participants and help manage cultural differences
across sites in distributed contexts. One of these techniques is
“develop liaisons between sites.” This approach advocates using
liaisons to facilitate information exchange, identify expertise,
mediate cultural conflicts, and settle disputes [5], [12], [24],
[35], [36], [56]. If the organization consists of a main site and
several subsites, liaisons from the subsites should spend the
start-up phase at the main site to gain insight and overview of the
project [5]. Furthermore, it is advised to include travel expenses
in the overall budget and not perceive them as additional costs.

D. Technical Integration

The technical integration category includes resolution tech-
niques that increase connectivity and technical compatibility
across sites in distributed contexts. An example of these res-
olution techniques is “standardize and train in methods across
sites.” This technique suggests standardization of tools, meth-
ods, templates, and processes in order to create a harmonic
and efficient project organization [24], [25], [56], [99]. Such
standardization implies training of participants and lower initial
efficiency as experience with the chosen standards varies [5],
[25], [46]. In the long run, higher efficiency and fewer misun-
derstandings are, however, expected [24], [56]. More specific
standardization could be introduction of shared guidelines for
error handling, accessibility to other sites’ documentation, doc-
umentation of tests and testability [40], or the use of a shared
tool that allows for tracking of bugs and corrections in all parts
of the distributed project [5].

V. AN INTEGRATIVE FRAMEWORK

Based on the insights from the two previous sections, we de-
veloped a framework for managing risks inherent in GDSPs.
First, we linked resolution techniques to risks based on the liter-
ature. Then, we developed a framework for risk assessment, risk
control, and risk management planning in GDSPs. Finally, we
implemented a Web-based tool called Distributed Project Man-
agement System (DPMS) to help refine the framework based on
empirical evaluation of its practical usefulness. In the following,
we present each of these steps in detail.

A. Linking Resolution Techniques to Risks

Based on the reviewed literature, we linked resolution tech-
niques to risk areas, reflecting which resolution techniques can
alleviate which risk areas. To that end, we created a matrix with
risk areas on the x-axis and resolution techniques on the y-axis
(Table IV). The reviewed articles were then revisited and ref-
erences were added to the matrix where we identified a link in
the literature. This identification process was interpretive rather
than literal.

B. Developing Framework

Subsequently, we considered four classical risk manage-
ment frameworks presented by Lyytinen et al. [67]. These
were McFarlan’s [75] portfolio framework, Davis’s [18] con-

tingency framework, Boehm’s [7] software risk framework,
and Ginzberg’s [32] implementation framework. The design
of Ginzberg’s approach [32] did not qualify for our purpose
because it does not include risk resolutions. Of the remaining
three, we opted for the design of Boehm’s [7] risk-action list
framework, as it possesses two important qualities: it is easy to
use and modify [39]. We considered ease of use crucial, as the
framework should be employed in a distributed and likely cross-
cultural context. In such a setting, we made it a priority to enable
participants with varying background to use the framework with-
out lengthy preparatory instructions. Regarding easy modifica-
tion, flexibility is a desirable trait in GDSPs as these organiza-
tions have changing needs [22], [37], [108]; also, we considered
future development of the framework, taking into account that
rapid development of technology and organizational forms plays
a major role in GDSPs, making future alterations inevitable.
The tradeoff when comparing risk-action list frameworks (e.g.,
Boehm [7]) with risk-strategy frameworks (e.g., McFarlan [75])
and risk-strategy-analysis frameworks (e.g., Davis [18]) is lack
of strategic oversight [39]. However, we did not consider this
as important as the other qualities because the proposed risk
management framework focuses on risks related to geographi-
cal distribution rather than on risks in general. The framework
therefore demands complementary management and risk man-
agement approaches to provide appropriate strategic oversight.

According to Boehm [7], risk management involves risk iden-
tification, risk analysis, risk prioritization, risk management
planning, risk resolution, and risk monitoring. Our risk manage-
ment framework consists of three elements, formalizing these
steps in GDSPs (Fig. 2). In terms of content, the framework dif-
fers from Boehm’s [7] by specifically focusing on risks related
to distributed projects; we exclude risks appearing in collocated
projects unless the distributed environment significantly exac-
erbates them. Additionally, during risk assessment, our frame-
work estimates risk exposure on the risk factor level, opposed to
Boehm [7], who evaluates risk exposure on the risk area level.

Our framework supports multiple users in order to engage
project participants across sites as illustrated in Fig. 2. This is a
crucial feature for risk assessment accuracy, as no single project
manager possesses the necessary overview of GDSPs to accu-
rately perform risk management. Another important structural
feature is the support of project hierarchies in GDSPs [26]. This
allows for subprojects within distributed projects to contribute
to an overall risk assessment.

When applying our framework to a GDSP, the first step is risk
assessment. This process evolves around a model with the eight
identified risk areas and 24 risk factors that constitute the results
from the literature review (Fig. 3). For each risk factor, the user
selects a risk probability P (UO) (defined as the probability of
unsatisfactory outcome [7]) and the loss to the parties affected
if the outcome is unsatisfactory L(UO) [7]. These assessments
are made on a scale with the numeric values 0–8, categorized
into low (0–2), medium (3–5), and high (6–8) (Fig. 3). During
probability assessments, users are supported by not only the
numeric scale but also by a qualitative interpretation of each
measure based on the literature review; see example in Fig. 3
or Table III for the full list. After users have assessed both
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TABLE IV
LINKING RESOLUTION TECHNIQUES TO RISK AREAS
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Fig. 2. Framework elements.
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Fig. 3. Risk assessment in DPMS.

the risk probability and impact for a given risk factor, the risk
exposure (RE) is calculated based on the equation RE = P (UO)
× L(UO) proposed by Boehm [7]. The average RE for the three
risk factors subsequently constitutes the risk area’s RE value.
Based on these values, a prioritized list of the eight risk areas is
derived, representing the significant risk areas in the GDSP.

A number of GDSP participants independently perform a
risk assessment. The combined set of assessments subsequently
forms the basis for a risk discussion among the participants
where the participants share the submitted assessments, as
shown in Fig. 3, to allow for direct comparisons. The partic-
ipants, either collocated or mediated via conference, can then
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negotiate a shared risk assessment for the GDSP. In this pro-
cess, the project manager and participants can obtain valuable
insights into and overview over the GDSP [39], [67]. It is the
responsibility of the project manager to keep the discussion
structured and update the risk assessment according to findings.
The discussion may be lengthy or short depending on factors
such as differences in opinions and discussion management. The
ideal result of the discussion is a risk area prioritization that all
participants agree upon.

The risk control step following the assessment also relies upon
discussion and knowledge sharing among project participants.
The first task is to prioritize which risk areas to address using
the risk areas’ RE values as support. Next, a set of appropriate
resolution techniques is presented for each prioritized risk area
based on the heuristics matrix (cf. Table IV), represented by
checkmarks linking risk areas to resolution techniques in Fig. 4.
The project participants then discuss and choose the resolution
techniques considered appropriate for each risk area.

The assessments and selected actions are summarized in risk
management plans for each of the prioritized risk areas. These
plans lay out the activities necessary to bring the related risk
area under control. Each plan contains answers to five basic
questions, as proposed by Boehm [7]. The objectives (why)
are identified through the risk assessment. The deliverables and
milestones (what and when) suggest when the selected actions
are to be taken. The project manager is free to structure this as
best fits the project. The third area, responsibilities (who and
where), describes which individuals are responsible for a given
task, and where within the distributed organization, it is to be
carried out. The approach (how) consists of the previously iden-
tified resolution techniques. The fifth and final area is resources
(how much), where the participants estimate the costs associated
with addressing the risk area under consideration.

The final step in risk management is to integrate the result-
ing risk management plans with the overall project plan. This
process is not directly supported by the framework due to the di-
versity of project management methods available. In conclusion,
a date should be set for revisiting risk management in order to
keep risk management plans up to date with the evolving GDSP.

C. Implementing Web-Based Tool

To allow us to refine the framework based on empirical evalu-
ation of its practical usefulness, the framework was subsequently
implemented as a Web-based tool. This DPMS tool implements
and elaborates the proposed risk management framework to
support practical management of GDSPs. The tool is avail-
able at http://www.distributedprojects.net. While the framework
can also be adopted without this tool or with alternative tools,
the presented Web-based tool follows the structure depicted in
Fig. 2. As an initial step, the project manager is responsible for
registering a project and assigning participants and subprojects.
When performing risk assessments, users have the opportunity
to draw upon supportive information via hyperlinks. Upon com-
pletion, the individual risk assessments are submitted and ag-
gregated to support risk discussion. This is done by arranging
the individual risk assessments next to each other on the screen,
allowing for direct comparison (Fig. 3). When the shared risk

assessment is completed, a prioritized list of risk areas is pre-
sented. To visually aid the users in selecting the proper risk areas
to proceed with, risk areas are color coded: RE > 47 = red, 9
< RE < 48 = yellow, and RE <10 = green. In the following
step, risk control, users are presented with a schema based on
Table IV that illustrates how resolution techniques apply to risk
areas. The prioritized risk areas are highlighted. Users then, for
each of the chosen risk areas, select a number of resolution tech-
niques. In this process, users can access elaborate information
about each resolution technique via hyperlinks (Fig. 4). The fi-
nal step is risk management planning. The system automatically
fills in information regarding “why” and “how” based on results
from previous steps. As this information is generic, it can be
edited to fit the specific context. The risk management plan is
stored and can later be retrieved when revisiting the DPMS.

VI. EVALUATION OF FRAMEWORK

We developed the risk management framework iteratively.
The practical usefulness of each version was evaluated, and the
findings were fed into the next iteration. In total, four evalua-
tions were conducted with increasing focus on practical usage:
Evaluation I focused on the initial conceptualization of risks and
risk resolutions through a focus group; Evaluation II focused on
paper-based risk assessment and risk management through a fo-
cus group and a workshop; Evaluation III focused on tool-based
risk management through a workshop; and, Evaluation IV fo-
cused on full-scale application of the DPMS tool with multiple
participants in a real-world setting. All four evaluations were
documented through field notes, audio recordings, and work
documents. Table V summarizes the evaluations. The iterative
development–evaluation process was terminated at this point as
Evaluation IV only led to minor changes and all participants
found the risk management framework useful and easy to use.
While the practical usefulness of the framework in this way
was evaluated with experienced GDSP practitioners, its effect
in complex GDSP contexts was not thoroughly evaluated. Ad-
ditional evaluations that include effects over longer periods of
time are, therefore, an important direction for future research,
as discussed later.

A. Evaluation I: Focus Group

Evaluation I was carried out as a focus group interview at-
tended by six practitioners representing four different compa-
nies: Alpha (2), Beta (1), Gamma (2), and Delta (1). These were
midsized to large companies within the information technology
(IT) industry with software development activities in multiple
countries. The companies were chosen due to their usage of both
internationally and nationally distributed software projects. The
respondents were all project managers with relevant experience
in GDSP and risk management. Each project manager had a
master’s degree equivalent education in computer science or
management information systems and minimum five years of
industry experience. The evaluation was divided into an induc-
tive and a deductive part. The first part was an explorative,
semistructured focus group interview that had as objective to
obtain data about the practitioners’ own experiences in GDSPs.
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Fig. 4. Resolution technique selection in DPMS.

The second part was a structured focus group interview that
evaluated the proposed conceptualization of risks and resolu-
tion techniques. During the first step, the practitioners produced
two lists: one containing their view of the ten most significant
challenges of GDSPs and the other containing the ten best-suited
resolution techniques to address the challenges of GDSPs. For
both challenges and resolutions, the participants then had to
merge the lists into one through discussion and exchange of
experiences. In step two, the participants were presented with
the result from the first development cycle: a list of risks and
a list of resolution techniques. Each entry in the lists was pre-
sented in turn, and the participants were asked to rate the im-

portance of the entry according to their own experience as well
as evaluate the communicative value of the adopted formula-
tions. In addition, the practitioners were asked to relate each
resolution technique to any number of risk areas they thought
relevant.

The findings of the first part showed few inconsistencies be-
tween the GDSP challenges and resolutions reported by the
practitioners and the lists we had derived from the literature. As
was to be expected due to the relative small sample size and the
exploratory nature of the evaluation, not every entry of the lists
was touched upon during the first part. However, the challenges
and resolutions presented by the participants helped us rethink
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TABLE V
EVALUATION OVERVIEW (RA: RISK AREA; RF: RISK FACTOR; RT: RESOLUTION TECHNIQUE)

the overall risk categorization and the individual risk factors. The
comments to and structured evaluations of the framework dur-
ing the second part also provided valuable input regarding the
communicative qualities of both the adopted conceptions and
explanatory texts of risk factors and resolution techniques. A
number of formulations were therefore improved. The changes
in conceptualizations and approach resulting from Evaluation I
are summarized in Table V.

B. Evaluation II: Focus Group

The focus of the first part of Evaluation II was to evaluate
the practical usefulness of the framework through discussion
and use of individual framework elements. To do this, we orga-
nized a focus group consisting of five practitioners from Beta:
two project managers, a tester, a system architect, and a devel-
oper. This sampling represented two nationalities, Danes and
Spaniards, as well as five different projects within Beta. The
group was initially introduced to the framework, after which
each participant performed a risk assessment and risk area
prioritization of their respective projects. Following this, the
framework and its usability were discussed and its content and
structure evaluated. The second major part of the framework,
the selection of suitable resolution techniques and elaboration
of a risk management plan, was evaluated based on an exem-
plary walk-through followed by a semistructured interview of
the focus group.

The collected data pointed at a number of areas where the
framework needed improvement. One of the most significant
areas was that all practitioners, to some extent, had difficul-
ties distinguishing between risk areas and risk factors. This
led to confusion and, in some cases, to faulty risk analyses.
Additionally, some risk areas were seen as being too interde-
pendent. These findings led to major revision of the framework,
rephrasing and restructuring both risk areas and risk factors.
Suggestions regarding implementation of the framework as a
Web solution gave inspiration for the continued development
of the framework. Further remarks emphasized using risk as-
sessment as a collective discipline involving a broad selection
of project participants as well as considering how the design
impacted the general flexibility of the risk management pro-
cess, e.g., adding the option to alter the calculated RE before

proceeding to create a risk management plan. Finally, the evalu-
ation pointed out that the framework did not sufficiently include
configuration management, which was seen as a major risk fac-
tor in GDSPs. These remarks were carefully considered and
subsequently implemented into the framework. The changes in
the framework resulting from the focus group part of Evaluation
II are summarized in Table V.

C. Evaluation II: Workshop

The second part of Evaluation II was carried out in a work-
shop setting. The evaluated version of the framework corre-
sponded to the one evaluated in the second focus group inter-
view. There were two objectives: to evaluate the individual parts
of the framework (risk assessment, risk control, and risk man-
agement planning), the information transfer between them, and
the users’ understanding of them and to evaluate the overall
usability of the framework and its contribution to management
of GDSPs. The workshop had only one participant, a project
manager at Gamma with extensive experience in both GDSPs
and risk management. The participant was introduced to the
framework and then proceeded to apply it to his current project.
While using the framework, he was asked to think aloud and
account for his choices. This approach was inspired by the think
aloud test, frequently used in software usability testing [96].
Upon completion of the risk management plan, the participant
was debriefed using a semistructured interview.

The overall assessment was that the framework was prac-
tically useful; especially, the coupling between risk areas and
resolution techniques gave rise to positive feedback. The project
manager found that texts in the framework had an appropriate
level of abstraction and generally were easy to read. Some risk
factors caused confusion, which further contributed to revis-
ing risk areas and risk factors (see section VI-B). In general,
the participant was reluctant to read the explanatory texts as-
sociated with each risk factor. This was taken into account as
it further emphasized demands for short, precise formulations.
Additionally, comments were given that correspond well to the
findings of the focus group part of Evaluation II—configuration
management should be emphasized in the model—and it was
considered important that project participants participate in the
risk assessment as no project manager has sufficient overview to
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perform it alone. The changes in the framework resulting from
the workshop part of Evaluation II are summarized in Table V.

D. Evaluation III: Workshop

The third evaluation took place during the third iteration of
developing the framework. At this stage, the risk management
framework was implemented as the DPMS tool. The evaluation
focus was fourfold: usability, presentation of content, distributed
usage, and workflow. To that end, we arranged a workshop with
a project group at Alpha that was collaborating with an Indian
business partner. Two members of the project participated, the
project manager and the business developer. The workshop was
divided into two parts, held with one-day interval. During the
first part, the two participants completed a risk assessment of
their project separately and independently. The project man-
ager performed the initial steps of registering a new project and
adding participants to the system before proceeding to make
the risk assessment, whereas the business developer performed
the risk assessment. Similar to the second part of Evaluation
II, both were asked to think aloud, allowing us to follow their
train of thought [96]. In the second part, the two participants
were brought together and used the tool to perform a shared risk
assessment, select appropriate resolution techniques, and create
a risk management plan for the project. Upon completion, we
debriefed the participants using a semistructured interview.

The participants found the risk assessment part of the frame-
work useful and easy to use, both during the individual as-
sessment and the combined assessment. However, the initial
registration process needed improvement as the project man-
ager found it somewhat confusing. The coupling between risk
areas and resolution techniques also caused initial problems as
the tool did not clearly indicate the process status. Presentation-
wise, the risk management plan proved problematic as the elab-
orating text provided by the tool was perceived as inhibitory
rather than helpful. The participants requested greater flexibility
to customize the content to their particular project. Concerning
distributed usage, the shared risk assessment and the related dis-
cussions were considered beneficiary and well supported by the
tool. These findings led to revision of the visual presentation of
the framework taking the identified usability problems into con-
sideration. Additionally, the risk management plan was altered
as the elaborate texts were made accessible to the user during
each step rather than presented upfront. Finally, indicators of
progress were added to each step of the framework to visualize
the user’s status in the process. The changes in the framework
resulting from Evaluation III are summarized in Table V.

E. Evaluation IV: Workshop

Evaluation IV was carried out in a project at a large fifth
company, Epsilon, not involved in the previous evaluations. The
evaluation focus was on full-scale framework application, with
multiple participants in a GDSP. The project had 18 participants,
4 placed in Finland and 14 in Denmark. The workshop included
all the Finnish participants and ten of the Danish participants
and took place by the end of the requirements specification
phase. The workshop was divided into three activities over a

two-day period. The first activity, individual risk assessments,
was conducted the first day with the DPMS tool and facilitated
by one of the authors through individual 15-min sessions with
each participant. The second activity consisted of following the
remaining steps in the risk management framework. First, each
risk area was discussed and reassessed based on the presentation
of the individual assessments. Second, the risk area with the
highest risk exposure was chosen, and appropriate resolution
techniques for that specific risk area were selected and planned.
The third and final activity was a group debate of how the
participants experienced the framework.

The overall assessment was that the framework was useful in
facilitating awareness among project participants of important
challenges related to geographical distribution. The four hours
each participant used on the framework was considered well
spent. During the discussions, the participants spent a significant
amount of time on making sense of and applying the concepts
to their specific project context. This was necessary in order to
clarify project roles across participants and sites and to exchange
the different frames of reference caused by geographical distri-
bution of the project. These discussions were considered at least
as valuable as the resulting planning documents. The individ-
ual assessments were pointed out as an important prerequisite
for a valuable discussion. The 15 min allocated for individual
assessment was, however, deemed to be too little time; it was
estimated that 45 min on average was required for individual
assessments. The participants pointed out, that the Web-based
tool used risk aversive language in describing overall levels of
risk factors. Instead of indicating an “unsatisfactory” risk level
we relabeled it to “high.” The changes in the framework re-
sulting from Evaluation IV led to the current version of the
framework.

VII. DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS

GDSPs are becoming increasingly common. This trend is
driven by global competition, increased need for flexibility, ac-
cess to global resources, and substantial financial gains [37],
[91]; moreover, available electronic communication infrastruc-
tures make GDSPs increasingly feasible to organize and man-
age [97], [101]. Although GDSPs have developed into a fer-
tile area of research, there are no comprehensive management
frameworks available for this type of organization [25], [91].
Our study took steps toward filling this void by applying risk
management [4], [7], [39], [67], [75] to review and synthe-
size the state-of-the-art knowledge on GDSPs (e.g., [6], [37],
[91], [99], [108]). As a result, we developed new risk con-
cepts and a risk management framework, as summarized in
Fig. 5.

Specifically, we carried out the research objective to “inte-
grate the existing knowledge into a practically useful frame-
work for managing risks inherent in GDSPs” through two ac-
tivities. First, we synthesized current knowledge into concep-
tualizations of risks and resolution techniques and integrated
these into a risk-action list framework [7], [39] for GDSPs.
The framework consists of three primary elements: risk assess-
ment, risk resolution, and risk management planning, and it
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Fig. 5. Summary of research.

provides heuristics for applying four types of resolution tech-
niques to eight risk areas (Table IV). The synthesizing activity
drew on the existing literature to help develop clear and dis-
tinct conceptions of both risks and resolution techniques. We
used available surveys of challenges in GDSPs to identify rel-
evant risk areas consistent with the state-of-the-art knowledge
(Table II); used Leavitt’s systems model [60], as proposed by
Lyytinen et al. [67], to clarify the primary focus of the iden-
tified risk areas (Table II); aggregated a complete list of risk
factors identified in the literature and categorized them ac-
cording to the proposed risk areas; and finally, further char-
acterized each risk area through detailed definitions of the
involved risk factors (Table III). Concerning risk resolution
techniques, we adapted McFarlan’s [75] well-established cat-
egories of project management techniques to distributed con-
texts (Table I). Finally, concerning heuristics for applying res-
olution techniques to risk areas, we based our framework on
systematically applying the state-of-the-art research on GDSPs
(Table IV).

Second, we revised the framework iteratively based on evalu-
ations of its practical usefulness [81]. To that end, we drew on a
variety of empirical evaluation methods. Initially, we had expe-
rienced how software practitioners assess the relevance and un-
derstandability of both risk and risk resolution concepts through
two focus groups (Table V). Three subsequent evaluations aimed
at assessing the practical use of the framework through work-
shops with experienced practitioners (Table V); to support the
last two workshops, we implemented a Web-based tool, DPMS,
thereby making the framework readily available for practical
use. In conclusion, the framework was found to be easy to use
and to provide relevant support for managing the projects under
consideration. Section VI describes the evaluation activities and
the iterative changes to the framework (Table V). Throughout
the paper, we have consistently presented the final version of
the framework.

The framework is, in this way, based on systematic synthesis
of the literature and systematic evaluation of practical useful-
ness. Still, the presented research has notable limitations. First,
we have provided only preliminary evaluations of the practical
usefulness of the proposed framework. There is a need for more

research into the utility of the framework across different types
of contexts. Second, the set of 72 articles from which the syn-
thesis of risks, resolution techniques, and heuristics are derived
is limited due to the adopted criteria for selecting literature;
we acknowledge the existence of additional articles, books, and
other sources, which could potentially contribute to risk man-
agement for GDSPs. Third, the participants in our evaluations
were of Danish, Spanish, and Finnish origin; this means that cul-
tural challenges of framework usage, e.g., potential differences
in interpretation of explanatory texts, rigor of framework ap-
plication, or different perceptions of project management, need
further investigation.

The integrative framework makes a contribution to the lit-
erature on GDSPs. It is, to our knowledge, the first compre-
hensive framework for managing risks in this increasingly im-
portant type of software project. The framework provides an
overview and synthesis of the state-of-the-art knowledge, pro-
vides conceptualizations of risks and resolution techniques re-
lated to GDSPs, and opens for a number of interesting research
opportunities. A combination of action research and case stud-
ies could investigate practical, long-term effects on GDSPs and
interactions with the organizational and cultural context and
with other managerial control mechanisms [53], [54]; address
the recent call for research on control in distributed environ-
ments [54], [91]; and investigate the effects on knowledge shar-
ing and cohesion in GDSPs. Future experiments could compare
and contrast differences in management behavior between sub-
jects with and without risk management support and test for
differences across contexts supported by the overall project risk
measures published by Barki et al. [4] or Keil [49]. Finally,
our research calls for further investigations into available reso-
lution techniques. Such studies could help us learn more about
resolution techniques by investigating how effectively they sup-
port risk management decisions and managerial strategies in
different contexts. Such studies could also draw on the schema
of heuristics between risk areas and resolution techniques (Ta-
ble IV) and adopt design science research to develop and com-
bine techniques to address more risk areas.

The framework also has important implications for manage-
ment practices within the software industry. The framework
demonstrates the complex nature of risks in GDSPs, and it offers
concepts and heuristics that practitioners can use to assess and
control the risks they face in specific projects. The framework
can be used by project managers and participants at any stage
of a GDSP, but it is recommended to revisit risk management
regularly during a project’s lifetime, as illustrated in Fig. 5. On
one level, the framework provides participants in GDSPs with a
vocabulary they can use to identify, reflect on, and share man-
agement problems and solutions [8], [102]. This vocabulary is
summarized in Fig. 5. On another level, the framework provides
support for assessing risks (Table III) and identifying appropri-
ate resolution techniques (Table IV). Practitioners are generally
advised to go through the steps of risk assessment, risk con-
trol, and risk management planning, as summarized in Fig. 2
and described in detail in Section V; one possible implementa-
tion of the framework as a Web-based tool is made available at
http://www.distributedprojects.net.
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APPENDIX A: JOURNAL LIST

Academy of Management Journal
Academy of Management Review
ACM Computing Surveys
ACM Special Interest Group Publications
ACM Transactions (various)
Administration and Society
Administrative Science Quarterly
AI Magazine
American Journal of Sociology
American Psychologist
American Sociological Review
Arbitration Journal
Artificial Intelligence
Australian Journal of Information Systems
California Management Review
Communications of the ACM
Communications of the AIS
Computer Journal
Computer Supported Cooperative Work
Computers and Operations Research
Database
Database Programming and Design
Decision Sciences
Decision Support Systems
European Journal of Information Systems
Expert Systems with Applications
Harvard Business Review
Human Relations
Human Resource Management
Human-Computer Interaction
IBM Systems Journal
IEEE Computer
IEEE Software
IEEE Transactions (various)
Industrial and Labor Relations Review
Industrial Relations
Information & Management
Information and Organization (formerly Accounting, Manage-

ment, and IT)
Information and Software Technology
Information Resources Management Journal
Information Science
Information Systems
Information Systems Journal
Information Systems Management
Information Systems Research
Interfaces (INFORMS)
International Journal of Human-Computer Studies
International Journal of Information Management
International Journal of Man-Machine Studies
International Journal of Technology Management
Journal of Applied Behavioral Science
Journal of Applied Psychology
Journal of Business Research
Journal of Business Strategy

Journal of Collective Negotiations in the Public Sector
Journal of Computer and System Sciences
Journal of Computer Information Systems
Journal of Conflict Resolution
Journal of Database Administration
Journal of Education for Management Information Systems
Journal of Engineering and Technology Management
Journal of General Management
Journal of Global Information Management
Journal of Global Information Technology Management
Journal of Human Resources
Journal of Information Management
Journal of Information Science
Journal of Information Systems (accounting)
Journal of Information Systems (education)
Journal of Information Systems Management
Journal of Information Technology
Journal of Information Technology Management
Journal of International Business Studies
Journal of International Information Management
Journal of Management
Journal of Management Information Systems
Journal of Management Studies
Journal of Management Systems
Journal of Occupational Psychology
Journal of Organizational Behavior
Journal of Personality and Social Psychology
Journal of Strategic Information Systems
Journal of Systems and Software
Journal of Systems Management
Journal of the ACM
Journal of the AIS
Journal of the American Society for Information Science
Journal of Vocational Behavior
Journal on Computing
Knowledge Based Systems
Labor Law Journal
Long Range Planning
Management Science
MIS Quarterly
MISQ Discovery
Monthly Labor Review
Omega
Operations Research
Organization Science
Organizational Behavior and Human Decision Processes
Organizational Dynamics
Organizational Studies
Personnel Psychology
Psychological Bulletin
Psychological Review
Research in Organizational Behavior
Scandinavian Journal of Information Systems
Sloan Management Review
Social Forces
Strategic Management Journal
WIRT (Wirtschaftsinformatik)
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APPENDIX B:
REVIEWED ARTICLES
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APPENDIX C: RESOLUTION TECHNIQUES

Planning
Acquire complementary skills

� Involve representatives from other sites in recruitment of
new project participants [15].

Important qualities and competencies consist of:
� Patience, stamina, and persistence [112].
� Appreciation of autonomy, flexibility, and diversity [103],

[112].
� Trustfulness, reliability, lateral abilities, and skills in virtual

communication [103], [108].
� Domain knowledge, computer literacy, and skills in time

coordination [10], [103].
� Highly developed collaboration skills [108].
� Understanding of different cultures [108].
� Experience in mediated collaboration [20].
� Homogeneity with respect to culture and education [56],

[78].
Adjust meetings to distributed context

� Identify subjects of the meeting subsequently to determine
the relevant participants [100], [112].

� Determine the requirements of the meeting. If visual aids
are necessary, a videoconference may be appropriate [13].

� Ensure well-prepared participants by sending agenda and
other important documents prior to the meeting. Partici-
pants should additionally be informed if they are expected
to have material ready for the meeting [13], [112].

� Elect a presiding officer (PO) of the meeting to ensure ap-
propriate turn taking and compliance of the agenda [112].

� The PO should summarize discussions periodically during
meetings [22], [56].

� The PO should keep an attendance register and ask the
participants to introduce themselves at the beginning of
the meeting as well as upon speaking [13].

� In the case of a telephone conference: The PO should de-
scribe activities in the room, people coming and going, and
drawn objects [13].

� Alleviate drawbacks, i.e. in terms of odd work hours, of
time zone differences by using fixed meeting schedules.
Additionally by “sharing the pain”, distributing drawbacks
equally among participants [13], [88], [100].

Divide tasks systematically between sites
� Focus on initial analysis of the modular structure to identify

dependencies and predict the effects of changes [36].
� Distribute tasks prioritized according to placement of ex-

pertise and local advantages, e.g., proximity to customer
[5].

� Base the task distribution on a well-devised modular design
that takes the project structure into account. Segmented
tasks should be thoroughly understood and expectedly sta-
ble [35], [36].

� Keep development and maintenance separate [24].
� Segment the task based on different user requirements [24].
� Segment the system horizontally in clusters with end-to-

end functionality. Each group has the responsibility for
any and all aspects of functions across system layers in the
appointed cluster [5].

� Define an architecture “light” with few, but important prin-
ciples. The architecture should describe the entire system
on a high level of abstraction [5].

� Segment the system sequentially, such that each element is
parsed on only upon completion, e.g., from development
to test [24], [36].

Reduce coupling between sites
� Reducing dependencies between sites can be done in two

ways: Provide well-defined work areas and thereby give
the participants minimal control, or give extensive respon-
sibility and thereby full participant control [12].

� Use object-oriented groups. As with object-oriented pro-
gramming, tasks are split with well-defined interfaces al-
lowing for separation of the groups [91], [94].

� Combine with: Divide tasks systematically between sites
[5].

Create shared collaboration platform
� Introduce a shared vocabulary to describe both everyday

activities in the organization and central activities in the
development process, thereby promoting unity and sense
of belonging and reducing misinterpretations, e.g., using
UML [5], [16], [100].

� Use dialogue technique to establish shared mental models
of the organization and tasks. The dialogue technique is
further elaborated by Tan et al. [105].

� Produce lists of concepts, explaining slang expressions of
the involved cultures and professions [69].

� Utilize a shared tool to track bugs and corrections in ev-
ery part of the distributed organization, thereby providing
transparency [5].

� Establish shared project culture without discriminating in
favor of any particular national or professional culture
[WS1].

� Combine with: Establish shared goals [24], [46].
Establish shared goals

� The project manager should explicitly relate the distributed
project organization to the overall strategy, mission and
vision, and communicate the purpose of the task [10], [15],
[52], [58].

� The project manager should establish and obligate the par-
ticipants to a shared project goal to develop a common
identity [6], [24], [30], [46], [98], [104].

� The project manager should act both proactively and cre-
atively by periodically updating participants about progress
towards the planned goals [46].

� Institute a program of implementation that puts focus on
the project contribution and relates it to the participants’
present qualities and contribution to the company and its
products [108].

� Combine with: Improve Distributed collaboration skills
and Improve collaboration and communication technology
skills [111].

Establish communication norms
� The project manager should institute time-based norms

for communication, virtual presence, and development of
solidarity to encourage tolerance of silences and delayed
responses [100].
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� Create formal guidelines for the use of asynchronous media
that include descriptions of what the communication should
contain and how it should be performed [88], [111].

� Set up rules for carrying out written communication, e.g.,
during chat sessions. Rules should include the use of sar-
casm, jokes, the use of capital letters. Ensure that language
use is not misinterpreted [111], [117].

� Include contextual information in the communications,
such as name, title, and position to facilitate the devel-
opment of social relations [13], [117].

� Establish conventions for answering messages in, e.g., in-
stant messaging or email. This could include using the
‘reply’ function or explicitly naming receiver [47], [100],
[112].

� Create clear policies for personal privacy [108].
Define roles and responsibilities

� At project startup, define undisputed areas of responsibility
for all participants as well as the relational roles being
instituted [24], [41], [46], [47], [51], [117].

� The project manager should act as role model and demon-
strate the efficiency, quality, and skills needed to create
mutual respect in the distributed environment [59].

� The project manager should exercise authority to ensure
the completion of delegated assignments [46], [47].

Reduce time-zone differences
� Choose remote sites in the same or proximate time zones,

thus alleviating time distance [12], [99].

Control
Focus on deliverables

� Plan and control critical deliverances perfectly considering
differences in, e.g. tools and data format [22], [37].

Establish task coordination between sites
� Adjust the project structure dynamically to the individual

phases of the project to avoid bottlenecks and waste of
resources [97].

� Define clear-cut criteria for both beginning and end of the
different project phases [37].

� Use incremental integration of task segments, and avoid
the ’big bang’ at the end of the project [5].

Maintain site autonomy
� Make sites self-managing by establishing a system that

allows participants to monitor own processes [6], [25], [55].
� Be careful using traditional mechanisms for behavioral

control as well as managerial interventions as focus on
deadlines and progress can lead to mistrust [89].

� Introduce team empowerment [5], [52].
Establish shared control mechanisms

� Design a method to monitor and control the information
flow concerning project status, providing information to
all stakeholders including the individual groups [25], and
accept the administrative overhead [WS1].

� Let participants themselves monitor changes in their envi-
ronment [6].

� The project manager should make sure that periods of in-
activity are detected and reported automatically [110].

� Deploy tools to measure trust in the project’s early stages
[44].

� Emphasize focus on results and performance compared to
traditional projects [20], [104].

Establish temporal coordination mechanisms
� Use structured mechanisms for temporal coordination, in-

cluding handling of deadlines, synchronization, and distri-
bution of resources [70], [77].

� Introduce shared deadlines or milestones when coordinat-
ing successive integration of individual software modules
as well as handling diversities concerning local festivals
and holidays [5], [59], [100].

� If reduction of temporal distance is impossible: The project
manager should manage time translations and time adjust-
ments, relocate time using asynchronous media, and in-
stitute time-based norms for communication and virtual
presence [12], [99].

� Focus on synchronization, plans, and procedures in the
development process, enabling transferring of tasks from
one site to another [15], [99].

Maintain project organization overview
� Make the lines of communication as short as possible [74].
� Create a clear plan of communication based on individual

and group communication needs. The plan should further
contain a list of contacts and their professional and decision
making competencies [35].

� Create a database that contains the areas of expertise of the
individual project participants [28], [36], [100].

� Use IT systems such as instant messaging to determine
availability of participants [36].

� Make internal group decision processes transparent by ex-
changing meeting résumés between sites [100].

� Combine with: Define roles and responsibilities [24], and
Adopt appropriate communication technologies [36].

Maintain task overview within and across sites
� Define an architecture “light” with few, but important prin-

ciples. The architecture should describe the entire system
on a high level of abstraction [5].

� At project startup: Define clearly, which groups are in-
volved in the project, and which tasks they work on [68].

� Create a project website that summarizes project content,
progress, planning, and group related information [68].

� Use dialogue technique to establish shared mental models
of the organization and tasks. The dialogue technique is
further elaborated in Tan et al. [105].

� Utilize a model (software system), which supports con-
sciousness about the development at remote sites, focusing
on which information should be conveyed to whom [28].

� Use a content management system (CMS) [WS1].
� Evaluate the task complexity considering task structure,

task environment, and internal and external coupling
[6].

Monitor and improve communication
� Intervene often and rapidly in the communication and pro-

vide frequent feedback to the participants [47].
� The project manager should intervene rapidly if there is a

minimal risk of a problem not being resolved [110].
� Provide tools and strategies for early conflict management

[44].
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� The project manager should control the amount and the
quality of the mediated communication [88].

Maintain a supportive environment
� Use a supportive non-dictating management style [110].
� Express flexibility and empathy towards the participants

[46], [58].
� The project manager should act as roll model and demon-

strate the efficiency, quality, and skills needed to create
mutual respect in the distributed environment [59], [100].

� The management style should not be characterized by
surveillance [59].

� Use “Collaborative conflict management style” (high in-
terest in other’s opinion and high interest in own opinion)
[85], [86].

� Avoid creativity inhibiting factors, e.g., time pressure and
overly firm structure [82].

� Create heterogeneous groups [82].
� The project manager should set a good example, producing

creative ideas — especially in the startup phase [82].
� Prioritize iterative processes in both problem specification

and design [82].
� Choose ICT that supports a decentralized network between

participants, enhancing information flow and generation of
new ideas [97].

� Combine with: Create a shared collaboration platform [82]
and Increase technical compatibility between sites [82].

Analyze and manage errors
� Jacobs et al. [40] present a long list of potential causes

for errors and delays. We find this too extensive to be
presented here. No particular resolution technique is pre-
sented in the article, but the individual entries in the list
are in our opinion sufficiently specific to be converted to
such.

Social Integration
Improve capability to manage cultural differences

� Establish courses in cultural diversity during the startup
phase of the project. If participants are stationed at remote
sites, the cultural training should take place before depar-
ture [22], [56].

� Focus on creating understanding and acceptance of differ-
ences, e.g., by letting each participant make a presentation
on their individual culture, values, and expectations [22],
[104].

� Promote understanding and acceptance rather than seek to
streamline the project organization [WS1].

� Focus on the strengths that diversity offers rather than the
weaknesses [22], [100].

� Acknowledge and discuss cultural differences in a respect-
ful and civilized manner [104], and keep in mind that there
are limits to cultural adaptation [56].

� Adjust management style according to culture, e.g., par-
ticipants’ preferences for well-defined tasks vs. preference
for loosely defined task and self-management [WS1].

� Combine with: Promote humor and openness [47], [91].
Improve distributed collaboration skills

� Educate and train participants in collaboration skills spe-
cific for the distributed environment [13], [22], [30], [85],

[91], [100], [104], [108], [111], [117]. Skills are divided
into three main areas: Virtual collaboration skills, virtual
communication skills, and virtual socialization skills [13].

� Focus on creating task- and group related processes [30],
[108].

� Offer training rather than relying on localized best practices
[117].

� Conflict management should be part of the training [85].
� Seek to obtain a dialogue rather than a two-way monologue

in the communication [109].
� Combine with: Improve capability to manage cultural dif-

ferences [104].
Improve language skills

� Introduce language training [24], [88].
� Establish English as the official language of the organi-

zation and introduce language training (if collaboration is
intra-organizational) [24].

� Use supporting technologies, such as spell checkers and
translators [22].

Emphasize early teambuilding activities
� Stimulate the interaction between participants already from

project startup [46], [58], [98], [110].
� Arrange videoconferences if face-to-face meetings are im-

possible [97], [110].
� Create cross functional groups in the initial phase of the

project to encourage social relations across areas of exper-
tise [24].

� Combine with: Use mentors to integrate new members
[105].

Promote humor and openness
� Stimulate relationship building by using humor [47], [91].
� Use humor to enhance cultural understanding by making

fun of differences instead of ignoring them [104].
� Promote openness to avoid hidden agendas that impede

productivity [WS1].
Use mentors to integrate new members

� Use mentors to integrate new participants. The mentor is
responsible for social adaptation and communication of
the project and group’s history and values [6], [30], [103],
[105].

Use face-to-face meetings appropriately
� Prioritize face-to-face meetings to develop trust and shared

identity easier and faster [30], [34], [35], [64], [87], [91],
[117].

� Use the “Sandwich structure”, i.e., hold face-to-face meet-
ings at the beginning and at the end of the project. The first
to create relationships and trust, and the second to summa-
rize experiences as well as ensure that everybody can look
each other in the eye [35], [97], [110], [112].

� The project manager should travel to all distributed sites
and keep closest to the sites where task coupling is high
and group cohesion low [99].

� Plan meetings using a simple- or double rhythm. Using
simple rhythm, meetings are held at a specified inter-
val. Double rhythm consists of one meeting at project
startup and another midway to summarize problems
[73].
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Develop liaisons between sites
� Use liaisons to facilitate information exchange, identify

expertise, mediate cultural conflicts, and settle disputes
[5], [12], [24], [34–36], [56] [WS1].

� If the organization consists of a main site and several sub
sites: Let liaisons from the sub sites spend the startup phase
at the main site to gain insight and overview of the project
[5].

� Include travel expenses in the overall budget and do not
perceive them as additional costs [WS1] [34].

Adopt shared reward systems
� Deploy evaluations and reward structures, which encour-

age group related behavior, to create cohesion - individ-
ual rewards are not advised [10], [30], [64], [108], [109]
[WS1].

Technical Integration
Increase technical compatibility between sites

� Ensure that sites are technically compatible [22], [37].
� Choose sites where it is possible to maintain high qual-

ity transmissions at low cost considering parameters such
as the country’s technological infrastructure and different
laws and regulations [10], [22], [46].

� Make international support contracts with sub contractors
to ensure access to support at all sites [5].

Standardize and train in methods across sites
� Establish technical standards and stick to them to maintain

project integrity [25].
� Introduce shared guidelines for error handling, accessibil-

ity to other group’s documentation, and documentation for
tests and testability [40].

� Use a shared tool that allows for tracking of corrections
and bugs in all parts of the distributed organization [5].

� Standardize tools, methods and processes to create a har-
monic and efficient project organization [24], [25], [56],
[99].

� Such standardization implies training of participants and
lower initial efficiency as experience with the chosen meth-
ods varies [5], [25], [46]. In the long run higher efficiency
and fewer misunderstandings are expected [24], [56].

� Combine with: Combine waterfall model and prototyping
[99].

Adopt appropriate communication technologies
� Include the country’s infrastructure and bandwidth possi-

bilities when considering choice of communication tech-
nology [10], [22], [46].

� Choose rich media if participants belong to a high context
culture, where message interpretation relies heavily on con-
textual information. If participants belong to a low-context
culture, leaner media can be used [88].

� Include speed and quality in the communication media
requirements as well as stability and reliability [17], [22],
[46], [116].

� Choose ICT that supports a suitable atmosphere for cre-
ation of trust, e.g., videoconferences can reduce the sense
of physical and psychological distance [44].

� Support creativity by choosing ICT that supports a decen-
tralized communication network, e.g., instant messaging
[36], [97], [101].

� Utilize videoconference or telephone conference in addi-
tion to group support systems usage, whenever the group
is working on a decision making task [19].

� Use telephone- and videoconferences to support relation-
ship building [64].

� Consider cultural preferences when choosing ICT [88].
� Choose as rich media as possible to support social pro-

cesses, collaboration, and cohesion [1], [30], [47], [86],
[110], [111].

� Choose lean media, such as e-mail, for simple messages to
reduce noise in the information. For complex and debatable
information, choose richer media [68], [110].

� If the project has a large distribution over time zones: Con-
sider asynchronous media [97].

� Larger projects (in terms of number of participants) should
adopt communication technology that supports coordina-
tion and logistics, whereas smaller projects should choose
technology that supports collaboration and communica-
tion [9].

Improve collaboration and communication technology
skills

� Focus on strengthening the participants’ collaboration
and communication skills [5], [30], [46], [91], e.g.,
training in a wide variety of technologies [10], [46],
[91].

� Use ICT training to enhance the use of lean media and
thereby making them richer [111].

� Train participants in sharing contextual and social infor-
mation [68], [91].

Improve development technology skills
� Educate and train in software development technology

[22], [46], [100], especially participants being introduced
to new technology [46], [56].

� Standardize training across sites [91], [100].
Handle differences in methods between sites

� The alternative to standardization: Manage differences by
taking advantage of existing expertise, create fast results,
and avoid expenses from training and adaptation to new
methods [5], [25], [100].

� Communicate knowledge of methods and processes de-
ployed by other groups and enhance understanding of
strengths and weaknesses [100].

� “Capability Maturity Model” (CMM) can be used to
ensure equal quality level of the deferring methods
[25].

� Combine with: Divide Tasks Systematically Between Sites
and Reduce Coupling Between Sites [5].

Combine waterfall model and prototyping
� Combine the waterfall model and prototyping, using proto-

typing to determine requirements and the waterfall model
to maintain modularity, low task coupling, and structure in
the process [99].
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A Process for Managing Risks in Distributed Teams 

John S. Persson and Lars Mathiassen 

Abstract

Distributed software projects represent particular risks that need careful managerial attention. We 
present a process for managing these risks that apply to distributed team structures. The process is 
based on state-of-the-art literature on distributed team risks, resolution techniques addressing these 
risks, and guidelines for how resolution techniques apply to risks. Following CMMI’s generic 
approach to risk management, the process offers a series of rigorous steps that are readily 
understood and easy to follow. We illustrate the process based on a large-scale, strategic software 
project with multiple subprojects that cross organizational and national boundaries. In conclusion, 
we provide suggestions for tailoring the process to a particular project or organization. 

Keywords: Distributed Teams, Risk Management, CMMI

Introduction
Today, many software projects are geographically distributed. Software mangers therefore need to 
know about distributed team management [8, 15]: how is team building done across sites; how is 
the task broken down and distributed; how is knowledge shared across time, space, and differences 
in culture; and, how is work coordinated to produce coherent outcomes? While the current literature 
offers rich insights into these challenges [5, 6, 12, 15], there is no process available for managing 
risks that apply to distributed team structures. On this backdrop, we present a comprehensive 
process compliant with CMMI. CMMI is a maturity model that organizations can use to assess and 
improve their processes. The model offers a comprehensive set of generic processes to support 
development of products and services [3]. One generic process focuses on risk management to help 
identify and analyze potential problems before they occur so that risk-handling activities can be 
planned and invoked across the project life-cycle. We adapt this generic approach to risk 
management [3] and describe a series of rigorous steps that are readily understood and easy to 
follow. In that way, we avoid redundancies and focus on the essentials of managing risk in 
distributed teams [10]. Practicing risk management is, however, challenging requiring nontrivial 
skills and insights [2]. So, while we provide a rigorous recipe for action, it is important to keep in 
mind that recipes always have to be adapted to become useful in practice: 

A recipe tells you the ingredients, how to mix the ingredients, what temperature to use, 
and how long to cook those ingredients. However, it does not teach you the techniques 
of slicing and dicing, mixing, beating, whipping, blanching, grilling, poaching, etc. And 
recipes also leave room for some experimentation and modification. [10]

Process Foundation 
To create a solid foundation for the process, we synthesized state-of-the-art research on managing 
distributed teams [12]. Analyzing a total of 72 scientific articles, we identified the inherent risks in 
distributed teams, the resolution techniques proposed to address them, and the guidelines for how to 
apply resolution techniques to risks. Subsequently we integrated these findings into a web-based 
tool to support risk management in distributed teams. An implementation of the tool is freely 
available at www.distributedprojects.net.
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We synthesized the risks presented in the literature into a two level taxonomy. First, we identified 
eight risk areas [12]: task distribution, knowledge management, geographical distribution, 
collaboration structure, cultural distribution, stakeholder relations, communication infrastructure, 
and technology setup. Second, we identified specific risk factors to further characterize each risk 
area [2]. Table 2 in the Appendix defines the identified risk areas and factors that are characteristic 
for distributed teams. While some of these might appear to be typical for any project the focus is 
here on risks related to distribution of teams. Distributed environments may significantly exacerbate 
each of the risks and traditional project management approaches may no longer be appropriate. 

For example, one risk factor is collaboration capability under the risk area collaboration structure 
[8, 13, 14]. Collaboration capability describes team members’ understanding and appreciation of 
differences in competencies and their ability to effectively use technology to gather and share 
information across geographical and functional distances [12, 13]. It is problematic for a distributed 
team if members have limited understanding of other members’ competencies [13], for example in 
cases where a distributed team needs to manage software requirements across sites [1, 4, 8]. 
Another risk factor is language barriers under the risk area cultural distribution [8, 13, 14]. 
Language barriers arise when distributed team members do not share the same language or norms of 
communication. Such situations can easily lead to misinterpretations and un-conveyed information 
[12], both well-known problems in distributed teams [5, 6, 13, 15].  

We also synthesized four different types of resolution techniques [12]: planning, control, social 
integration, and technical integration [11]. Planning techniques help design and organize projects so 
they can be effectively executed in distributed contexts; control techniques facilitate tracking 
progress across sites and help manage discrepancies in relation to plans; social integration 
techniques integrate team members and help manage cultural differences across sites; and, technical 
integration techniques increase connectivity and technical compatibility across sites. Table 1 offers 
a portfolio of specific techniques of each of these types that managers can adopt to mitigate 
distributed team risks. Finally, we identified guidelines for how to apply resolution techniques to 
distributed team risks [12], see Table 1. The eight areas of risks, the four types of resolution 
techniques, and the guidelines for combining them are hence syntheses of state-of-the-art research 
on distributed teams and they form the conceptual foundation for the presented risk management 
process.

Process Architecture 
The risk management process is structured into three steps as illustrated in Figure 1: identify and 
analyze risks, develop risk mitigation plans, and implement risk mitigation plans. The process 
follows a risk-action list approach by offering directions for how to apply the four types of 
resolution techniques to the eight areas of distributed team risks [9]. As the focus is on risks related 
to or exacerbated by distribution of projects, managers need to adopt other risk management 
processes for complete risk management. Managers of distributed teams can prepare for risk 
management, the first practice goal for risk management in CMMI [3], by adopting the presented 
process.

The process also helps managers of distributed teams identify and analyze risks, the second practice 
goal for risk management in CMMI [3]. As risks are identified and categorized, team members 
evaluate risk probabilities and impacts and they prioritize how to address risks, cf. the first step in 
Figure 1. It is particularly important to involve team members during this step as the project 
manager may have limited knowledge about different sites. For a given project, the first level of 
analysis is therefore focused on developing risk estimates at each site. The second level of analysis 
focuses on developing risk estimates for the entire project based on the local estimates from the first 
step. This requires a collocated or mediated project meeting, in which participants uncover 
differences in perspectives and experiences across sites and negotiate how to prioritize overall 
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distributed team risks. The resulting assessment can be distributed to the rest of the organization, 
allowing for risk management across sub-projects and comparisons and learning between 
independent projects.

Figure 1 Steps and outcomes in the risk management process 

The process also helps managers of distributed teams mitigate risks, the last goal for risk 
management in CMMI [3]. Following the CMMI process, mitigating risks include two specific 
practices, developing and implementing risk mitigation plans as illustrated in Figure 1. 
Development of a risk mitigation plan is supported by the list of resolution techniques and 
guidelines for how to apply these to address specific risk areas, cf. Table 1. During this step, 
participants can adopt resolution techniques from the list or develop novel resolution techniques to 
address distributed team risks in their project. The final step in the process is implementation of risk 
mitigation plans. In this step, participants relate to project objectives and decide on practical 
approaches. To do so, they consider responsibilities, resources, deliverables, and milestones as key 
elements in implementing risk mitigation plans [2]. 

Process Illustration 
We illustrate the risk management process with a software project from ScandicBank1, a large 
financial company based in northern Europe. ScandicBank has a long history of national mergers 
and is now expanding through acquisitions of companies in neighboring countries. Each acquisition 
requires a significant effort from ScandicBank’s IT-division. The strategy is to achieve economies 
of scale by implementing the bank’s standard IT-platform as quickly as possible in all new 
branches. The responsibility for the IT-platform resides in ScandicBank’s head quarters. However, 
some acquired companies have their own IT-departments, and these are typically engaged in 
making the IT-platform adhere to specific requirements for financial software systems in their 
respective countries. The most recent acquisition by ScandicBank is a company rather different 

1 The illustration is based on data from a real-world distributed software project. We use a pseudonym to protect the 
identity of the firm. 
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from previous acquisitions. It is significantly larger, it has an existing sophisticated IT-platform, and 
it is located in a country with a language tradition very different from the dominant language within 
ScandicBank. Previous acquisitions were smaller, had an inferior IT-platform, and a language 
tradition similar to ScandicBank.

The implementation of the IT-platform is organized as ScandicBank’s Integration Project (IP) 
illustrated in Figure 2. The project consists of 20 sub-projects, it has more than five hundred team 
members over its life-cycle, and it has a strict one year deadline. The team members are located at 
the IT-department of the acquired company and at four different sites of ScandicBank’s IT-division. 
Furthermore, as IP requires an unusual high number of IT-professionals, an Indian software 
outsourcing provider is engaged. Seven of the 20 sub-projects have team members distributed 
across all three physical locations, as illustrated in Figure 2; eleven sub-projects are distributed 
across ScandicBank’s IT-division and the IT-department of the acquisition or the Indian outsourcing 
provider; and only two sub-projects are not distributed. 

Figure 2 ScandicBank’s Integration Project 

Identify and Analyze Risks 
Identification and analysis of risks is a nontrivial task in distributed teams. There are many different 
types of risks involved and the knowledge needed to uncover them is typically distributed across 
team members and sites. Identification and analysis of risks is supported by Table 2 in the 
Appendix in which the eight risk areas and related risks factors are defined by analytical questions 
and evaluation criteria related to a three point scale (low, medium, high). The two-step approach 
takes into account the difficulties involved in communicating and sharing knowledge across 
distributed teams. In the first step, participants from each site identify and analyze risks based on 
Table 2. In the next step, the local assessments are discussed at joint meeting across sites to arrive at 
an overall risk assessment. This assessment seeks consensus on how to prioritize risks across sites. 
In large projects consisting of multiple sub-projects, each sub-project assessment would finally 
form the basis for a risk management meeting between sub-project representatives. 

Table 2 in the Appendix is applied as follows to identify and analyze distributed team risks. For 
each risk factor, an assessment is made of the probability of unsatisfactory outcome P(UO) and the 
loss to the parties affected if the outcome is unsatisfactory L(UO) [2]. These assessments can for 
example be made on a scale with the numeric values 0 to 8, categorized into low (0-2), medium (3-
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5), and high (6-8). The probability assessment is supported by the qualitative indicators of low, 
medium, and high risk in the table. Next, for each risk factor the risk exposure (RE) is calculated 
based on the equation RE = P(UO) * L(UO) [2]. The average RE for the three risk factors 
subsequently constitutes the risk area’s RE value. Based on these values, a prioritized list of the 
eight risk areas are derived representing the significant risk areas. 

In ScandicBank‘s IT-division, the challenges related to geographical distribution of software teams 
is given high attention. Limited experience with distributed teams and the strategic importance of 
the most recent acquisition, prompt management to adopt the risk management process. The web-
based tool [12] is made available in the company’s software methodology portfolio and the process 
is included in the IT-divisions process library. The IP manager initiates the process early during the 
requirement phase. Each sub-project manager engages team members from the involved sites to do 
a local risk assessment based on Table 2 in the Appendix and as preparation to a joint risk 
management meeting. At this point, the IP manager also decides to repeat the risk management 
process with frequent intervals throughout the project’s life-cycle. 

Several sub-projects are in the fortunate position to have their first risk management meetings face-
to-face, since co-located collaboration is emphasized for a few weeks during the requirements 
phase. Multi-national requirements engineering is thus predominantly carried out in a co-located 
setting. This early stage co-location is feasible because there are only few team members during the 
requirements phase (100), compared to later in the project (up to 500). Local risk assessments of 
each of the risk factors are presented and discussed using the web-based tool and a projector.  

Some sub-projects are not able to meet face-to–face. They conduct the risk management meetings 
using teleconferencing and computer desktop sharing of the results from the web-based tool. In the 
beginning, participants are reluctant to comment on each others’ risk assessments. In an effort to 
kick start the discussion, one project manager points out the details of her risk assessment and 
volunteers on what grounds they were given. To create an open and safe communication climate 
[5], she then directly asks one of her more experienced and outgoing colleagues, not afraid to 
disagree with her, to elaborate on his assessment. Similar initiatives can be taken to overcome 
differences between high context culture (India) and low context culture (Northern Europe) views 
in distributed teams [7]. 

With all sub-project risk assessments in hand, the IP project manager calls for a risk management 
meeting with all sub-project managers. The procedure for this meeting is similar to that of the sub-
projects. However, the participants do not compare and contrast local assessments from each site, 
but instead the assessments of each sub-project. In the first meeting during the requirements phase, 
cultural distribution is identified as the most significant risk area across sub-projects. Also, it 
becomes clear some sub-projects have low assessments of all risk areas. These sub-projects are 
primarily located at a single site within the IT-division of ScandicBank with only a marginal 
number of team members at the IT-department of the acquisitioned company. As a consequence, it 
is decided only to include 6 out of 20 sub-projects in future risk management, see Figure 2. At later 
stages of the IP, task distribution is evaluated as the most significant risk area. Over the project’s 
life-cycle, task distribution and cultural distribution frequently had high risk exposure assessments 
while communication infrastructure and geographical distribution frequently had low risk exposure 
assessments. 

Develop Risk Mitigation Plans 
Awareness of high priority risk areas is an important first step in addressing them. However, it is 
not sufficient. Effective risk management is based on comprehensive risk mitigation plans. A wide 
variety of resolution techniques is available for the development of risk mitigation plans, see Table 
1. Each resolution technique applies to different risk areas and each risk area can be mitigated by 
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different resolution techniques. In some situations the proposed resolution techniques are in 
opposition to each other, such as “standardize and train in methods across sites” on one hand, and 
“handle differences in methods between sites” on the other. The challenge is therefore to select a 
portfolio of coherent techniques that effectively addresses the risks at hand. Instead of adopting the 
suggested generic resolution techniques, participants can develop novel or company specific 
resolution techniques to address prioritized risks in their project. The development of risk mitigation 
plans take place at the joint risk management meeting based on the overall risk assessments for the 
entire project. 
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Acquire complementary skills X  X X X X X X 
Adjust meetings to distributed context X X X  X X 
Divide tasks systematically between sites X X  X 
Reduce coupling between sites X  X X 
Create shared collaboration platform  X X X X X  X 
Establish shared goals X X X X  X 
Establish communication norms  X X  X X X X 
Define roles and responsibilities  X X X X 
Reduce time-zone differences  X 
Control
Focus on deliverables X X X
Establish task coordination between sites X X
Maintain site autonomy X X X X X 
Establish shared control mechanisms X X X X X
Establish temporal coordination mechanisms X X X X X
Maintain project organization overview X X X X X X 
Maintain task overview within and across sites X X X X X 
Monitor and improve communication  X X X X
Maintain a supportive environment X X X X X
Analyze and manage errors X X 
Social Integration
Improve capability to manage cultural differences X X X
Improve distributed collaboration skills X X X X 
Improve language skills X X
Emphasize early teambuilding activities X X X X 
Promote humor and openness X X X 
Use mentors to integrate new members X X X X 
Use face-to-face meetings appropriately X X X X X X 
Develop liaisons between sites X X X X X X 
Adopt shared reward systems X X X 
Technical Integration 
Increase technical compatibility between sites X X X X 
Standardize and train in methods across sites X X X X X
Adopt appropriate communication technologies  X X X X X X X 
Improve collaboration and communication technology skills X X X X X X 
Improve development technology skills X X
Handle differences in methods between sites  X X
Combine waterfall model and prototyping X X
Table 1 Develop risk mitigation plans 
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In the initial risk management of the IP, resolution techniques are adopted both at the project and 
sub-project level. One sub-project with cultural distribution as main priority, choose the resolution 
technique “improve capability to manage cultural differences”. In the web-based tool, detailed 
resolution suggestions are provided as follows [12]: 

Establish courses in cultural diversity during the startup phase of the project. If team members are 
stationed at remote sites, the cultural training should take place before departure. 
Focus on creating understanding and acceptance of differences, e.g., by letting each team member 
make a presentation on their individual culture, values, and expectations. 
Promote understanding and acceptance rather than seek to streamline the project organization. 
Focus on the strengths that diversity offers rather than the weaknesses. 
Acknowledge and discuss cultural differences in a respectful and civilized manner, and keep in mind 
that there are limits to cultural adaptation. 
Adjust management style according to culture, e.g., team members’ preferences for well-defined tasks 
vs. preference for loosely defined task and self-management.

Not all resolution suggestions are practically or financially feasible in the sub-project. However, the 
specific resolution suggestions spur debate and more specific ideas from team members on how to 
address cultural distribution. The second resolution suggestion inspires a discussion resulting in an 
agreement of having a lunch meeting where one team member from each of the three countries 
would make a short presentation of their corporate and national culture. The participants 
furthermore discuss what strengths their cultural diversity could offer and personal preferences 
regarding well-defined versus loosely defined tasks.

Resolution techniques for cultural distribution are also discussed at a risk management meeting for 
the IP at large. The sub-project managers discuss which resolution techniques to initiate across sub-
projects. It is agreed to primarily mitigate risks at this level by “developing liaisons between sites”,
see Table 1. Each sub-project with more than 10 team members will have liaisons at least at one 
ScandicBank IT-division site, while sub-projects with more than 25 team members will have 
liaisons at multiple sites. Task distribution is discussed at a later risk management meeting. It is 
agreed to primarily mitigate risks through the technique “standardize and train in methods across 
sites”, see Table 1. Several sub-project managers argue that team members outside the ScandicBank
IT-division lack knowledge of the development method, hindering effective task distribution among 
sites. The managers agree to organize development method training at the Indian site and the IT-
department of the acquisition. 

Implement Risk Mitigation Plans 
In risk management, it is essential to reach conclusions leading to actions. The final step of the 
process is therefore developing implementation plans for each prioritized risk area, see Figure 3. 
These plans lay out the activities necessary to bring the related risk area under control. Each plan 
contains answers to five basic questions [2]: the objectives (why) are identified through the risks 
assessment; the deliverables and milestones (what and when) suggest when actions are to be taken; 
the responsibilities (who and where), describes which individuals are responsible for a given action, 
and where within the distributed organization it is to be carried out; the approach (how) consists of 
the identified resolution techniques; and, the resources (how much) estimate the costs associated 
with addressing the risk area. The mitigation plans should then be integrated into the project’s 
overall risk management plan. In accordance with Figure 1, the risk management process should be 
repeated throughout the project life-cycle as risk profiles change [2, 3, 10]. Distributed teams 
should, therefore, decide how often to manage risks and make sure that each activation of the 
process is properly documented and reviewed in subsequent activations. 
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Figure 3 Implement risk mitigation plans 

In the IP, the five elements of risk mitigation planning are detailed by the end of the initial joint risk 
management meetings. For example, in the before mentioned sub-project the plan to improve the 
ability to manage cultural differences is implemented as follows. The objective is to address cultural 
distribution as several team members expressed insecurity concerning how to contribute to the new 
distributed team. The deliverables and milestones in relation to cultural distribution risks are the 
cultural presentation meetings scheduled at specific dates. Concerning responsibilities, it is noted 
who would make presentations of their cultural background in each case. Adding to the approach, 
notes are made on what specific topics team members would be interested to learn more. Finally, it 
is estimated that the initiative would represent a monthly two hour resource load for each project. In 
the following revisit of the cultural distribution risk area, conducted 2 months later, risk exposures 
went from high to medium. Hence, the participants found their initiatives had reduced culturally 
related misunderstandings and eased collaboration between team members. 

The risk management meeting for the overall IP also addresses the five elements to implement more 
off site training in ScandicBank’s development method. The objective is to address task distribution 
as participants complain about task equivocality, in particular related to unclear testing and 
documentation responsibilities across sites. The deliverable is an extension of ScandicBank’s
method training program to be designed in three 3 days and delivered in two weeks. A participant 
from development support and a sub-project manager agrees to take responsibility for the training 
initiative. In discussing the approach, several sub-project managers request extended training in the 
areas of testing and documentation. These activities are estimated to represent sizable resources, 
primarily covered, however, by company-wide human resource efforts and thus not part of the IP 
budget. The time invested by team members is furthermore estimated to give significant 
productivity payoffs in the remainder of the project. In the revisit of the task distribution risk area 2 
months later, risk exposure assessments were lower. Task equivocality was, however, still perceived 
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as challenging. Therefore, in addition to the training initiative, co-location of team members was 
increased. While expensive, this additional initiative, which can be seen as an extreme adaptation of 
“develop liaisons between sites”, proved successful in alleviating not only task distribution risks but 
also cultural distribution risks. 

Process Tailoring 
Generic processes can leave room for experimentation and offer suggestions on how to make 
modifications [10]. In tailoring the process for managing distributed team risks to match the 
preferences of your project or organization, you should therefore consider the following: 

Keep it simple. There are many challenges in managing distributed teams. It is important to 
establish a frequency of risk management that is appropriate for the organization and project. 
You don’t want participants to see the process as an unrewarding administrative burden. In 
some cases the increased awareness resulting from risk management is more valuable than the 
resulting plans and initiatives. 

Balance participation. Distributed teams vary in size and complexity. In some cases, you only 
want to involve one or a few participants from each site. In other cases, you might find it useful 
to involve all team members. However, no matter the amount of participants, the establishment 
of an open and safe communication climate is vital for efficient risk management. 

Adapt taxonomies. The process is designed for a variety of preferences. Some elements of the 
architecture might not fit your project or organization. For example, you might want to include 
additional resolution techniques - a specific consultant, a particular course, available 
technologies - to the mix when developing risk mitigation plans, cf. Table 1.

Integrate plans. Managing distributed team risks is only one aspect of risk management. 
Moreover, risk management is only one of many key disciplines in project management. For 
each project, you need to integrate the process into project management at large. Appropriate 
software systems can be a significant help in such integrations. 

Attract capabilities. Practicing the process will make it clear that specific capabilities are needed 
to effectively manage distributed teams. As you move forward through the project life-cycle, or 
as you engage in new distributed teams, you should attract complementary capabilities to your 
project to proactively reduce the probability and impact of distributed team risks. 

Appendix

Risk Area 
Risk Factor and  
Risk Question Low Risk Medium Risk High Risk 

Task Uncertainty 
Do team members 
posses the knowledge 
and capabilities needed? 

Team members know the 
task and it fits well with 
their capabilities. 

Team members have 
reasonable task knowledge 
and their capabilities cover 
most challenges. 

There are serious gaps in 
team members’ task 
knowledge and required 
capabilities.

Task Equivocality 
Do team members 
understand the 
specification of the task? 

The task is well specified 
and understood by team 
members.

Most aspects of the 
specification are clear and the 
task is understood by key 
team members. 

The specification lacks clarity 
on major points and many 
team members have limited 
task understanding. 

Task Distribution 

Task Coupling 
Is the task divided into 
distinct sub-tasks across 
sites?

There is minor need to 
coordinate development 
work across sites. 

There is some need to 
coordinate development work 
across sites. 

There is major need to 
coordinate development work 
across sites. 
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Knowledge Creation 
How is task knowledge 
created across sites? 

All sites contribute well to 
creation of required task 
knowledge.  

Most sites contribute 
reasonably well to creation of 
required task knowledge. 

There are major problems 
related to creation of required 
task knowledge. 

Knowledge Capture 
How is task knowledge 
captured across sites? 

Task knowledge is 
captured effectively across 
sites.

Task knowledge is with some 
exceptions captured 
effectively across sites. 

There are major problems 
related to capturing task 
knowledge across sites. 

Knowledge 
Management 

Knowledge Integration 
How is task knowledge 
integrated and shared 
across sites? 

Task knowledge is 
integrated and shared well 
across sites. 

Task knowledge is with some 
exceptions well integrated and 
shared across sites. 

Task knowledge integration 
and sharing across sites is 
limited.

Spatial Distribution 
How many sites are 
involved and what is the 
distance between them? 

There are few sites 
collaborating over limited 
distance.

There are several sites 
collaborating over some 
distance.

There are many sites 
collaborating over 
considerable distance. 

Temporal Distribution 
How do time-zone 
differences impact 
development work? 

Time-zone differences 
cause no or only minor 
problems.

Time-zone differences require 
some ad-hoc coordination 
across sites. 

Time-zone differences cause 
major problems and require 
constant attention across 
sites.

Geographical 
Distribution 

Goal Distribution 
How diverse are goals 
across sites? 

Team members share 
major goals across sites. 

There is some variation in 
goals across sites. 

There are major goal 
conflicts across sites. 

Collaboration 
Capability 
Can team members 
collaborate across sites? 

Team members collaborate 
across sites as needed.  

In most cases, team members 
collaborate across sites as 
needed.

Breakdowns in collaboration 
across sites are common. 

Coordination 
Mechanisms 
Are coordination 
mechanisms appropriate 
across sites? 

Coordination mechanisms 
are shared across sites 
and well adapted to the 
distributed context. 

Coordination mechanisms are 
shared by most team 
members and reasonably well 
adapted to the distributed 
context.

Coordination mechanisms 
are not shared across sites 
and poorly adapted to the 
distributed context. 

Collaboration 
Structure 

Process Alignment 
Are processes aligned 
across sites? 

Processes (including 
methods, templates, and 
guidelines) are shared 
across sites. 

Processes (including methods, 
templates, and guidelines) 
vary, but are reasonably well 
aligned across sites. 

Processes (including 
methods, templates, and 
guidelines) are different 
across sites. 

Language Barriers 
Do language and 
communication norms 
vary across sites? 

Team members share 
language and 
communication norms 
across sites. 

Team members use a 
common language with minor 
differences in communication 
norms.

Team members do not share 
a common language and 
have different communication 
norms.

Work Culture 
Does work culture differ 
between sites? 

Team members share work 
culture (including authority 
and team behavior) across 
sites.

Team members understand 
variations in work culture 
(including authority and team 
behavior) across sites. 

Team members do not 
understand variations in work 
culture (including authority 
and team behavior) across 
sites.

Cultural 
Distribution 

Cultural Bias 
Does cultural bias impact 
communication and 
cooperation across 
sites?

There are no major 
variations in cultural values 
across sites. 

Team members communicate 
and collaborate based on 
appreciation of cultural 
variations across sites. 

Team members lack 
knowledge of variations in 
cultural values across sites. 

Stakeholder 
Commitment 
Are stakeholders 
committed to the project? 

Key stakeholders are 
committed and share a 
common project identity 
across sites. 

Most stakeholders are 
committed to the project and 
know about its distributed 
organization.

Stakeholder commitment 
varies and there is a lack of 
shared project identity. 

Mutual Trust 
Is there trust between 
stakeholders across 
sites?

There is appropriate mutual 
trust across sites. 

There are instances of 
insufficient trust across sites. 

Stakeholders do not trust 
each other across sites. 

Stakeholder 
Relations 

Relationship Building 
Can the project integrate 
stakeholders across 
sites?

Existing and new 
stakeholders are well 
integrated across sites. 

Existing and new stakeholders 
are mostly integrated well 
across sites. 

There are several cases of 
stakeholders not being well 
integrated.

Personal
Communication 
What is the level of 
personal communication 
and social interaction 
across sites? 

The level of personal 
communication and social 
interaction across sites is 
appropriate. 

There is some personal 
communication and social 
interaction across sites. 

Personal communication and 
social interaction across sites 
is limited. 

Communication 
Infrastructure 

Interaction Media 
How is communication 
across sites supported 
by media? 

Communication needs 
across sites are well 
supported by media. 

Communication across sites is 
for many purposes well 
supported by media. 

There are severe 
shortcomings in media 
support of communication 
across sites. 
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Teleconference 
Management 
How is teleconferencing 
managed across sites? 

Teleconferencing is used 
appropriately and managed 
effectively across sites. 

Teleconferencing is used to 
some extend across sites and 
reasonably well managed. 

There is limited use of 
teleconferencing across sites 
and they are not managed 
well. 

Network Capability 
Are communication 
networks reliable? 

Networks are not causing 
delays in development 
work and communication. 

Networks are causing some 
delays in development work 
and communication. 

Networks are causing serious 
delays in development work 
and communication. 

Tool Compatibility 
Are tools compatible 
across sites? 

There are no compatibility 
issues between tools 
across sites. 

Compatibility issues between 
tools create some 
collaboration barriers across 
sites.

Compatibility issues between 
tools create serious 
collaboration barriers across 
sites.

Technology 
Setup

Configuration 
Management 
How are configurations 
managed across sites? 

There is appropriate 
configuration management 
across sites. 

Configuration management is 
with some exceptions 
appropriate across sites. 

There is limited configuration 
management across sites. 

Table 2 Identify and analyze risks 
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Enacting Control through Media and Context in Agile 
Distributed Software Development 

John S. Persson, Lars Mathiassen, and Ivan Aaen 

Abstract

While face-to-face interaction is fundamental in agile software development, distributed 
environments must rely extensively on mediated interactions. Practicing agile principles in 
distributed environments therefore pose particular challenges related to balancing fixed versus 
evolving quality requirements, and people versus process based collaboration. We report from an 
in-depth case study of a successful agile distributed software project with participants from a 
Russian and a Danish firm. Applying Kirsch’s (2004) elements of control framework, we offer an 
analysis of how control was enacted through the project context and in the participants’ mediated 
communication. Contrary to previous research, the analysis reveals two important insights. First, 
informal control mechanisms were used even though the team was short-lived and rarely met face-
to-face. Second, informal roles and relationships such as clan-like control inherent in agile 
development was pervasively observed in this distributed setting. We discuss these insights and 
their implications in relation to theory and practice. 
Keywords: Distributed development, agile project management, control theory. 

Introduction
Two significant trends have emerged in software development practice over the past years: Agile 
methodologies and geographical distribution. These are recently being combined, so agile 
development methods are used in geographically distributed contexts (Agerfalk & Fitzgerald, 2006; 
Armour, 2007; Holmström et al., 2006; Pries-Heje et al., 2005; Paasivaara et al., 2008; Sutherland 
et al., 2007). Combining distributed development with agile principles does, however, represent 
particular control challenges related to balancing fixed versus evolving quality requirements, and 
people versus process based collaboration (Ramesh et al., 2006). While agile principles with 
lightweight processes and primary reliance on skilled people offer advantages in terms of flexibility, 
speed, and learning, there is a risk that agile practices in distributed environments further reinforce 
the well known difficulties related to collaboration and control of quality. 

Studies of control in geographically distributed contexts have been conducted in relation to issues 
such as culture (Narayanaswamy & Henry, 2005), effectiveness (Piccoli & Ives, 2000), and trust 
(Gallivan, 2001; Gallivan & Depledge, 2003; Piccoli & Ives, 2003). Kirsch (2004), however, calls 
for research to more closely examine the role of the global context on control choices and impacts. 
The global context is described in terms of priority differences among locales, time zone, cultural 
variations, and geographical differences. Further calls for research on control in geographically 
distributed contexts has also been made by Powell et al. (2004). In their literature review, they 
question whether informal control mechanisms in general can be used when teams are short-lived 
and rarely meet face-to-face. This concern increases as agile principles are adopted because these 
principles mainly rely on face-to-face communication. 

We investigate how different elements of control are enacted in successful agile distributed 
development; in particular how different elements of control are enacted through media usage and 
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the project context. The following in-depth single case study investigates control enacted in media 
usage and context to manage a successful agile distributed development project. The investigated 
project spans geographical, cultural, and organizational boundaries between a Russian and a Danish 
firm. The project was successful by introducing a new product on the market which attracted 
investment from a Fortune500 Company. We thereby seek to contribute to the call for empirical 
research of agile software development (Dybå & Dingsøyr, 2008) in distributed settings (Agerfalk 
& Fitzgerald, 2006; Lee et al., 2006) in relation to control (Kirsch, 2004; Powell et al., 2004) by 
addressing the following research question:

How do successful agile distributed software projects enact different elements of 
control through mediated communication and project context?

Distributed Software Projects 
Organizing project teams in a geographically distributed setting - frequently conceptualized as 
virtual teams - has received significant research attention (Hertel et al., 2005; Martins et al., 2004; 
Powell et al., 2004; Schiller & Mandviwalla, 2007). An important underlying theme running 
through this research is that virtual teamwork is characterized by challenges and paradoxes often 
hindering innovation (Dubé & Robey, 2009; Gibson & Gibbs, 2006). As a result, distributed 
software projects experience numerous management challenges (Iacovou & Nakatsu, 2008; 
Sakthivel, 2007). These challenges include unclear task coupling (Sakthivel, 2005; Sarker & Sahay, 
2004), poor process alignment (Herbsleb & Moitra, 2001), differing work cultures (Dubé & Paré, 
2001; Krishna et al., 2004), and inhibited communication capabilities (Bjørn & Ngwenyama, 2009; 
Herbsleb & Mockus, 2003). A wide range of alleviating initiatives have been suggested, such as, 
information and communication technologies (Bradner et al., 2005; Jang et al., 2002), risk 
management approaches (Persson et al., 2009; Sakthivel, 2007), communication training 
(Warkentin & Beranek, 1999), best practice lists (Battin et al., 2001; Ebert & De Neve, 2001), and 
social integration strategies (Kotlarsky & Oshri, 2005; van der Smagt, 2000). Among these 
initiatives, no silver bullet has been identified (Berry, 2008; Brooks, 1987) and new initiatives are 
continuously being studied.

Agile distributed development is a relatively new approach addressing some of the challenges in 
distributed software projects (Holmström et al., 2006; Pries-Heje et al., 2005). However, in line 
with the software engineering silver bullet conundrum, new solutions induce new challenges (Berry, 
2008). Agile distributed software projects require particular attention to controlling the process and 
quality across sites (Ramesh et al., 2006). The agile characteristics of lightweight process, ongoing 
negotiation, and reliance on skilled people therefore induce new challenges related to balancing 
people versus process oriented control and fixed versus evolving quality requirements (Ramesh et 
al., 2006). On this backdrop, there is a need for increased research attention to understand control 
enactment in the context of agile distributed software teams. In particular, research is needed to 
understand the conditions under which informal control is used in these settings (Yadav et al., 
2009).

Control of Software Projects 
In the research of software development management, Kirsch (1996; 1997; 2000; 2004) has 
advocated the control perspective based on work by Ouchi (1978; 1979; 1980) and Eisenhardt 
(1985). Control is used broadly to denote any attempt to motivate individuals to behave in a manner 
consistent with organizational objectives (Kirsch, 2004; Ouchi, 1979). Control is viewed as either 
formal or informal. Formal control is a performance evaluation strategy, where either behaviors or 
outcomes are measured, evaluated, and rewarded (Eisenhardt, 1985; Kirsch, 1996). Informal control 
differs from formal control in that it is based on social and people strategies (Eisenhardt, 1985; 
Kirsch, 1996). Various modes or mechanisms of control are not applied separately (Ouchi, 1979). 
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Instead, they are part of portfolios of control mechanisms to support management practice in 
different organizational contexts (Kirsch, 1997). 

Kirsch (2004) focuses on formal and informal control in relation to four elements of control. These 
four elements are: measurement; evaluation; rewards and sanctions; and roles and relationships, as 
shown in Table 1. The first three elements are based on a literature review by Eisenhardt (1985). The 
last element, roles and relationships, is an elaboration of the other basic elements added by Kirsch 
(2004).

Element  Formal  Informal 
Measurement pre-specified and formally 

documented goals and/or behavior 
are available 
control modes align the goals of 
controller and controllee 
goals and/or behaviors are 
measurable 

few specified behaviors or 
procedures available 
implicit specification and 
measurement of group values and 
norms 
goals evolve over time 
desired end-states result when 
individual behavior is consistent 
with the shared norms and values 

Evaluation information about rules, 
procedures, behaviors, and goals 
are exchanged 
information is exchanged in 
formal, written documents such as 
standard operating procedures or 
status reports 
evaluation assesses whether 
behavior is resulting in forward 
progress

information about norms, values 
and expectations exchanged 
socialization, training, discussions, 
dialogs, and meetings serve as 
mechanisms of information 
exchange
goal of evaluation is to build and 
foster collegial relationships 
characterized by common values 
and norms 

Rewards and 
sanctions

based on following specified rules 
or achieving specified targets 
formal organizational mechanisms 
include pay, bonuses, promotion 
or demotion 

based on acting in a manner that is 
consistent with group norms and 
values
mechanisms include group 
recognition and peer pressure 

Roles and 
relationships

focus is usually on dyads 
controller and controllee are often 
in a formal superior-subordinate 
relationship or in a relationship 
that is consistent with the 
organizational hierarchy 

often a work group or professional 
society
may be a clan, which is a group of 
individuals who are dependent on 
each other to accomplish their work 
and who are committed to achieving 
group goals 

Table 1 The elements of control (Kirsch, 2004)

Formal measurement implies behaviors or outcomes are explicitly specified and measurable, 
whereas informal measurement implies norms, values, or behavior are implicitly specified and 
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measured. Evaluation refers to performance and information exchange. Formal evaluation is based 
on specified information regarding behavior and outcome, and assesses if current status leads to 
forward progress. Informal evaluation refers to norms and values that characterize a functional 
relationship assumed to lead to performance. The functional relationship is achieved by 
socialization through dialog or discussions. Rewards and sanctions are in a formal setting based 
on achieving specific goals or adhering to pre-specified behavior. Formal rewards could be bonuses, 
and formal sanctions could be demotions. Informal rewards and sanctions are based on whether a 
behavior is consistent with group values and norms. Informal rewards could be peer recognition, 
while informal sanctions could be social exclusion. Roles and relationships are added by Kirsch 
(2004) as an elaboration of the other three elements of control. Formal roles and relationships imply 
particular roles and usually a focus on dyadic relationships. Informal roles and relationships appear 
in groups of individuals dependent on each other and committed to group goals (Kirsch, 2004). 

Research Approach 
The research question was investigated through a single case study following the guidelines 
proposed by Yin (2003). The case study approach is well suited when the boundaries between a 
phenomenon and its context are unclear (Benbasat et al., 1987; Yin, 2003), as is the case in this 
study between control enactment and agile distributed contexts. A case study’s capacity for 
investigating operational links (Yin, 2003) is also needed when pursuing explanatory knowledge, 
reflected in the use of a “how” research question. The single case study approach is furthermore 
suitable for testing the boundaries of well-formed theory (Benbasat et al., 1987; Yin, 2003), which 
is done by applying the control theory framework to understand the new practice of agile distributed 
development. Finally, a single case study is appropriate when the case is rare (Yin, 2003) as in this 
study, where we had rare access to video as well as audio recordings of mediated interactions in a 
successful distributed agile development project crossing organizational and cultural boundaries. 

The case project was conceived by a small Danish software firm, Area9, as a joint venture with a 
Russian R&D outsourcing provider to finalize the development of a mindmapping tool to support 
management of distributed teams called Comapping. Area9 was established in 2006 by two medical 
doctors and two computer scientists, all of whom previously had management positions in another 
software firm also relying heavily on offshore developers. Area9 has had offshore developers in 
Russia and India from the very beginning. Area9 base their development practices on agile 
principles, and manage distributed projects as if the developers where located in Denmark. This 
management practice requires that developers are able to work in an agile environment and have 
excellent communication and collaboration skills. Area9’s agile practices include among others 
continuous integration, parallel development and testing, incremental design, code reviews, and 
sparse documentation. 

The case study data was collected over a half year period. The primary data was observations of 
how control was enacted through media usage to support e-conferences between the project 
participants. These observations were supplemented by a series of interviews with individual 
project participants, investigating how control was enacted through the project context in which the 
e-conferences took place. The communication media used in the e-conferences were Skype 
(www.skype.com) and a working prototype of the Comapping tool under development 
(www.comapping.com). The tool uses mindmapping diagrams to represent and share words, ideas, 
tasks, or other items linked to a central key word or idea in a project. The participants can work on 
such mindmaps in real time by visualizing the movements of each participant’s cursor and inputs to 
existing or new nodes, similar to Google docs (docs.google.com). Even though the mindmapping 
tool had not been released for open beta when the case study was initiated, it had all its basic 
functionality. From the very start of the project, beta-versions of the tool were used for project 
coordination and hence played a vital role in the management of its own development. During the e-
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conferences the main author was present offsite as a passive observer while audio recording 
conversations and video recording activities in Comapping. The conference language was English 
and all e-conferences took place within normal working hours due to a time-zone difference of only 
two hours between the sites. 

A total of ten observations and eleven semi-structured interviews were conducted, see Table 2. The 
people interviewed were; the manager (Denmark), who is board member of the Comapping project 
and director of Technology & Innovation at Area9; the developer (Russia), who is director of R&D 
for the Comapping project; the second developer (Russia), who is software developer in the 
Comapping project; the marketer (Denmark), who is CEO for the Comapping joint-venture; and the 
chairman (Denmark) of the joint-venture and CEO of Area9. The interviews were initiated with a 
face-to-face meeting with the manager. After this first meeting, observations were initiated and a 
series of interviews with key fulltime project participants were conducted through Skype. The 
interview objective was to investigate the emphasis on measurement, evaluation, rewards and 
sanctions, and roles and relations in the project context and the underlying reasoning behind the 
choices made. Towards the end of the case study, a new series of interviews were conducted with 
the project participants and the chairman, see Table 2. The objective of these interviews was to 
uncover participants’ assessments of how control was enacted and possibly changed over the 
considered time-period through retrospective reasoning. During these interviews the Comapping
tool was used by both the interviewer and interviewee to model a timeline of the project. 

Date (2007) Duration Data Type Actor(s) 

January 19 71 min Interview Manager 

February 26 42 min Observation Manager, Developer 

Marts 6 77 min Interview Manager 

26 min Observation Manager, Developer 
Marts 22 

32 min Interview Developer 

Marts 27  21 min Observation Manager, Developer 

April 5 32 min Interview Second Developer 

32 min Observation Marketer, Manager, Developer 
April 24  

12 min Interview Manager 

May 3 37 min Observation Marketer, Manager, Developer 

May 8 56 min Interview Marketer 

May 16 17 min Observation Marketer, Manager, Developer 

May 21 64 min Observation Marketer, Manager, Developer 

June 4 32 min Observation Marketer, Manager, Developer 

June 26 50 min Observation Marketer, Manager, Developer 

June 27 93 min Interview Manager 

June 28 40 min Interview Marketer 

July 2 15 min Observation Marketer, Manager, Developer 

July 13 26 min Interview Developer 

July 17 43 min Interview Second Developer 

August 8 31 min Interview Chairman 

Table 2 Interviews and observations 

The data analysis was conducted with the qualitative data analysis software Atlas.ti V5.2 (Muhr, 
2008). All fourteen hours of recordings were loaded into the software and carefully listened 
through. Statements in the interviews and exchanges in the form of one or more coherent decisions, 
claims, directives or mindmap activities during the e-conferences pertaining to control (see Table 1)
were identified and coded as one of the four elements of control. In addition, we added to the 
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coding descriptions of how the element of control under consideration was applied. In summary, the 
analysis of the interviews identified 94 statements related to how control was enacted through the 
project context, see Table 3, and the analysis of the e-conferences identified 54 exchanges related to 
how control was enacted through media communication, see Table 4.

Analysis
The Comapping project started at Area9 February 2006 with an idea of a web-based mindmapping 
system. The idea was presented for their Russian outsourcing provider and the joint venture project 
between the two firms was established in April 2006. The two firms had equal ownership but made 
different contributions to the project. The Russian partner assigned two developers to the project 
while Area9 provided management, architectural, and design expertise. Both of the IT professionals 
in Area9 worked as full time developers on the project along with the two Russian developers, and 
together they had a proof of concept ready the following month. However, as the project evolved, 
the Area9 participants decreased their contribution as developers, leaving more responsibility to the 
Russian developers. One of the Area9 participants stopped as developer while the other who 
previously had the primary responsibility for product development handed over that role to one of 
the Russian developers. Another change was the hiring of three part time managers for the project 
in April 2006. The three managers were supposed to develop a commercial strategy for the product. 
However, as they spent their time debating options and challenges without being able to agree on a 
strategy, they were released from the project in December 2006. The chairman (Denmark) resumed 
management responsibilities along with the previous manager (Denmark) and managing developer 
(Russia).

We initiated this case study at this point in late February 2007. However, the new technically 
oriented management approach was short-lived. There was agreement that the project needed a 
business strategy for the product and one of the three managers therefore rejoined the project as full 
time CEO in April. A few months later a golden opportunity appeared as an Fortune500 Company 
partner was found. The new partner’s customization became the primary project objective and staff 
was increased to eight full time developers. Our case study ended in July 2007 when the golden 
opportunity reorientation started. 

Control was exercised in the project by multiple actors and in various forms. Table 3 summarizes the 
distribution of 94 statements about how control was enacted through the project context from the 
interviews. Table 4 summarizes the distribution of how control was enacted through mediated 
communication during the Comapping project e-conferences in 53 exchanges. The elements of 
control column show the number of identifications for each of the four control elements. In 
addition, the formal and informal columns show the number of control characteristics describing the 
identified instances of the elements of control. A particular element of control identification may 
have more than one control characteristic, e.g. instances of measurement can include both formal 
goal specification and documentation. Findings for each of the three basic elements of control 
(measurement, evaluation, and rewards and sanctions) are presented in the following with additional 
insights related to the fourth element (roles and relationships). 
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Elements of Control Formal Informal 
Measurement (48) Documented (9) 

Specified goals (12) 
Specified behavior (7) 
Goal alignment (5) 

Norms and values (13) 
Evolving goals (14) 

Evaluation (36) Rules 
Procedures (3) 
Specified goals (3) 
Specified behavior (2) 
Documented (13) 

Norms and values (12) 
Expectations (5) 
Socialization (5) 
Training (2) 
Dialogs (9) 

Rewards and sanctions (10) Rules 
Specified targets (1) 
Pay (4) 
Bonuses
Promotion (1) 
Demotion (1) 

Norms and values (5) 
Group recognition (5) 
Peer pressure (1) 

Roles and relationships (94) Dyad (12) 
Hierarchal (5) 

Work group (43) 
Professional society (1) 
Clan (34) 

Table 3 Control enacted through the project context based on interviews 

Elements of Control Formal Informal 
Measurement (24) Documented (15) 

Specified goals (13) 
Specified behavior 
Goal alignment 

Norms and values (1) 
Evolving goals (12) 

Evaluation (24) Rules 
Procedures (3) 
Specified goals (13) 
Specified behavior 
Documented (14) 

Norms and values (1) 
Expectations (6) 
Socialization
Training
Dialogs (8) 

Rewards and sanctions (5) Rules 
Specified targets 
Pay 
Bonuses
Promotion
Demotion

Norms and values (1) 
Group recognition (3) 
Peer pressure (2) 

Roles and relationships (53) Dyad (5) 
Hierarchal

Work group (38) 
Professional society 
Clan (10) 

Table 4 Control enacted through mediated communication based on observation of e-conferences 

Measurement 
The Comapping project context included both formal and informal measurement. In fact, 
measurement accounted for more than half of the statements relating to control, see Table 3. A 
majority of these were formal, however both formal and informal measurement was frequently 
based on informal roles and relationships. The chairman emphasized this reliance on informal roles 
and relationships in their measurement as fundamental from the very beginning of the Comapping
project. According to him, the initial intent with the Comapping project was to “first get the right 
people on the buss and then decide where to drive”. Based on past collaborations, there was a high 
level of trust between the managers of Area9 and the Russian outsourcing firm in line with the 
importance of control and trust dialectics in inter-organizational electronic partnerships (Gallivan & 
Depledge, 2003). In fact, only a two page contract was needed before the joint venture project was 
established. The idea was to develop a web based collaborative mindmapping system Area9 could
use in other projects. The chairman’s focus on getting the right people is fundamental in agile 
development (Augustine et al., 2005; Boehm & Turner, 2003) and illustrates a high reliance on 
informal measurement where “desired end-states result when individual behavior is consistent with 
the shared norms and values” (Kirsch, 2004). However, the use of a contract shows formal 
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measurement was also present - although limited - because of the strong reliance on informal roles 
and relationships. The extensive reliance on the “right people”, on high mutual dependency, and on 
trust indicates clan-like roles and relationships.

Control enactment through real-time mediation during e-conferences also included both formal and 
informal measurement. These e-conferences included three project members: the manager (board 
member of the Comapping joint-venture and responsible for general management and product 
development), the marketer (CEO for the Comapping joint-venture and responsible for its 
commercial strategy), and the developer (director of R&D for the Comapping joint-venture and 
responsible for day-to-day product development). During the e-conferences they shared and 
manipulated a mindmap (a tree structure) where each node represents an assignment to team 
members or groups to be done in a present (“Current sprint”) or future (“Next sprint”) time-box, a 
common technique for task management in agile development methodologies (Boehm & Turner, 
2003; Jalote et al., 2004). As each participant could navigate the mindmap, all cursors were visible 
to the participants as a small box with the name of its owner, see Figure 1. Manipulations of the 
mindmap, e.g. deleting, adding, or changing a node, were instantly visible to all participants. 
Formal control during these e-conferences appeared frequently when participants specified goals in 
the mindmap. One example occurred as a result of the participants discussing a system feature 
represented as the node “Add notes to topic”, under “Next sprint”, Figure 1.

Figure 1 Screenshot of “Next sprint” in the Comapping tool as participants discuss the node “Add notes to topic” 
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In this case, the participants agreed that “Add notes to topic” needs to be done, resulting in the 
manager moving the node and its sub-nodes from “Next sprint” (Figure 1) to “Current sprint” (Figure 
2). In addition, the manager stated: 

Manager (Denmark): I think it would be good to have the formatting also like we have on topics. 

Developer (Russia): Formatting... okay... Maybe formatting can be second turn. 

Manager (Denmark): Yeah it could, but we should definitely think about it. 

[The Manager creates a sub-node to “Add notes to topic,” named “Add formatting,” and marks it as second priority, 

see Figure 2] 

Developer (Russia): Okay, let me just. 

Manager (Denmark): I added that as a second priority.

This quote along with the screenshots is evidence of formal measurement through goal specification 
and documentation in the mindmap. However, informal roles and relationships are also illustrated in 
the third statement in the manager’s use of “we”.  

Figure 2 Screenshot of “Current sprint” in the Comapping tool as the manager has created “Add formatting” 
under “Put the notes in a separate window as we discussed earlier” 
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The specific goals of the project were, however, very dynamic and continuously negotiated. Goal 
changes often occurred by the end of e-conferences during discussions of the content and deadlines 
of the current sprint. A deadline was not always set for a sprint and in other instances deadlines 
were moved. The marketer tried several times to introduce more specific and stable goals. At one 
instance, he suggested a contingency plan of when to do server upgrade, but this proposal met 
resistance from the manager. He argued instead for an in-flight sense-and-response approach to deal 
with project dynamics. Differences of opinions between these two participants also appeared in 
relation to product features. The marketer had told people a desktop version of the system would be 
available within two months and he still wanted new features added to the current web-based 
version. The manager heatedly opposed this and argued that they needed to prioritize: 

[All the participants’ cursors are placed on the sub-node of “Next sprint” called “Discuss desktop edition and HP 

grant” that however shortly after is changed to “Contact Xxx to hear about HP grant”. At the time of the following 

quote only the marketer’s cursor is placed on the node while the two others’ cursors are placed on “Next sprint”. This 

constellation of cursors was persistent for almost the entire discussion related to this particular node.]

Marketer (Denmark): I was asking if we can devote one resource so something is happening to the desktop version. 

Manager (Denmark): But that doesn’t make sense, you need to answer the question, what is it you want from a 

business point of view, so if you say I want all of it you didn’t answer the question. 

Developer (Russia): You have to say what you want first. 

Manager (Denmark): Yes, so it doesn’t make sense to say we just need to keep the kettle burning on the desktop 

version, and therefore we should assign someone. That is not a good way to approach it I think. It is better to say 

what are the priorities, what is it I want to have first. Do you want the server installer before you want the desktop 

version or do you want the desktop version before you want the server installer or what is it you want? 

Marketer (Denmark) interrupts: Okay, then I’ll suggest we will just wait with this for a while until we are more 

certain. 

[The long discussion on this topic did not lead to further changes to this mindmap node]

The different placement of cursors in the mindmap in this exchange represents non verbal 
communication between the participants. The manager and developer’s placement of cursors away 
from the node being discussed communicates an alliance between them that suggests it’s time to 
move away from the topic or end the discussion. During this exchange, the developer and manager 
relied on the clan structure to convince the marketer that a high level of uncertainty requires the 
project to focus on a few prioritized features at a time. In fact, the manager stated in an interview 
that sprints and time-boxing were introduced precisely because the project earlier had experienced 
difficulties in prioritizing features and consequential low productivity. 

Evaluation 
Evaluation was both formal and informal in the Comapping project. The participants, however, 
differed significantly in their attention to evaluation through the project context. The marketer had a 
limited focus on evaluation in contrast to the manager and the two developers. The marketer 
illustrated this by his limited requests for information about activities in Russia. He said “freedom
with responsibility”, and did not expect his time was well spent on the technical aspects of the 
project. Instead, he focused on the marketing challenges. In addition, the marketer stated it would 
not make sense for him to provide feedback to the developers, because the joint venture was small 
and he trusted they worked as hard as they could. In contrast, the manager emphasized the 
importance of frequent contact with the remote site, arguing that if there were no exchanges for a 
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week it was an indicator little work had been done. In addition, he stated that demands for 
communication should come from both sites, even though this could prove difficult. Hence, the 
manager emphasized frequent communication between him and the developers as the most crucial 
element in their agile practices, and he saw this capability as based on long term relationships and 
trust. According to the key developer, the manager and he chatted on a daily basis with very few 
exceptions, and used Skype on a weekly basis. Face-to-face communication was done on a monthly 
basis for the first 4-5 months of the Comapping project, but the developer considered the 
involvement of many new actors as the primary reason for these visits. While the developer 
preferred face-to-face communication, he did not consider it necessary between him and the 
manager. For the other developer, it varied significantly how frequently she communicated with the 
manager, from daily to weeks or months, depending on the specific task she was working on. In 
general, the manager found it difficult to understand how distributed software projects could be 
effective without being agile. He argued that plan driven development with extensive reliance on 
documents and limited verbal communication would go against their experience that 
misunderstandings frequently occur when reliance on written communication is high and verbal 
communication is low. 

Evaluation through mediated communication during e-conferences was also both formal and 
informal. Formal controls were in the form of procedures, specified goals, and documentation. 
Informal controls were in the form of norms and values, expectations, and dialogs. An example of a 
frequent formal procedure was the review, which was agreed upon in the following quote: 

[The developer and manager’s cursors are placed on the first sub node of current sprint called “Easy sign up” marked 

as a first priority]

Manager (Denmark): So do I need to do anything on that one [Easy sign up feature]. 

Developer (Russia): Probably not. 

Manager (Denmark): So when you have something I can review it. 

Developer (Russia): Yeah. 

Manager (Denmark): Ok great, so it is fair to say it is 50% done. 

[The manager places the 50% symbol next to the node “Easy sign up feature”] 

Developer (Russia): Yes because it took time to understand how Joomla can be done.

Review agreements were continuously made throughout e-conferences. It was not only the project 
participants doing reviews for each other; sometimes they planned reviews to be conducted by other 
people in their respective firms. In some cases, the participants also conducted reviews of new 
features during e-conferences by switching away from the Comapping tool to consider the current 
version of the system. There was also a documentation aspect of these reviews as the participants 
either wrote down who should do the review or, as in the example above, noted the task status in the 
mindmap. 

The informal part of the evaluations took place as continuous negotiations of expectation: 

[The manager is relocating the sub nodes of “Current sprint” so they are ordered by their priority]

Marketer (Denmark): Are you okay with this, or is it too much? 

Developer (Russia): Let me just do a quick review – This should be fine, I think. The number ones are definitely 

doable shall we say two weeks as usual? 
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Manager (Denmark): If you prefer so that would be fine. 

Developer (Russia): Okay let’s go for two weeks – if we do well we can move faster – but I’m sure some other things 

will be popping up. 

[The manager creates a new sub node of “Current sprint” called “Deadline: 4th of June”]

In this exchange, the tree participants made an effort to balance expectations supported by the 
mindmap. The readily available representation of expectations in the mindmap provided the 
participants with a dynamically updated overview leading to a final agreement. The marketer 
checked the other participants were comfortable with the accumulated expectations by the end of 
the e-conference (start of the above quote) and the developer subsequently reminded the others of 
the usual uncertainties that might cause delays. 

Rewards and Sanctions 
The Comapping project participants had limited focus on rewards and sanctions in their accounts of 
how control was enacted through the context. Formal rewards relied on the key participants’ 
ownership of the joint venture. The developer had a small ownership and was also paid by the 
Russian outsourcing firm, while the marketer had a large ownership and was not getting any salary. 
Due to the team’s small size they did not exercise promotions or degradations, performance pay, or 
bonus systems. Considering informal rewards, the manager argued the project was prestigious with 
high involvement by the Russian outsourcing firm’s top management and cutting edge technology. 
According to him, Area9 also emphasized the importance of the product’s actual qualities for the 
Russia developers. One developer stated accordingly the delivery of a useful product was her most 
important goal and the other developer compared to a previous project: “I didn’t care about that 
product at all ... what I care (in this project) is to make the customer happy in whatever way he 
wants and make my team happy”. Regarding sanctions, the manager pointed out they tried to avoid 
a “name and blame culture”, though it could be difficult on critical issues. Possible sanctions 
included taking low-performing participants off the team, which had been the case for some part-
time programmers. In addition, he emphasized inadequate performing members might impact team 
cohesion and morale by inducing further work or problems for other team members. The two 
developers rarely experienced articulation of positive feedback; they mainly relied on the absence 
of negative feedback as an indicator of acceptance. 

Reward and sanction controls were rarely enacted during e-conferences. No formal controls were 
observed and only a few of an informal nature. One example of group recognition occurred as the 
manager commented on the work by the developer: 

[This quote is from the beginning of the e-conference where neither of them is logged on to Comapping]

Manager (Denmark): So you made the map work with Joomla. 

Developer (Russia): Yes. 

Manager (Denmark): It looks good. 

Developer (Russia) after two seconds of silence: And I actually found out I had to patch Joomla a bit to accept 

emails as user names – that is already done. 

Manager (Denmark): Great. 

In addition, the participants applied sanctions in the form of peer pressure. The following quote 
concerns the amount of features in the first update of the Comapping tool since its public release: 
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[All the participants’ cursors are placed on the sub node of “Current sprint” called “Add notes to topic” marked as a 

first priority and as 75% done, next to the nodes “Publish map” and “Share to all” marked with same priority and 

completion]

Marketer (Denmark): So we just have [the features] publish maps and add notes? 

Developer (Russia): Yes, and the new share dialog… 

Marketer (Denmark): … It’s been six weeks right - and we are going into the seventh week - so in two months we 

come out with two features.  

Developer (Russia): Which is not good I agree - Which is not impressive. 

Marketer (Denmark): No… 

In this exchange, the marketer indirectly pressures the developer to implement more features for the 
upcoming system update (The e-conference was held June 26th and the update was released July 
11th including six new features). This particular peer pressure relied on an implicit norm of what is 
an acceptable level of productivity for a given period of time. Further, it was supported by the clan 
mentality focusing on “we”, underlining mutual dependence and shared productivity norms. 

Discussion
In the following, we review the detailed analysis of the Comapping project in relation to our 
research question: How do successful agile distributed software projects enact different elements of 
control through mediated communication and project context? 

Previous research questions whether informal control mechanisms in general can be used when 
teams are short-lived and rarely meet face-to-face (Powell et al., 2004). Findings from the 
Comapping project show a team distributed across geography, culture, and firms having success 
with the product they developed, while being highly reliant on informal controls. In fact, we found 
evidence of all of Kirsch’s (2004) elements of control in the participant statements about the project 
context and our own observations of technology mediated real-time exchanges during the project’s 
e-conferences. Moreover, considerable elements of informal as well as formal control were enacted 
both through the context and media usage even though emphasis was uneven across the elements. 
Comparing the distributions of the 94 statements on the context (see Table 3) with the 53 exchanges 
in the e-conferences (Table 4), notable differences and similarities are present. While the informal 
elements of control are distributed similarly when comparing statements about the project context 
and mediated exchanges during e-conferences, there are significant differences regarding the formal 
elements of control. These differences are concerning formal rewards and sanctions which were not 
enacted at all during e-conferences and formal measurement and evaluation which were observed 
significantly more frequently during e-conferences compared to the project context. While this 
suggests that contextual controls were more informal than those enacted through real-time mediated 
communication, it should be noted that roles and relationships were more frequently informal 
during e-conference exchanges. 

Informal control enactment during e-conferences can be due to meetings in general being mostly an 
informal exchange mechanism (Kirsch, 2004). On the other hand, it is for this reason surprising to 
observe the extensive formal measurement and evaluation controls during e-conferences. However, 
usage of the collaborative mindmapping tool facilitated formalized measurement and evaluation 
through documentation and goal specification, an option not readily available in ordinary face-to-
face meetings. Compared to face-to-face communication, lean communication media such as 
teleconferencing may hence call for more structure in the form of procedures and documents 
because of the absence of traditional nonverbal visual cues. The application of the Comapping tool 
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in the project appeared to address this need by providing alternative visual cues closely related to 
the projects unfolding task profile. The Comapping tool might in this way prove useful in other 
agile distributed software projects experiencing difficulties during mediated meetings. 

Previous research suggests that informal roles and relationships such as the clan-like control 
inherent in agile development, will likely be more difficult to practice in a distributed setting (Harris 
et al., 2006). Harris et al. (2006) argue that clan control can be increasingly difficult when 
interaction is not face-to-face but mediated by technology, and when participants come from 
different organizations (e.g. when consultants are used or when development is partly outsourced).
Contrary to this claim, the results from the Comapping project suggest that agile practices and clan-
like controls were pervasively observable both in real-time mediated exchanges between project 
participants and in their accounts of the project context. While the participants did have hierarchical 
controls available (as indicated by their formal titles) in the project context, we found no instances 
in which formal, hierarchical relationships were expressed during e-conferences. The reliance on 
informal roles and relationships instead of formal titles during e-conferences, supports the standard 
agile principles of getting the right people and establishing mutual trust (Augustine et al., 2005; 
Boehm & Turner, 2003). The high number of informal work group statements and exchanges 
suggest consistent high attention to the task at hand, while the second most frequent clan-like 
pattern indicates a high level of mutual dependence among team members. The clan pattern is not 
surprising considering the agile principles adopted in the Comapping project. It is, however, 
surprising when considering the argued difficulties for clan control in distributed settings (Harris et 
al., 2006). The appearance and effectiveness of clan controls in the Comapping project can be 
explained in two ways: first, because the high level of trust and long term relationships between not 
only the participants, but also the two firms, lead to fewer formal and more informal controls 
(Kirsch, 2004); second, because of the Comapping project’s high goal congruence and high 
performance ambiguity (Ouchi, 1980). The informal roles and relationships allowed all participants 
to act as both controller and controllee in their continuous attempts to influence decision making 
during e-conferences (Choudhury & Sabherwal, 2003), a situation different from the traditional 
distinction in software development between controllers exercising control and controllees 
delivering on the agreed tasks to meet desired objectives (Kirsch & Cummings, 1996; Kirsch et al., 
2002).

Conclusion
The success of agile practices in collocated software development stipulates cautious consideration 
of its potential in distributed settings. We reported how elements of control can be enacted through 
mediated communication and project context to support success in distributed, agile software 
development. The considered project was controlled through formal as well as informal 
measurement, evaluation, and rewards and sanctions, and with very high dependency on informal 
roles and relationships. More specifically, the case revealed two important insights. First, informal 
control mechanisms were used even though the team was short-lived and rarely met face-to-face 
which is an achievement questioned possible by previous research (Powell et al., 2004). Second, 
informal roles and relationships such as clan-like control inherent in agile development were 
pervasively observed in this distributed setting, which also is a remarkable finding taking previous 
research (Harris et al., 2006) into account. These findings contribute to the calls for empirical 
research of agile software development (Dybå & Dingsøyr, 2008) in distributed settings (Agerfalk 
& Fitzgerald, 2006; Lee et al., 2006) in relation to control (Kirsch, 2004; Powell et al., 2004). More 
specifically, the study addresses the call for research to understand the conditions under which 
informal control is used in agile distributed software projects (Yadav et al., 2009). The findings also 
point in direction of further investigations to help us better understand how different forms of 
control can be enacted to support software development in distributed, agile environments. In 
particular, multiple case studies are needed to compare and contrast control patterns across different 
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agile and distributed software projects. Important variables related to control enactment in such 
studies could be communication media, project size, and participant diversity across both successful 
and unsuccessful projects. 
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Collective Minding in Virtual Teams:  

Investigating Heedful Interrelating with Multimodal 
Communication

John S. Persson and Lars Mathiassen 

Abstract

Virtual teams face significant coordination challenges, yet the literature is silent on how 
multimodal communication can help address these challenges. Against this backdrop, we present a 
framework that draws on Weick and Robert’s (1993) collective mind notion to investigate how 
multimodal communication affects virtual team coordination. We use the framework to analyze the 
patterns of mediated interaction in a virtual team that coordinated its efforts using a combination of 
teleconferencing and real-time collaborative modeling. The analyses are based on audio recordings 
of the team’s oral exchanges together with video recordings of its collaborative modeling efforts. As 
a result, we present empirical evidence that teleconferencing and real-time collaborative modeling 
facilitated collective minding and contributed to successful outcomes in the considered project; we 
offer theoretical propositions that explain how multimodal communication can facilitate collective 
minding and positively affect coordination performance in virtual teams; and we argue that the 
constructs of articulation acts, manipulation acts, and communication breakdowns provide a useful 
basis for investigating heedful interrelating in virtual teams based on multimodal communication. 

Keywords: Virtual team, collective mind, coordination, multimodal communication 

Introduction
The Internet and associated technologies have made it easy to communicate in real time across the 
globe through new communication channels, such as instant messaging, net meetings, and video 
conferences. These technologies allow team operations to become increasingly virtual (Bergiel et al. 
2008). However, virtual teams still experience significant and persistent challenges in coordinating 
mediated by information technologies (Gibson and Gibbs 2006, Powell et al. 2004).

 The ability to coordinate effectively in organizations has been conceptualized as a socio-
cognitive phenomenon through the notion of a collective mind (Weick and Roberts 1993). The 
collective mind has proven useful in researching coordination performance in virtual teams (Yoo 
and Kanawattanachai 2001) and studies have called for such examinations of virtual team 
interaction over time and space (Fiore et al. 2003). The literature is, however, silent on whether it is 
possible to establish a collective mind in virtual teams based on mediated communication. While 
much of the current knowledge about virtual teams suggests it might be difficult (Anderson et al. 
2007), this literature does not consider the impact of synchronous and multimodal communication 
on virtual team coordination. In addition, while macro and processual research approaches are 
available for investigating the collective mind in co-located contexts (Cooren 2004, Weick and 
Roberts 1993), no research approaches are currently available for investigating the collective mind 
based on multimodal communication. 

 Based on access to unusual and rich data from a successful virtual team, we were able to study 
detailed patterns of mediated, multimodal communication that led to high coordination 
performance. Coordination between two sites and across management, marketing, and product 
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development was achieved based on a combination of teleconferencing and real-time collaborative 
modeling. This allowed us to analyze the collective mind and coordination based on a combination 
of audio recordings of the team’s oral exchanges and video recordings of its real-time collaborative 
modeling. In addition, we had access to data from interviews with key stakeholders, archival data, 
and research notes from site visits. These unusual case characteristics allowed us to go beyond the 
typical analyses in virtual team research, where data consist of transcripts of lean media 
communications, participants’ accounts gathered through interviews or questionnaires, and archival 
data. Instead of mainly emphasizing individual perceptions of team coordination (Anderson et al. 
2007, Cooren 2004), we investigated coordination activities as interactional patterns through the 
socio-cognition lens of collective minding (Cooren 2004), rooted in Weick and Roberts’s (1993) 
collective mind concept. As a result, we present a research framework for investigating how 
multimodal communication affects collective minding and coordination in virtual teams; we apply 
this framework to analyze interaction patterns in the considered case; and we present propositions 
on the impact of multimodal communication on collective minding and coordination performance in 
virtual teams. 

 The paper is organized as follows. The next section summarizes the virtual team literature on 
coordination. Subsequently, we present the framework for investigating the impacts of multimodal 
communication on virtual team coordination. We then describe our research approach and the 
investigated case, followed by a detailed account of our analyses. As a result, we discuss empirical 
insights, theoretical propositions, and research methodology as contributions to the literature on 
virtual team coordination. 

Virtual Team Coordination 
Virtual teamwork is characterized by challenges that hinder innovation (Dubé and Robey 2009, 
Gibson and Gibbs 2006), including coordination challenges (Powell et al. 2004). Coordination is of 
the utmost importance in any team, but virtual teams often face complex coordination problems due 
to their distributed nature (Curseu et al. 2008, Gibson and Gibbs 2006). Geographical dispersion 
requires special attention to coordination due to time-zone differences (Massey et al. 2003, 
Montoya-Weiss et al. 2001), locally situated knowledge (Sole and Edmondson 2002), and lack of 
presence awareness (Espinosa et al. 2007). National diversity across teams may imply coordination 
difficulties related to communication routines (Maznevski and Chudoba 2000), linguistic 
differences (Kayworth and Leidner 2000), and weak interpersonal relationships (Kraut et al. 1999). 
Structural dynamics may require special attention to coordination regarding task coupling (Carmel 
and Agarwal 2001, Ramesh and Dennis 2002, Sakthivel 2005), task awareness (Espinosa et al. 
2007), and inter-functional conflict resolution (Robey et al. 2000). Finally, technology mediation 
may imply coordination difficulties related to limited informal team communication (Herbsleb and 
Grinter 1999) and organizational identification across teams (Wiesenfeld et al. 1999).  

 Effective team coordination requires the sharing of knowledge, and current research suggests 
that it is difficult to exchange and share knowledge across sites (Cramton 2001, Majchrzak et al. 
2005, Sole and Edmondson 2002). Virtual team researchers have coined this the mutual knowledge 
problem (Cramton 2001) or the situated knowledge challenge (Sole and Edmondson 2002). To 
address these difficulties, it has been suggested to communicate differences in context enabled by 
information technology (Majchrzak et al. 2005); to focus on how different technologies offer 
different advantages and disadvantages for enhancing team effectiveness (Kirkman and Mathieu 
2005; Hertel et al. 2005); and to explore ways to support virtual team coordination that are close to 
real working conditions in cross-organizational collaboration (Martins et al. 2004). Along similar 
lines, Fiore et al. (2003) suggest researchers need to address more fully how the level of media 
richness associated with collaboration technology influence attitudes, behaviors, and cognitions in 
virtual teams. 
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 Existing research reveals, in this way, important and persistent challenges related to virtual team 
coordination (Espinosa et al. 2007, Kanawattanachai and Yoo 2007, Kotlarsky et al. 2008) and it 
proposes additional investigations into how new and different forms of mediated communication 
can help address these challenges. Yet, the literature is silent on how virtual teams can coordinate 
based on multimodal communication. This research has been designed to address this gap by 
specifically responding to Yoo and Kanawattanachai’s (2001) call to investigate the collective mind 
through micro-level content analysis of mediated interactions in virtual teams.  

Research Framework 
Coordination Performance 
Coordination, a key activity in any organization, is defined as managing dependencies between 
activities (Malone and Crowston 1994). While virtual team coordination is intrinsically linked to 
performance (Johansson et al. 1999, Maznevski and Chudoba 2000), it is a challenge because of 
time zones, cultural divides, divergent mental models, and mediated communication (Galegher and 
Kraut 1994, Kanawattanachai and Yoo 2007, Kayworth and Leidner 2000, Sarker and Sahay 2004, 
Warkentin et al. 1997). Successful coordination is characterized by the integration and harmonious 
adjustment of individual activities towards the accomplishment of a larger goal (Singh 1992) or 
simply by working together effectively (Malone and Crowston 1991). Because coordination is most 
clearly noticeable when it is lacking (Malone and Crowston 1994), we investigate coordination 
performance in virtual teams by analyzing the extent to which it fails. 

 A communication breakdown causes a disruption in work practices, shifting the actors’ attention 
towards an appropriate recovery strategy (Bjørn and Ngwenyama 2009, Ngwenyama 1998). 
Communication breakdowns in virtual teams can range from specific instances of failed turn-taking 
(Garcia and Jacobs 1999, Sarker and Sahay 2003) to conflicts due to the differing perspectives 
inherent in different organizational roles (Griffin and Hauser 1996, Robey et al. 2000). In the 
context of virtual teams, communication breakdowns are defined as compromising or challenging 
coordination between actors on four different levels (Bjørn and Ngwenyama 2009). Lifeworld 
breakdowns occur when the taken-for-granted constitutive knowledge underpinning the 
coordination effort is challenged; organization breakdowns occur when existing organizational 
policies, procedures, technologies, and norms for coordination are challenged; work-process 
breakdowns occur when the efficacy of teamwork coordination practices and routines is challenged; 
and technology mediation breakdowns occur when the practical use of communication technology 
is challenged (Bjørn and Ngwenyama 2009). We analyze these four levels to identify and categorize 
communication breakdowns during virtual team coordination. Specifically, we assess a virtual 
team’s coordination performance by quantitatively analyzing how many breakdowns occur and by 
qualitatively analyzing the impact of breakdowns on coordination performance. 

Collective Minding 
The ability to coordinate and collaborate effectively in organizations has been conceptualized as a 
socio-cognitive phenomenon through the notion of a collective mind (Weick and Roberts 1993) and 
similarly through the notions of distributed cognition (Boland et al. 1994, Rogers and Ellis 1994, 
Wright et al. 2000) and shared cognition (Cannon-Bowers and Salas 2001, Cannon-Bowers et al. 
1993, Ensley and Pearce 2001). While developed for the context of high-reliance organizations, a 
collective mind should also be pursued in other organization types (Cooren 2004, Weick et al. 
1999).

 The collective mind has been linked to innovation capabilities with information technology 
(Swanson and Ramiller 2004) and performance in knowledge-intensive teams (Bijlsma-Frankema et 
al. 2008). The collective mind perspective has, furthermore, provided valuable insights into 
coordination in software requirements’ development (Crowston and Kammerer 1998), board 
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meetings (Cooren 2004), and virtual teams (Yoo and Kanawattanachai 2001). The major claim of 
collective mind theory is that individuals facilitate group performance by developing shared 
understandings of a team’s tasks and of one another (Crowston and Kammerer 1998). Weick and 
Roberts (1993) define collective mind as: 

‘...’ a pattern of heedful interrelations of actions in a social system. Actors in the system 
construct their actions (contributions), understanding that the system consists of 
connected actions by themselves and others (representation), and interrelate their 
actions within the system (subordination).

Heedfulness is an important attribute of the collective mind. Actors behave heedfully to the extent 
that they engage carefully, critically, consistently, purposefully, attentively, studiously, vigilantly, 
conscientiously, and pertinaciously (Weick and Roberts 1993). In a collective mind, each act is 
heedfully interrelated with the acts of other actors. Each actor must subject (subordination), depict 
(representation), and provide (contributions) for the social system as he or she continuously 
coordinates activities. 

 While research into the collective mind of virtual teams is still limited, Yoo and 
Kanawattanachai (2001) have related the concept to virtual team performance and called for micro-
level content analysis of how mediated communication can enable the collective mind. Such 
analyses have proven valuable in Cooren’s (2004) conversation analyses of board meetings. While 
controversial in some ways (Cooren 2006, McPhee et al. 2006), Cooren’s study provides valuable 
insights into how to investigate the collective mind in organizational communication. The study 
suggests that evidence of a collective mind has to be found in interactional patterns and not only in 
the perception of individual actors (Cooren 2004). Cooren (2004) proposes to focus on the process 
of collective minding, emphasizing that a collective mind can be found at multiple stages of 
development in an organization. Because actions are the primary units of analysis, and because the 
interrelation of actions is mediated by information technology, we adopt a language–action 
perspective to investigate collective minding in virtual teams. 

Multimodal Communication 
Coordination is the management of dependencies between activities (Malone and Crowston 1994) 
and understanding the heedful management of these dependencies requires a focus on how 
coordination is communicated and enacted. The language–action perspective, also known as speech 
act theory, provides such a focus on how people act through language. Speech act theory was 
developed by Austin (1962) and Searle (1969) based on the observation that utterances are not 
necessarily statements whose truth is at stake. Performatives, such as declarations or directives, can 
be uttered more or less appropriately, but they are not in a simple sense true or false. Similarly, 
commands, questions, and apologies are not descriptions of a nonlinguistic world (Winograd 1987). 
Adopting a language–action perspective to investigate how collective minding is mediated through 
teleconferencing, we apply Searle’s (1979) typology of speech acts in cooperative work (Winograd 
1987):

Assertive: Commit the speaker (in varying degrees) to something’s being the case – to 
the truth of an expressed proposition.

Directive: Attempt (in varying degrees) to get the hearer to do something. These 
include both questions (which can direct the hearer to make an assertive speech act in 
response) and commands (which direct the hearer to carry out some linguistic or 
nonlinguistic act). 
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Commissive: Commit the speaker (again in varying degrees) to some future course of 
action.

Declarative: Bring about the correspondence between the propositional content of the 
speech act and reality (e.g. pronouncing a couple married). 

Expressive: Express a psychological state about a situation (e.g. apologizing and 
praising).

Articulations of these five speech act types can be modified by the degree of illocutionary force 
(Holmes 1984, Sbisà 2001), making a statement more or less powerful. Virtual team 
communication is, however, not limited to articulations through the audio modality. Actors can also 
act through the visual modality with the use of information technology (Winograd 1987). In the 
considered case, actors complemented teleconferencing with real-time collaborative modeling based 
on mindmapping1 technology. During virtual meetings, actors would collaboratively and in real 
time manipulate text and other symbols to model a mindmap of their current and future efforts. This 
technology offered seven different types of manipulations to help actors communicate during virtual 
meetings: four allowed actors to manipulate a shared mindmap through the creation, deletion, 
movement, or renaming of nodes; and three allowed actors to add information to nodes through task 
assignment, node prioritization, and status reporting. As a result, we adopted this combination of 
articulations in the audio modality and manipulations in the visual modality to investigate virtual 
team coordination based on the multimodal use of information technology. 

Summary 

Figure 1 Research framework 

Figure 1 summarizes the adopted research framework, drawing on the theories of speech acts 
(Winograd 1987), communication breakdowns (Bjørn and Ngwenyama 2009), coordination 
(Malone and Crowston 1994), and collective mind (Weick and Roberts 1993). A virtual team’s 
coordination performance is considered through the lens of collective minding based on multimodal 
communication. We investigate multimodal communication, based on teleconferencing and real-
time collaborative modeling, by analyzing how articulations and manipulations are combined and 
interact (see Figure 1). We investigate collective minding by identifying how representation, 
contribution, and subordination are enacted through articulations and manipulations. The virtual 
team exhibits collective minding to the extent that these acts are heedfully interrelated. Finally, we 
investigate coordination performance by identifying communication breakdowns, by analyzing how 
these breakdowns affect coordination, and by assessing virtual team coordination performance in 
general. Based on the identified gap in current virtual team research and drawing on this 
framework, we pose the following research question: 

1 A mindmap is a diagram used to represent words, ideas, tasks, or other items linked to a central keyword or idea. 
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How does multimodal communication based on teleconferencing and real-time 
collaborative modeling affect collective minding and coordination in virtual teams? 

Research Method 
A Case Study Approach 
We adopted a case study approach for a number of reasons (Benbasat et al. 1987, Yin 2003): our 
research is guided by a how question; collective minding in virtual team coordination is a 
contemporary phenomenon that needs further investigation in real-life contexts (Yoo and 
Kanawattanachai 2001); and, while we know that collective minding affects virtual team 
performance (Yoo and Kanawattanachai 2001), the relationships between multimodal 
communication, collective minding, and coordination performance are not well understood. In 
addition, we had access to a case with unique and interesting characteristics (Yin 2003), where 
teleconferencing was combined with real-time collaborative modeling during virtual meetings. The 
team’s task was to finalize the development of the mindmapping tool they used to support 
collaborative modeling. We were thus able to investigate how a virtual team, which was highly 
dedicated to multimodal communication, managed to coordinate its efforts. Finally, the case 
provides rare insights into the sensitive and often troublesome coordination between management, 
marketing, and product development in a virtual team environment (Griffin and Hauser 1996). 

 The presented case study is explanatory (Yin 2003). We iteratively compared the theoretical 
research framework in Figure 1 with empirical evidence to explain how the virtual team managed to 
coordinate successfully with multimodal communication. Similar to Cooren’s (2004) conversation 
analyses of collective minding based on transcripts of a single board meeting, our study provides 
detailed analyses of multimodal communication during a virtual team’s meetings. Access to 
multiple data sources including tape recordings of all mediated articulations and video recordings of 
all mediated manipulations provided rich opportunities for combining quantitative and qualitative 
analyses (Mingers 2001, Sherif et al. 2006). 

The Case 
The investigated virtual team was a joint venture between a small Danish software company in 
Copenhagen, Software.DK, and a Russian R&D outsourcing provider in St Petersburg, 
Software.RU. Software.DK was established in January 2006 by 4 Danish partners who, between 
them, had 30 years of experience of developing computer simulations and intelligent learning 
solutions. Previously, they had developed a portfolio of advanced medical micro-simulators based 
on collaboration with Software.RU and other software development outsourcing companies in India. 
Software.RU was established in 1991 and had more than 350 Russian employees. The company had 
been engaged in more than 300 projects with companies from Denmark, Finland, Germany, 
Sweden, and the US. 

 The project was initiated by Software.DK in February 2006 with the goal of developing a web-
based, collaborative mindmap system to support systems development. The joint venture was 
established with Software.RU in April 2006 and named the Comapping project. The two companies 
had equal ownership, but made different contributions to the project. Software.RU initially assigned 
two developers to the project while Software.DK provided management, architectural, and design 
expertise. With two developers in Software.DK initially working full-time on the project along with 
the two Russian developers, there was a proof of concept ready the following month. 

 The Comapping project shifted its focus and hired three managers to develop a commercial 
strategy for the new system. The managers were, however, not able to agree on a strategy and were 
therefore released from the project. It was at this point, in early 2007, that we initiated contact with 
the Comapping project. After a period of technically focused management aimed at finalizing a 
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first, full version of the system, we started to observe systematically all the virtual meetings 
between the Danish and Russian sites in April 2007. The project was then managed by a team 
consisting of the CEO of the Comapping joint venture, a board member of Software.DK, and the 
Russian systems development manager. Three months later, the project reached a major milestone 
when a Fortune 500 company invested in the system. As a result, customization to the new partner’s 
requirements became the primary objective and the Comapping project staff was increased to eight 
full-time developers. Our case study ended in August 2007, when this milestone was reached and 
the project was reorganized. 

 Coordination in the virtual team relied mainly on teleconferencing via Skype (www.skype.com)
combined with real-time collaborative modeling via the mindmapping tool (www.comapping.com).
Virtual meetings were held between the Software.DK board member (representing management), 
the joint venture CEO (representing marketing), and the Russian systems development manager 
(representing product development). The conference language was English and all the virtual 
meetings took place within normal working hours as the time-zone difference between Copenhagen 
and St Petersburg is only two hours. The virtual meeting structure was closely reflected in the 
mindmap tool. Figure 2 shows the mindmap at the start of a meeting and the revised mindmap 
resulting from the meeting is shown by Figure 3. 

Figure 2 Screenshot of the Comapping mindmap before the virtual meeting on May 21, 2007 
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 The root “comapping todo” has two sub-nodes “current sprint” and “next sprint.” The sub-nodes 
represent assignments to individual team members or groups. Assignment priorities are usually 
indicated by a number and development status with a checkmark or an empty, half-, or three-
quarter-full circle. These priority and status indicators are also applied to sub-nodes of the mindmap 
hierarchy, e.g. “Web-site”, see Figure 2. Another frequently used indicator assigns a node to a 
specific individual using small text boxes below the node (names have been replaced with Xs). 
When multiple users navigate the mindmap, each individual’s cursor is visible to other users as a 
small box with the name of that individual. Manipulations of the mindmap, e.g. deleting, adding, or 
changing a node, are instantly made visible to other users. 

Figure 3 Screenshot of the Comapping mindmap after the virtual meeting on May 21, 2007 

 The virtual meetings usually start with a walkthrough of all the sub-nodes of “current sprint,” 
also known as the sprint backlog, in the agile software development method Scrum (Rising and 
Janoff 2000, Schwaber and Beedle 2001). The Russian systems development manager would report 
on the status of each node and nodes are deleted as assignments are completed. Other assignments 
are elaborated with new sub-tasks or they are given alternative priority or status. New assignments 
might also be introduced during this initial walkthrough. Virtual meetings would then typically 
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continue with a walkthrough of “next sprint” with sub-nodes representing assignments or ideas 
postponed for later. This would lead to changing the priorities of some sub-nodes or relocating sub-
nodes to “current sprint.” By the end of a virtual meeting, the actors would revisit “current sprint” 
and consider the feasibility of assignments and agree on a deadline for the sprint. The sub-nodes of 
“current sprint” would also be ordered according to priority, with the highest priorities placed 
highest.

Data Collection 
We collected data about the Comapping project from January 2007 through August 2007, including 
field observations, recordings of the virtual meetings, and team member interviews focused on the 
wider context. During the virtual meetings, the first author was present offsite as a passive observer, 
while audio recording conversations and video recording real-time collaborative modeling. A total 
of seven meetings were observed from April 2007 to July 2007 (see Table 1). The observations 
were initiated when the marketer was recruited to the project and ended at a major milestone when 
the Fortune 500 company invested in the system. Even though the mindmapping tool had not been 
officially released when the data collection started, all its basic functionality was readily available 
for the team’s coordination. 

Date
(2007)

Duration Participants 

April 24  32 min Marketer, Manager, Developer 

May 3 37 min Marketer, Manager, Developer 

May 16 17 min Marketer, Manager, Developer 

May 21 64 min Marketer, Manager, Developer 

June 4 32 min Marketer, Manager, Developer 

June 26 50 min Marketer, Manager, Developer 

July 2 15 min Marketer, Manager, Developer 

Table 1 Virtual meetings in the Comapping project 

Before we started observing virtual meetings, we conducted semi-structured interviews to help us 
understand the organization and work-group contexts (Majchrzak et al. 2000). These interviews 
were initiated with a face-to-face meeting with a key member of the Comapping project followed 
by interviews with other project members via Skype. Towards the end of our observations, we 
conducted a new series of interviews with key project members and the CEO of Software.DK. In 
total, we conducted eleven interviews (see Table 2). 
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Site and 
Nationality Role Background Date (2007) 

January 19 

March 6 

April 24 
Denmark 

Manager
Board Member of the 
Comapping project and 
Director of Technology & 
Innovation at Software.DK

Co-founder of Software.DK in 2006 and earlier co-owner of a software 
company in which he was Director of Research & Technology with 
responsibility for managing global projects and outsourcing relationships 
based on agile approaches. 

Education: Computer Science June 27

March 22 

Russia

Developer
Director of R&D for the 
Comapping project 

Manager of an Offshore Development Center within the Russian 
outsourcing provider for several years. 
Education: Computer Science July 13 

April 5 
Russia

Software developer in the 
Comapping project

Three years of experience as software developer at the Russian 
outsourcing provider. 
Education: Physics and Mathematics July 17 

May 8 

Denmark 
Marketer 
CEO for the joint venture 

Four years of experience as strategy consultant at major consultancy firms. 
Specialized within front-end optimization within marketing and sales 
ranging from segmentation and pricing to best practice and process 
optimization. 
Education: International Management 

June 28 

Denmark 

Chairman of the Comapping
joint venture, and CEO of 
Software.DK

Co-founder of Software.DK in 2006 and earlier co-owner of a software 
company in which he was Global Director of Learning Products. 

Education: Medicine and Medical Education 

August 8 

Table 2 Semi-structured interviews 

Data Analyses  
We analyzed the data using Atlas.ti V5.5 (Muhr 2008), allowing us to code virtual meeting 
recordings directly. The transcription of recordings was not a feasible approach because of the high 
interrelation between audio and visual modalities in the data. We coded the seven virtual meetings 
and used the data from the eleven semi-structured interviews to help us understand the context, 
antecedent conditions, and outcomes. 

 Table 3 summarizes the adopted coding scheme. We used three constructs – articulation acts, 
manipulation acts, and communication breakdowns – to find evidence of the concepts in the 
research framework (see Figure 1): multimodal communication via teleconferencing and real-time 
collaborative modeling; collective minding defined through representation, contribution, and 
subordination; and coordination performance. While all the constructs have significance for all the 
concepts in the research framework, each construct is primarily related to two of the concepts (see 
Table 3). Articulations were identified in the teleconferencing data and we considered them primary 
indicators of the actors’ contributions to collective minding. Manipulations were identified in the 
real-time collaborative modeling data and we considered them primary indicators of the actors’ 
representations in collective minding. Finally, communication breakdowns were identified based on 
both the articulation and manipulation data. These breakdowns convey a lack of ability to interrelate 
actions during virtual meetings and we considered them primary indicators of coordination 
performance and actors’ subordination to collective minding. 
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Construct Subcategory Description Primary Signification 

Assertive Commit the speaker (in varying degrees) to something’s 
being the case – to the truth of the expressed proposition. 

Directive

Attempt (in varying degrees) to get the hearer to do 
something. These include both questions (which can 
direct the hearer to make an assertive speech act in 
response) and commands (which direct the hearer to 
carry out some linguistic or nonlinguistic act). 

Commissive Commit the speaker (again in varying degrees) to some 
future course of action. 

Declarative 
Bring about the correspondence between the 
propositional content of the speech act and reality (e.g. 
pronouncing a couple married). 

Articulation Act 

Expressive Express a psychological state about a situation (e.g. 
apologizing and praising). 

Teleconferencing 

Contribution

Create node Making a node in the mind map.  

Delete node Removing a node from the mind map. 

Move node Relocating a node with or without sub-nodes in the mind 
map. 

Rename node Changing the text in a node in the mind map. 

Prioritize node Creating or changing a numeral attached to a node in the 
mind map. 

Assign task Creating or changing a textual attachment with one or 
more names to a node in the mind map. 

Manipulation Act 

Report status 
Creating or changing a symbol attached to a node in the 
mind map that is either a checkmark or an empty, half- or 
three-quarter-filled circle. 

Real-Time 
Collaborative
Modeling

Representation

Lifeworld Challenging the taken-for-granted constitutive 
knowledge underpinning the coordination effort 

Organization Challenging the established organizational policies, 
procedures, technologies, and norms for coordination 

Work process Challenging the team’s coordination practices and 
routines

Communication 
Breakdown 

Technology 
mediation 

Challenging the practical use of technology to mediate 
coordination 

Coordination 
Performance 

Subordination

Table 3 Coding scheme 

 The first author initially coded articulations and manipulations in the longest virtual meeting. 
The second author then critiqued the coding, leading to minor improvements of the coding scheme. 
The scheme was then shared with a research assistant, who, along with the first author, recoded the 
longest virtual meeting. In the case of disagreements, coding options were discussed between the 2 
coders until agreement was reached. There were no disputes in 90% of the instances. The second 
author then reviewed the coding of the longest virtual meeting by evaluating 5 randomly chosen 
instances of each articulation subcategory. Only 1 articulation instance under the Declaration 
subcategory led to disagreement, indicating 96% (1/25) agreement. All the virtual meetings were 
then coded according to the coding scheme by the first author and the research assistant. 

 The coding of communication breakdowns in virtual meetings was initiated by introducing the 
coding scheme in Table 3 to the research assistant. The first author and assistant then coded 3 
meetings. In cases of disagreement, the options were discussed until an agreement was reached. In 
this first step, 45% of the coded instances initiated no dispute between the 2 coders. The second 
author reviewed the coding and that led to a more inclusive interpretation of communication 
breakdowns. As a second step, the first author and the research assistant coded 2 additional 
meetings where 65% of the instances caused no dispute between the coders. Once again, the second 
author reviewed the coding, which led to 2 recategorizations and 1 deletion out of 22 identified 
communication breakdowns (86% agreement rate between the 2 coders and the second author). The 
review also led to further clarification of the coding scheme. In a final step, the first author and 
assistant coded all the virtual meetings from scratch following Table 3. In this process, 90% of the 
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coded instances initiated no dispute between the 2 coders. In cases of disagreement, the options 
were discussed until agreement was reached. Finally, the actor(s) who primarily triggered and 
alleviated each breakdown was identified. 

 We systematically triangulated the analyses of audio and video recordings of the seven meetings 
with the interview data presented in Table 2. The interviews were recorded and revisited multiple 
times throughout the analysis in order to establish antecedent conditions and outcomes, to address 
ambiguities in our analyses, and to compare our findings with the actors’ perceptions. In this way, 
we related our analyses of the collaborative technology in the Comapping project to the 
organizational and work-group contexts (Majchrzak et al. 2000). 

Results 
Quantitative Analyses 
Initially, we examined the data quantitatively based on the framework in Figure 1 and the constructs 
in Table 3. Table 4 and Table 5 summarize the articulations and manipulations during virtual 
meetings in the Comapping project and Table 6 summarizes the communication breakdowns and 
how actors triggered and alleviated them. 

Manager Developer Marketer Total 

Assertive 72 114 39 225 

Commissive 27 54 58 139 

Declarative 7 2 5 14 

Directive 72 21 74 167 

Expressive 39 29 26 94 

Total 217 220 202 639 

Table 4 Distribution of articulation acts in the audio modality 

 Overall, we identified 639 articulations corresponding to 2.59 (639/247) per minute. The 
articulations were equally distributed across the actors while the distribution of each articulation 
type differed significantly (see Table 4). Assertive acts were most frequently performed by the 
developer and least by the marketer; commissive acts were least frequently carried out by the 
manager; declarative acts were relatively rare; directive acts were less frequently performed by the 
developer; and expressive acts were almost evenly distributed. 

Manager Developer Marketer Total 

Assign task 7 1 3 11 

Create node 39 5 11 55 

Delete node 20 10 8 38 

Move node 30 1 1 32 

Prioritize node 22 4 3 29 

Rename node 12 0 3 15 

Report status 9 8 6 23 

Total 139 29 35 203 

Table 5 Distribution of manipulation acts in the visual modality 

 Overall, we identified 203 manipulations corresponding to 0.82 (203/247) per minute. The 
manipulations were unequally distributed across the actors (see Table 5). The manager was 
responsible for 69% (139/203), the marketer for 17% (35/203), and the developer for 14% (29/203) 
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of the manipulations of the mindmap. The most evenly distributed manipulation act was report 
status while the most unevenly distributed was move node. 

Lifeworld Organization Work
Process

Technology
Mediation Total

All Actors 11 7 33 10 61 

Manager 3 0 6 2 11 

Developer 3 1 9 1 14 

Marketer 4 5 17 2 28 

Actors triggering 
communication 
breakdowns 

No Actor 2 1 1 7 11 

Manager 6 5 18 7 36 

Developer 6 4 14 5 29 
Actors alleviating 
communication 
breakdown 

Marketer 3 1 8 2 14 

Table 6 Distribution of communication breakdowns 

 We identified a total of 61 breakdowns, corresponding to 0.25 (61/247) per minute. The most 
frequently occurring breakdown type was related to work process and accounted for 54% (33/61) 
(see Table 6). The remaining breakdowns were equally distributed between lifeworld, organization, 
and technology mediation issues. The marketer contributed most frequently to triggering 
organization and work-process breakdowns; the three actors contributed more equally to lifeworld 
breakdowns; and technology mediation breakdowns were most frequently, 70% (7/10), triggered by 
technology issues rather than a specific actor. The manager and developer contributed most 
frequently, 82% (65/79), to alleviating communication breakdowns. 

Qualitative Analyses 
As a next step, we investigated the coordination performance in the Comapping project 
qualitatively, focusing on how coordination was challenged through communication breakdowns. 
For each communication breakdown type, we reviewed relevant aspects of the quantitative 
analyses; we conducted detailed analyses of exemplar breakdowns; and we analyzed related 
participant perceptions based on interviews with virtual team members. 

Technology Mediation 

Technology mediation breakdowns occurred when the practical use of teleconferencing and real-
time collaborative modeling was challenged. This type of breakdown was rare and technology 
issues rather than actors triggered 70% (7/10) of them (see Table 6). Table 7 provides an overview 
of all the technology mediation breakdowns. The technical difficulties were poor sound quality, 
network connection failure, error in the mindmap system, and erroneous participation representation 
in the mindmap; the breakdowns caused by actors involved a lack of attention to technology 
features and problems related to turn-taking. 

Incident Occurrences 

Poor sound quality 3 

Network connection failure 2 

Error in the mindmap system: slow update of manipulation in the mindmap 1 

Erroneous participation representation in the mindmap 1 

Attention to how to operate the real-time collaborative modeling tool 1 

Attention to e-mail errors 1 

Failed turn-taking among participants 1 
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Table 7 Technology mediation breakdowns 

 While turn-taking is considered a challenging and significant issue in virtual team 
communication (Garcia and Jacobs 1999, Sarker and Sahay 2003), there was only one turn-taking 
breakdown during the Comapping project meetings. This incident involved the manager and 
marketer (see Quote 1), and it included one manipulation, assign task (Line 5), and three 
articulations, two directive (Lines 2 and 5) and one commissive (Line 3). 

1 Concurrently:

Manager (Denmark): Then we have ... 

Marketer (Denmark): I also ... 

  [Eight seconds pause] 

2 Manager (Denmark): ... the website 

3 Marketer (Denmark): The website, I think, the help button, I will do that. [Marketer moves his marker 
to the node “Web site” and then to its sub-node “Help”]

4 Manager (Denmark): Ahha ... (Acknowledging)

5 Marketer (Denmark): That should be moved up. [Marketer assigns the task “Help” to himself]

Quote 1 Virtual meeting, April 24, 2007 

In Line 1, the manager and marketer articulate simultaneously, causing a period of silence. In the 
recovery of the breakdown in Line 2, the manager makes a directive act, expressed through the 
shared reference point, “Web site,” in the mindmap. By referring to a specific node, the manager 
brings immediate attention to what he intends to communicate and reduces the likelihood of 
misunderstandings. The marketer then repeats the manager’s statement in Line 3 and places his 
marker on the “Web site” node. The marketer continues with a commissive act in Line 3 
supplemented by the manipulation act in Line 5. Quote 1 illustrates how the manager and marketer 
quickly recovered from the turn-taking breakdown by combining articulations and manipulations 
mediated by the two technologies. This pattern of combining articulation and manipulation occurred 
quite frequently during the Comapping project meetings. In total, 42% (86/203) of manipulations 
were combined with articulations. 

 The heedful communication in Quote 1 provides evidence of collective minding. While failed 
turn-taking can indicate a lack of heed during mediated communication in virtual teams, the 
breakdown in the Comapping project had a limited adverse effect on the communication between 
the manager and marketer. Moreover, the two actors exhibited heedfulness, when exploiting both 
communication modalities to recover immediately from the breakdown. The actors subordinated 
their articulations and manipulations to the shared representation readily available in the mindmap. 
Interestingly, a collective mind can degenerate if it is unchallenged for a longer period of time 
(Weick and Roberts 1993). So, besides providing evidence of how actors recovered from a 
communication breakdown, Quote 1 shows how the collective mind was revitalized through actors’ 
heedful responses to breakdowns. In total, we only identified 1 turn-taking breakdown in 203 
manipulations and 639 articulations during 7 virtual meetings and 4 hours of activity. This indicates 
high coordination performance in the Comapping project as failed turn-taking is a common 
challenge in mediated communication (Garcia and Jacobs 1999, Sarker and Sahay 2003). 

 All three actors in the virtual meetings had previous experience of working in virtual teams. In 
an interview, the marketer argued for the adopted approach to collaborative mindmapping by 
critiquing communication technology choices such as teleconferencing and e-mail in his past virtual 
team experiences. Hence, the actors’ past experiences of working in virtual teams influenced their 
perceptions and capabilities during the considered multimodal communication in the Comapping
project.
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Work Process 

Work-process breakdowns occurred when the efficacy of the team’s coordination practices and 
routines were challenged. This type of breakdown was the most frequent, constituting 54% (33/61) 
of all the breakdowns during the meetings (see Table 6). Table 8 provides an overview of the 
individual incidents. The most frequent breakdowns were “participants request repeat of 
articulation” and “uncertainty concerning how to use the real-time collaborative modeling tool.” 
These breakdowns account for 38% (23/61) of all the communication breakdowns during the 
meetings. 

Incident Occurrences 

Participants request repeat of articulation  12 

Uncertainty concerning how the team uses the real-time collaborative modeling tool 11 

Participants reveal misrepresentation of information articulated by another participant 6 

Talking on the phone during the virtual meeting 2 

Failed coordination of mindmap manipulations 1 

Misrepresentation of information in the mindmap 1 

Table 8 Work-process breakdowns 

 The most frequent incident is “participants request repeat of articulation,” constituting 20% 
(12/61) of all breakdowns. This is a very common conversational breakdown and it is interesting to 
investigate how the actors responded in the Comapping project. Quote 2 presents one typical 
conversational breakdown involving the manager and the developer. The quote includes two 
manipulations, the create node (line 3) and prioritize node (Line 6), and four articulations, two 
directives (Lines 1 and 2), one assertive (Line 4), and one declarative (Line 6). 

1 Manager (Denmark): Another thing, when you log in, it should also have the box for signing up a 
new user. 

2 Developer (Russia): When you log in ... say it again. 

3 Manager (Denmark): I am just writing it up under website ... When logged in, make sure there is a 
box to allow new users to sign up. [Manager creates node as a sub-node under “Web site”] 

4 Manager (Denmark): So, if I am using my computer and would like to sign someone else up there is 
no way I can do that right now without logging out.

5 Developer (Russia): Ahhh ... Okay ... 

6 Manager (Denmark): So, that is a huge bug. [Manager prioritizes node on level 2]

Quote 2 Virtual meeting, May 21, 2007 

 The manager articulates a directive in Line 1. However, the developer appears inattentive and 
articulates in Line 2 a directive, requesting the manager to repeat his articulation. In response, the 
manager repeats his initial directive in Line 3 while also creating a node. This is visible in Figure 3 
where, in comparison with Figure 2, all the changes of this particular virtual meeting are 
represented. Then, the manager emphasizes the directive with an assertive articulation in Line 4. 
The developer acknowledges in Line 5 and the manager declares that it is a huge bug in Line 6. 
Quote 2 illustrates how the manager heedfully alleviates the breakdown by combining articulations 
and manipulations mediated by the two technologies. The pattern of combining articulations and 
manipulations is similar to the one in Quote 1. However, Line 6 in Quote 2 illustrates an interesting 
inconsistency between the manager’s articulations and manipulations. While boosting the 
illocutionary force of the articulation (Holmes 1984, Sbisà 2001) by stating it is “a huge bug,” the 
manager sets the node priority to level 2. So, in this case, the declarative use of articulations was 
modified by a manipulation, which provides one possible reason why only 2% (14/639) of the 
articulations were declarative. 
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 The developer’s request for repeating an articulation indicates a possible lack of heed. However, 
the breakdown enhances the manager’s heedfulness as he immediately exploits both communication 
modalities to alleviate the breakdown. Interestingly, this shows how an actor in the Comapping
project exhibited heedfulness as he perceived another member of the collective mind as heedless. 
This observation is in contrast to the general claim that heedless interrelating can induce further 
heedlessness in the organization (Weick and Roberts 1993). One possible explanation is that the 
incident of heedless interrelating by the developer had little significance for the manager because 
the developer immediately explicated his lack of heed (Line 2). The manager’s representation of the 
social system was as a result not affected, in contrast to situations in which heedlessness by an actor 
might have ripple effects on the level of heed exhibited by other actors because breakdowns are 
created in each individual’s representation of the social system. 

 The Comapping project was not only supported by representations in the mindmap. In an 
interview, the manager argued that e-mail notifications of code contributions sent to all the project 
members served as a simple but important shared representation of the project. These e-mail 
notifications were systematically reviewed by both the developer and the manager, enabling a 
detailed representation of the progress and quality of the project members’ contributions. The 
manager also argues that, while everyone can make mistakes, their work process entailed the early 
discovery of most errors, avoiding later cost escalation. A similar frequent review process was 
conducted when code was transferred from the test server to the production server. The manager 
also regularly coordinated directly with the developers in Russia without involving the managing 
developer, further entailing a detailed project representation. In his account of these activities, the 
manager emphasized the importance of continued high attention to quality in even the smallest 
detail, which when enacted is mirrored by the other actors in the Comapping project. 

Organization 

Organization breakdowns occurred when existing organizational policies, procedures, technologies, 
and norms for coordination in the Comapping project were challenged. This type of breakdown was 
the least frequent, constituting only 11% (7/61) of the incidents (see Table 6). The marketer, who 
was the most recent member of the Comapping project, contributed to triggering 71% (5/7) of these 
breakdowns. Table 9 provides an overview of all the organization breakdowns. 

Incident Occurrences 

Unclear procedures for business strategies 1 

Unclear responsibilities for documentation of agreements 1 

Norms of efficiency in the project are challenged 1 

Inability to recall previous undocumented agreements 1 

Unclear responsibilities for paying fees to external party 1 

Participants focus on what should be discussed in the technical focused virtual meetings 1 

Undecided procedures for server-upgrading 1 

Table 9 Organization breakdowns 

 One organizational breakdown triggered by the marketer was “unclear procedures for business 
strategies.” This particular incident unfolded as a debate over 6 minutes, making it the most time-
consuming breakdown during the observed meetings. The incident illustrates the difficulties in 
coordinating between development and marketing (Griffin and Hauser 1996). In the following, we 
analyze the initial part of this incident involving the marketer, manager, and developer (see Quote 
3). The quote includes two articulations by the manager, one directive (Line 8), and one expressive 
(Line 10). 

1 Marketer (Denmark): “Developer,” we talked about the desktop application. 
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2 Developer (Russia): Yeah. 

3 Marketer (Denmark): And also “Manager,” we were thinking that the desktop application should be 
launched no later than two months. 

4 Manager (Denmark): No later or not earlier? 

5 Marketer (Denmark): Well, I have told people, well only a few. I was thinking we should launch it 
between one or two months from today’s date. 

6 Manager (Denmark): Well, hehe ... (Short laugh).

7 Marketer (Denmark): Is that possible? I’m just thinking how should we integrate this into the current 
sprint? 

8 Manager (Denmark): I think that you need to stop telling people when things will come, before we 
have decided.  

9 Developer (Russia): Hehe ... (Laughing)

10 Manager (Denmark): We don’t know the impact of the desktop application. We don’t know how long 
it will take yet. 

Quote 3 Virtual meeting, May 21, 2007 

In this part of the incident, the marketer refers in Line 1 to a previous discussion with the developer 
regarding a desktop application version of the Comapping product. He also refers to a previous 
discussion of a deadline in Line 3 and points out that he had shared this information with other 
people in Line 5. The marketer thereby refers to a commissive articulation he made outside the 
virtual meeting context. Almost concurrently with the manager’s short laugh in Line 6, the marketer 
in Line 7 asks whether this goal is possible and how they can integrate it into the current sprint. In a 
response, the manager articulates a directive in Line 8, stating that the marketer should stop 
revealing such information to people without coordination with the team. The developer briefly 
laughs, suggesting disagreement with the marketer; this disagreement becomes more pronounced 
later during the incident. The manager then reasons his directive with the expressive statement in 
Line 10. The absence of articulation acts throughout the marketer’s communication expresses a high 
level of uncertainty on his behalf. As a consequence, he agrees by the end of the incident that the 
team should not prioritize the desktop application. (The marketer appears to assert in Line 5 and 
direct in Line 7; but we did not consider these as articulation acts because of their rather weak 
illocutionary force (Holmes 1984, Sbisà 2001)). 

 The marketer’s commissive articulation to external parties preceding Quote 3 never became an 
interrelated contribution as part of a shared representation of the Comapping project. While the 
marketer’s referral to a discussion with the developer in Line 1 suggests interrelatedness between 
the two, his attempt to include the desktop application in the current sprint in Line 7 was 
unsuccessful. This lack of interrelatedness on the desktop application issue was explicitly pointed 
out by the manager in Line 8, and, later in the incident, the developer also challenged the marketer’s 
representation in Line 3. Hence, the marketer’s contribution to the Comapping project related to the 
desktop application was never subordinated, despite his attempt to do so. 

 The part of the incident following Quote 3 focused on how to prioritize Comapping features 
from a business point of view. In an interview, the manager pointed out that task prioritization had 
been a significant challenge between him and the developer during the start of the Comapping
project. Back then, they maintained a document with a list of prioritized tasks. However, they ended 
up with a large number of tasks with first priority, and it was difficult for the developer to prioritize 
between them. Subsequently, the project adopted time boxing in the form of sprints (Jalote et al. 
2004, Rising and Janoff 2000) and started to use the mindmapping tool. Project tasks were in this 
way structured and prioritized in a straightforward fashion and explicitly represented in the 
mindmap, allowing actors to contribute and subordinate more easily.  
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 While the chairman of the Comapping joint venture described the project as having two 
timelines, one for product development and one for marketing, the mindmap was predominantly 
related to product development with little consideration of marketing. Against this background and 
given that the marketer had joined the project recently, it is not surprising to find the interrelation 
difficulties in Quote 3. However, the Russian developer not participating in the meetings stated that 
the marketer had a revitalizing effect on the Comapping project. The marketer’s pressure to move 
forward, even beyond team capabilities, gave this developer a more positive perception of the 
project.

Lifeworld 

Lifeworld breakdowns occurred when taken-for-granted constitutive knowledge underpinning the 
coordination of the Comapping project was challenged. This type of breakdown constituted 18% 
(11/61) of the incidents and was the only type evenly triggered by the marketer, manager, and 
developer (see Table 6). Lifeworld breakdowns were predominantly related to a need for conveying 
taken-for-granted professional or cultural knowledge. Table 10 provides an overview of all the 
lifeworld breakdowns. 

Incidence Occurrences 

A need for conveying fundamental professional knowledge 4 

A need for conveying fundamental cultural knowledge 4 

Ambiguous language use 1 

Uncertainty regarding name articulation 1 

Unawareness of the physical location of a new participant 1 

Table 10 Lifeworld breakdowns 

 One breakdown related to “a need for conveying fundamental cultural knowledge” involved an 
effort to explain a technical requirement based on a particular use case. However, differences in 
contextual knowledge about the use case triggered a dispute between the developer and the 
manager. Quote 4 illustrates part of this incident; the quote includes one assertive articulation by the 
developer in Line 8. 

1 Manager (Denmark): So it is just if you go to a public library and you log in without having 
remember me clicked you don’t want the next person to be able to access your account.

2 Developer (Russia): Yeah of course but in a public library you usually have to log in to the machine. 

3 Manager (Denmark): Well, no not here, it could be anywhere, it could be an Internet cafe, whatever. 

4 Developer (Russia): I see ... But I think all these guys usually have some kind of user session. 

5 Manager (Denmark): No, it doesn’t matter if I go to some computer no matter where it is and I have 
just logged in without having a special system and I don’t click remember me, the next person should 
not be able to access my account. 

6 Developer (Russia): Then just close the browser. 

7 Manager (Denmark): Yes, I understand that then if that is what you need to do we should put a 
notice about that. 

8 Developer (Russia): Probably, yes, but we can do nothing about it you understand ...

Quote 4 Virtual meeting, May 21, 2007 

The part of the incident preceding Quote 4 concerns a sub-node of the next sprint called “Log out 
on close if remember me has not been checked.” The developer follows the established routine by 
accounting for the status and challenges related to the task represented by the node. However, the 
manager disputes the developer’s account of the task’s key challenge. In an attempt to communicate 
his perspective more clearly, the manager refers to an exemplary use situation at a public library in 
Line 1. However, the developer challenges the circumstances of the exemplary use situation in Line 
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2. In response, the manager states that the challenge of circumstances isn’t valid in his lifeworld and 
instead refers to another exemplary use situation in Line 3. Again challenged by the developer in 
Line 4, the manager further elaborates his concern in Line 5. The developer suggests a solution in 
Line 6, which the manager states should be communicated in the product in Line 7. The developer 
then makes an assertive articulation in Line 8 elaborating the reasons why no technical solutions are 
available to address the concerns raised by the manager. 

 In Quote 4, the actors express different perceptions of the exemplary use situation grounded in 
their Danish and Russian lifeworlds. While the exemplary use situation seeks to ease difficulties in 
communicating requirements, it causes a breakdown because of differences in the team members’ 
lifeworlds. However, the manager quickly alleviates the breakdown by shifting to a different 
reference point. He thereby limits the need for subordination to social systems grounded in the 
actors’ respective Russian and Danish contexts. Uncovering of lifeworld differences was, however, 
also important to the Comapping product as the project was not only targeting a specific region and 
therefore needed to take regional variations into consideration. 

 In our analyses of the Comapping project, we considered all articulations that were not task-
related as coordination breakdowns. While such articulations can be attempts to share knowledge 
required as a prerequisite for task execution, we saw them as distractions from task-focused 
coordination. Two such incidents related to conveying fundamental cultural knowledge were 
triggered by the developer’s account of Russian national holidays, when deciding on a deadline for 
a sprint. While sharing this contextual knowledge did not cause any dispute between team members, 
it did take up additional project time. Effective coordination with limited sharing of contextual 
knowledge may require significant trust between actors (Jarvenpaa and Leidner 1999, Jarvenpaa et 
al. 2004, Kanawattanachai and Yoo 2002); and Weick and Roberts (1993) state that reliable 
performance may require a well-developed collective mind in the form of a complex, attentive 
system tied together by trust. According to the chairman of the Comapping joint venture and the 
manager, a high level of trust had been established through past collaboration between the two 
companies before the joint venture. 

 Coordination based on limited sharing of professional knowledge across sites also requires 
significant trust. Only 36% (4/11) of the lifeworld breakdowns in the Comapping project pertained 
to a need for conveying fundamental professional knowledge. In one incident, the marketer stated 
that he didn’t understand the issue being discussed and didn’t expect he had to, with which both the 
manager and the developer agreed. This is in line with Cannon-Bowers and Salas’s (2001) 
suggestion that high performance teams can have systems and tasks so complex that it is impossible 
for any single team member to hold all the required knowledge. In such cases, professional 
knowledge is specialized and distributed, requiring coordination between several team members.

Discussion
Drawing on the theories of speech acts (Winograd 1987), communication breakdowns (Bjørn and 
Ngwenyama 2009), coordination (Malone and Crowston 1994), and collective mind (Weick and 
Roberts 1993), we developed the research framework in Figure 1 to investigate the research 
question: How does multimodal communication based on teleconferencing and real-time 
collaborative modeling affect collective minding and coordination in virtual teams? Based on our 
analyses of the Comapping project, we first discuss key empirical evidence that teleconferencing 
and real-time collaborative modeling facilitated collective minding and contributed to successful 
outcomes. Subsequently, we draw on the empirical evidence to offer theoretical propositions that 
explain how multimodal communication can facilitate collective minding and positively impact on 
coordination performance in virtual teams. Finally, we argue that the presented research framework 
can support further investigations into the impacts of multimodal communication on virtual team 
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coordination based on the constructs of articulation acts, manipulation acts, and communication 
breakdowns.

Empirical Findings: The Comapping Project 
Discussing the key empirical findings from the Comapping project, we follow the logic of the 
research model in Figure 1, starting with multimodal communication. During the virtual meetings, 
the actors negotiated the specification of tasks, their priority, and the time box in which they should 
be addressed. These interrelated activities were mediated by teleconferencing and real-time 
collaborative modeling. Communication with one technology relied heavily on the mirroring of 
content by the other technology (cf. Quote 1 and 2), thus enhancing turn-taking capabilities (Garcia 
and Jacobs 1999, Sarker and Sahay 2003) and modifying articulation force (Holmes 1984, Sbisà 
2001). Overall, articulations through teleconferencing were equally distributed across the three 
actors while the distribution of each type of articulation differed significantly (cf. Table 4). 
Manipulations of the shared model were unequally distributed across the three actors, with the 
manager responsible for a significant majority of manipulations (cf. Table 5). 

 Considering how multimodal communication practices affected collective minding, we draw on 
the three defining concepts: contribution, representation, and subordination (cf. Figure 1). 
Teleconferencing offered easy and frequent procurement of contributions during the seven virtual 
meetings. However, the communication of a contribution was typically reinforced by a subsequent 
representation in the mindmap (cf. Quote 2). As the manager was by far the most dominant 
manipulator of the mindmap, he had a powerful role in continuously shaping the shared model of 
the Comapping project (cf. Table 5). Contributions were at times initiated as manipulations of the 
model, however not without subsequent articulations through teleconferencing. 

 The actors’ representations of the system of interdependent actions in the Comapping project 
were continuously shaped and maintained through a combination of articulations through 
teleconferencing and manipulations of the shared model in the mindmap. Each actor articulated 
personal representations of the project, significantly influenced by their role as marketer, manager, 
and developer (cf. Quote 3) (Griffin and Hauser 1996). As key representations were shared through 
manipulations in the modeling tool, it became transparent how individual actors’ representations 
were related and whether what was articulated was consistent with what had previously been agreed 
upon. In this way, collaborative modeling helped the actors immediately identify differences and 
inconsistencies in representations and supported subsequent resolution through teleconferencing. 

 Subordination to the evolving system of interdependent actions in the Comapping project was 
evidenced by relatively rare communication breakdowns that in all cases were effectively alleviated 
(cf. Table 6). The actors furthermore reduced the need for subordination to social systems grounded 
in their respective Russian and Danish contexts (cf. Quote 4). The modeling tool provided the actors 
with a comprehensive overview of the system, through which they continuously interrelated their 
actions. The tool offered a simplified and shared model of the virtual team’s goals, tasks, and 
priorities, a model that was updated in real time and was ready-at-hand during meetings (cf. Quote 
1). This up-to-date and comprehensive model of core dependencies in the Comapping project
helped the three actors keep the project on track as they continuously subordinated to essential 
project issues and commitments. 

 The analyses of articulations, manipulations, and breakdowns in the Comapping project provide
strong evidence of heedful interrelation of actions between the marketer, manager, and developer. 
Most importantly, there was a low frequency of breakdowns; these breakdowns never severely 
disrupted the coordination efforts as the actors immediately managed to address them and return to 
the coordination issues at hand; and, in situations where breakdowns showed evidence of 
heedlessness by some actors (cf. Quote 2), other actors reinforced heedful interrelation by 
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combining the two communication modalities to alleviate the breakdown immediately. Overall, the 
analyses demonstrate how the combined use of audio and visual modalities enabled collective 
minding between the three actors in the Comapping project.

 Finally (cf. Figure 1), there was high coordination performance in the Comapping project in the 
sense that the marketer, manager, and developer under the considered stage of the project integrated 
and harmoniously adjusted individual work efforts to accomplish project goals (Singh 1992). 
Before the start of this stage, the project had focused on technically finalizing the system based on 
an initial prototype; now, the focus was on preparing the system for the market and on attracting 
commercial interest. Also, at this point, the marketer joined the management team as a new member 
to emphasize the commercial goals. High coordination performance in the project was evidenced by 
the low frequency of breakdowns (Malone and Crowston 1994) (cf. Table 6), and by the effective 
use of audio and visual modalities to alleviate breakdowns immediately. Moreover, at the end of the 
considered stage, the team successfully negotiated a strategic product development and marketing 
alliance with a Fortune 500 company. 

Theoretical Reflections: Collective Minding in Virtual Teams 
The collective mind concept was developed in the complex, but homogenous, context of an aircraft 
carrier’s flight deck (Weick and Roberts 1993). This is quite different from a virtual team context 
characterized by inhomogeneous physical work environments and situated lifeworlds (Gibson and 
Gibbs 2006). It is therefore important to compare and contrast the two contexts. First, the physical 
environment on the flight deck constitutes the space in which the task is to be coordinated; this 
physical environment offers a shared representation of the coordination space that can be readily 
shared amongst the involved actors. Similarly, the virtual environment of a distributed team 
constitutes the space in which the task is to be coordinated; however, the sharing of this space needs 
to be mediated through the use of information technology. Second, the onshore lifeworlds of the 
aircraft carrier personnel are of secondary importance in relation to the task faced on the flight deck; 
this is continuously reinforced as the actors on the aircraft carrier emerge into the same physical 
work environment as long as the carrier is offshore. Similarly, the local lifeworlds of the 
Comapping project members are of secondary importance in relation to the task faced by the virtual 
team; however, the actors emerge into different lifeworlds and need to be continuously reminded of 
their shared commitments and activities in the virtual space. Simply put, mediated communication 
therefore needs to play a central role to enable collective minding in a distributed team 
environment. 

To help us understand and further investigate how virtual team members can heedfully interrelate 
through mediated communication, we present four theoretical propositions based on the findings 
from the Comapping project. The propositions explain how multimodal communication can 
facilitate collective minding and impact on performance in virtual teams through attention to 
technology, work processes, organization, and lifeworlds (Bjørn and Ngwenyama 2009). We 
discuss each proposition in relation to the collective minding and virtual team coordination 
literature.

Proposition 1 (Technology mediation). Multimodal communication based on 
teleconferencing and real-time collaborative modeling can facilitate collective minding in 
virtual teams and positively impact on coordination performance. 

 The analyses of the Comapping project demonstrate how the combined use of teleconferencing 
and real-time collaborative modeling enabled collective minding between the marketer, manager, 
and developer. The detailed analyses of articulations, manipulations, and breakdowns during the 
seven virtual meetings provide evidence of the heedful interrelation of actions between the three 
actors. Most importantly, there was a low frequency of breakdowns and breakdowns never severely 
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disrupted the actors’ attention to the coordination issues at hand. In addition, the project was 
successful in meeting its stated objectives. These findings motivate Proposition 1 on technology 
mediation in virtual team coordination. 

 Weick and Roberts (1993) provide examples of underdeveloped collective minding such as 
groupthink (Galanter 1989), the Challenger disaster (Starbuck and Milliken 1988), and ethnocentric 
research groups (Weick 1983). These examples share subordination to a social system that is 
envisaged carelessly. The combination of teleconferencing and real-time collaborative modeling in 
the Comapping project helped the actors heedfully negotiate and maintain a shared representation of 
the project. The ease of contributing through teleconferencing and a shared, real-time model 
provided the Comapping project with flexibility. Such flexibility facilitates collective minding, as 
organic systems typically have more fully developed minds than mechanistic systems because of 
their capacity to reconfigure themselves into dynamically shifting structures (Weick and Roberts 
1993). In addition, smart systems do the right thing regardless of their current structure and of 
whether the environment is stable or turbulent (Weick and Roberts 1993). We should therefore 
expect actors’ approaches to coordination to affect mediated team coordination, in particular when 
enabled by combinations of different information technologies. Other case studies have suggested 
that leaner communication media such as e-mail can facilitate collective minding (Im et al. 2005). 
However, such leaner media will likely require considerable efforts to construct a heedful project 
representation; they will likely lead to more frequent and severe communication breakdowns; and 
as a result the project may be more likely to be envisaged carelessly.

Proposition 2 (Work process). The combination of teleconferencing and real-time 
collaborative modeling can help actors heedfully sense and respond to work-process 
breakdowns in virtual team coordination. 

 There were on average 0.25 communication breakdowns per minute over the 7 virtual meetings 
in the Comapping project. None of these seriously disrupted the actors’ coordination. Interestingly, 
there were cases of work-process breakdowns that enhanced one actor’s heedfulness as he sensed 
another member of the virtual team acting heedlessly. For example, in the breakdown in Quote 2, 
the developer’s request for repeating an articulation indicates a possible lack of heed. However, the 
breakdown enhanced the manager’s heedfulness as he immediately exploited both audio and visual 
modalities to alleviate the breakdown. These observations motivate Proposition 2 on managing 
work-process breakdowns in mediated team coordination. 

 The contrast between Proposition 2 and the claim that heedless interrelating induces further 
heedlessness (Weick and Roberts 1993) can be explained through the particular nature of mediated 
team coordination. The perceived incidents of heedless interrelation in the Comapping project 
would likely not be considered breakdowns in Weick and Roberts’s (1993) study. Situated on an 
aircraft carrier flight deck, their study focused on complex systems of dependencies between many 
actors with less emphasis on the details of communication between individual actors. As a result, 
Weick and Roberts (1993) identified incidents in which heedlessness by one actor had ripple effects 
on the level of heed exhibited by other actors by creating breakdowns in each individual’s 
representation of the social system. In the Comapping project, the responding actor exhibited 
additional heed as he reconstructed his contribution multiple times. In doing so, he relied on the 
heedful representation of the Comapping project that was constructed and shared through the 
combined use of teleconferencing and real-time collaborative modeling. 

Proposition 3 (Organization). Specification, prioritization, and time boxing of tasks through 
multimodal communication can facilitate collective minding in virtual teams.

 During the early stages of the Comapping project, task management had caused significant 
organizational breakdowns. According to the manager, they initially had a large number of tasks 
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with first priority, making it difficult for the developer to prioritize between them. This experience 
motivated the structuring of the project into sprints (Rising and Janoff 2000), allowing the team to 
time box (Jalote et al. 2004) specific tasks. During the mediated virtual meetings, the Comapping
project negotiated the specification of tasks, their priority, and the time box in which they should be 
addressed. These interrelated activities were supported by the flexibility of the mindmapping tool, 
providing a ready-at-hand integration of their negotiations into a shared project model. In this way, 
the combined use of task specification, prioritization, and time boxing enabled collective minding 
by helping the three actors contribute and subordinate to the project based on a shared and 
continuously updated representation of key commitments. These findings motivate Proposition 3 on 
the organization of mediated team coordination. 

 To avoid subordination to a system that is envisaged carelessly, a high level of attention should 
be given to maintaining a heedful representation of the system (Weick and Roberts 1993). In the 
Comapping project, tasks were structured into sprints in the real-time collaborative modeling tool. 
This time boxing limited the actors’ commitment to concurrent tasks and imposed additional 
structure on their meetings, which reduced the likelihood of information overload. Information 
overload implies actors have more information available than they can assimilate (Edmunds and 
Morris 2000) and it leads to a loss of perspective and greater tolerance of error (Eppler and Mengis 
2004). Such effects could adversely affect the actors’ representation of the system and their ability 
to interrelate actions heedfully. The adopted organization of the project’s coordination created a 
simple and shared workspace that helped the actors assign and coordinate work dynamically 
(Dourish and Bellotti 1992). 

Proposition 4 (Lifeworld). Collective minding helps virtual team members overcome 
differences in cultural and professional knowledge across sites without explicitly sharing that 
knowledge.

 Lifeworld breakdowns occurred when taken-for-granted constitutive knowledge underpinning 
the coordination of the Comapping project was challenged. Interestingly, these breakdowns were 
relatively rare, accounting for only 18% of incidents, and they mostly related to differences in 
cultural and professional knowledge across sites. In the lifeworld breakdown in Quote 4, the actors 
identify differences in cultural knowledge, but immediately move beyond these differences by 
agreeing on general product requirements. In a different breakdown, the actors explicitly agreed that 
professional knowledge underlying a specific action didn’t need to be shared. These findings 
motivate Proposition 4 related to lifeworld challenges in virtual team coordination. 

 Current research has identified serious difficulties related to knowledge sharing across sites in 
virtual teams (Cramton 2001, Majchrzak et al. 2005, Sole and Edmondson 2002) and coined these 
the mutual knowledge problem (Cramton 2001) and the situated knowledge challenge (Sole and 
Edmondson 2002). In response, it has been suggested temporarily to relocate participants physically 
(Sole and Edmondson 2002), to support the communication of differences in context by information 
technology (Majchrzak et al. 2005), and to hone the skill of grasping local realities across teams 
(Cramton 2001). Proposition 4 questions such a strong emphasis on explicitly sharing cultural and 
professional knowledge across sites as a substitute for everyday sharing of contextual knowledge in 
collocated teams. 

 Indeed, the findings from the Comapping project and the success of open source development 
provide a different perspective. In open source development, participants are collectively capable of 
developing innovative products and services (Ebert 2007, von Hippel 2001, von Hippel and von 
Krogh 2003) even though they are scattered around the globe with no or little knowledge of local 
contexts. Knowledge sharing is, of course, a key activity in open source development (Sowe et al. 
2008, Spaeth et al. 2008), but the knowledge shared is task-related rather than team-related (Sowe et 
al. 2008). A core group typically creates the vast majority of new functionality (Koch and Schneider 
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2002, Mockus et al. 2002); these groups coordinate informally using very simple communication 
tools like e-mail, listservs, newsgroups, and change management systems, e.g. CVS or Bugzilla 
(Mockus and Herbsleb 2002). While open source development has specific characteristics, such as 
developers being experts in a narrowly defined domain and the core group not exceeding a certain 
size to limit the overhead of informal coordination (Mockus and Herbsleb 2002), these insights 
corroborate the findings from the Comapping project and suggest that mediated team coordination – 
under certain conditions – can be successful with little or no sharing of knowledge about local 
contexts.

 Turning to the more general literature on team coordination, Proposition 4 is in line with the 
claim that inadequate individual comprehension can be compensated for through social means 
(Weick and Roberts 1993). In fact, socio-cognitive theory suggests that high performance teams can 
be so complex that it is impossible for any single team member to hold all the knowledge required 
for success (Cannon-Bowers and Salas 2001). In such cases, team members need to specialize and 
success will therefore depend on the team’s ability to coordinate effectively based on the diverse 
knowledge of several members. 

Research Methodology: Multimodal Communication in Virtual Teams 
While the use of multimodal communication allows actors to combine different forms of interaction 
in virtual team meetings, it also leads to unusually complex sets of data. To address this complexity, 
we separated concerns by drawing on specific distinctions (see Table 3) and by subsequently 
integrating these into a coherent analytical framework (see Figure 1). Moving from left to right in 
the presented research framework in Figure 1, our analyses have drawn on speech act theory 
(Austin 1962, Searle 1969, Winograd 1987) to distinguish between assertive, directive, commissive, 
declarative, and expressive articulations; we have identified assign task, create node, delete node, 
move node, rename node, prioritize node, and report status as distinct manipulations of shared 
mindmaps; we have drawn on virtual team research (Bjørn and Ngwenyama 2009, Ngwenyama 
1998) to distinguish between technology mediation, work process, organization, and lifeworld 
communication breakdowns; and we have analyzed contributions, representation, and subordination 
as the defining characteristics of collective minding (Weick and Roberts 1993).  

 Drawing on these constructs, we have demonstrated how the combined use of teleconferencing 
and real-time collaborative modeling allowed the actors in the Comapping project to interrelate 
heedfully and achieve high coordination performance. The evidence is provided through detailed 
analyses of all the mediated articulations and manipulations between the involved actors and of all 
the communication breakdowns that occurred during these interactions in the Comapping project.
These analyses contribute to the literature by going beyond simplistic analyses of individual 
perceptions as indicators of collective minding (Cooren 2004) and by providing a detailed field 
study of virtual team coordination focused on micro-level content analysis (Yoo and 
Kanawattanachai 2001). As a result, they motivate the following proposition: 

Proposition 5 (Research approach). Collective minding in virtual teams based on multimodal 
communication can be investigated through a combination of quantitative and qualitative 
analyses of articulation acts, manipulation acts, and communication breakdowns. 

 Collective minding has previously been investigated through observations and interviews on 
aircraft carriers (Weick and Roberts 1993); through process documents, interviews, and 
participation in software requirements’ development organizations (Crowston and Kammerer 
1998); through questionnaires in student experiments (Yoo and Kanawattanachai 2001); and 
through conversation analysis of board meeting recordings (Cooren 2004). The framework 
presented in this paper is similar to Cooren’s (2004) conversation analysis, but it differs by mainly 
relying on one conversation analytic perspective, i.e. language action, rather than also drawing on 
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other perspectives like interactional achievements (Lerner 1992), talking into being (Heritage 
1984), and sequence-initiating actions (Schegloff and Sacks 1973). This choice was motivated by 
our access to audio recordings of the team’s teleconferencing as well as video recordings of the 
team’s real-time collaborative modeling; by our access to data from multiple meetings; and by our 
goal to preserve clarity in detailed analyses of rich data. 

Limitations and Implications 
Our study has notable limitations regarding case characteristics that call for caution when 
transferring findings to other contexts. First, many virtual teams are larger and therefore more 
complex than the Comapping project. Increased complexity can make it more difficult for actors to 
represent the social system and thus more difficult to interrelate their actions heedfully. The size of 
a virtual team can therefore have a significant influence on collective minding. Second, the national 
culture of the Russian and Danish participants did not appear to obstruct their ability to coordinate 
and communicate significantly. Other studies have shown that national diversity across teams may 
imply difficulties related to communication routines (Maznevski and Chudoba 2000), linguistic 
differences (Kayworth and Leidner 2000), and weak interpersonal relationships (Kraut et al. 1999). 
While collective minding helped the Comapping project overcome differences in cultural 
knowledge, it is unclear whether this is transferable to other and more diverse cultural 
constellations. Third, the technology used in the Comapping project was teleconferencing combined 
with real-time collaborative modeling. The mindmapping tool was developed in the Comapping
project and the team was therefore highly dedicated to multimodal communication. While the 
specific technologies are available online for any virtual team to explore, the relationship between 
virtual team organization and technology may not be equally well aligned in other teams. Finally, 
the data collection was limited to a specific period of the Comapping project. We investigated 
collective minding at a mature phase of the project, focused on the public release of the product and 
further investment in the product. Considering previous research into the collective mind in virtual 
teams (Yoo and Kanawattanachai 2001), we suspect that collective minding may be enacted 
differently at different project phases, and that these differences may be particularly evident by 
contrasting project initiation phases with project finalization phases. 

 As a result, we encourage other researchers to make in-depth field investigations of collective 
minding across different project phases. Such investigations could increase our understanding of 
how task characteristics condition collective minding in virtual teams. Further research is also 
needed into how different communication technologies affect collective minding. Such studies 
could help us understand how collective minding can be enabled with similar or radically different 
technologies. Cultural diversity remains a significant topic in virtual team coordination research 
(Kayworth and Leidner 2000, Kraut et al. 1999, Maznevski and Chudoba 2000), and future research 
could help us understand better its interaction with and impact on collective minding. Virtual team 
size also raises interesting questions for future research concerning how the complexity of a virtual 
team organization influences collective minding. Finally, future research could include additional 
conversation analytic perspectives – like interactional achievements (Lerner 1992), talking into 
being (Heritage 1984), and sequence-initiating actions (Schegloff and Sacks 1973) – to broaden this 
study’s unilateral language action perspective (cf. Cooren 2004). 

 While our study’s main emphasis has been on theoretical development, there are also 
preliminary implications for the practical management of virtual teams. First, the combination of 
teleconferencing and real-time collaborative modeling can under certain conditions enable 
collective minding in mediated team coordination. Virtual team practitioners who aspire to achieve 
high coordination performance should therefore explore how the use of multimodal information 
technologies can more effectively support coordination across sites. Second, the combination of 
teleconferencing and real-time collaborative modeling can help actors heedfully sense and respond 
to work-process breakdowns in virtual team coordination. Virtual team practitioners seeking to 
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achieve collective minding should therefore explore how participants can exploit the combined use 
of technologies to help sense and respond to work-process breakdowns during virtual meetings. 
Third, specification, prioritization, and time boxing of tasks in combination with real-time 
collaborative modeling can enable collective minding in mediated team coordination. Virtual team 
practitioners should therefore consider ways to organize project tasks that support shared models 
and straightforward coordination of the project. Finally, collective minding can help team members 
overcome differences in cultural and professional knowledge across sites without explicitly sharing 
that knowledge. Virtual team practitioners should therefore critically consider the need for early 
investments in sharing the cultural and professional knowledge across sites based on the project’s 
ability to develop and maintain collective minding through multimodal communication. 

Conclusion
This study has provided an enriched socio-cognitive understanding of how multimodal 
communication can support virtual team coordination. We have demonstrated how the combined 
use of teleconferencing and real-time collaborative modeling allow actors in the Comapping project
to interrelate heedfully and achieve high coordination performance. As a result, we have offered 
detailed propositions that explain how multimodal communication can facilitate collective minding 
in virtual teams and positively impact on coordination performance. In addition, we have argued 
that the impact of multimodal communication on virtual team performance can be investigated 
through a combination of quantitative and qualitative analyses of articulation acts, manipulation 
acts, and communication breakdowns. 
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